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NASA in the Second Space Age:
Exploration, Partnering, and Security
The launch of Sputnik in 1957 and the dawn of the space age set off
a frenetic competition between the Soviet Union and the United States.
In the years that followed, both nations developed and orbited military
satellites with increasingly sophisticated capabilities for intelligence collection, communications, and missile warning-capabilities largely intended to support strategic nuclear forces. 1 For more than three decades
the competition between these two superpowers was relatively stable,
marked by notable periods of cooperation and engagement. Since the
end of the Cold War, however, a gradual change has been under way,
driven in part by advances in technology and the proliferation of space
capabilities. This transformation has ushered in what the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) Tom Cremins has termed
t h e "secon d space age. " 2
The second space age arguably began with the 1991 Gulf War. This
conflict demonstrated, for the first time, the distinct advantages spacebased capabilities can provide in conventional war fighting. The collapse of the Soviet Union also changed the geopolitical landscape and
weakened the superpower duopoly in space. The 2011 National Security
Space Strategy (NSSS) defines this new era by what has become known
as the three Cs: congested, competitive, and contested. 3 Space has become congested as more nations and private companies are launching
and operating satellites for a variety of missions and increasingly competitive as they vie for economic and strategic advantage. According to
the Space Foundation, global space activities generated some $330 billion in economic activity in 2014, more than three-quarters of which
came from commercial space products, services, infrastructure, and support.4 A robust group of space startup companies has also emerged in
recent years, injecting a fresh wave of innovation and competition in the
space industry.
Perhaps the most disturbing attribute of the second space age is that
space has become an increasingly contested domain. The United States
is not alone in its use of space for military applications; more than 20
nations currently operate military satellites, making space a critical domain in modern warfare.5 Because of the many military advantages
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space offers, potential adversaries have made advances in antisatellite
technologies-both kinetic and non-kinetic-to deny the United States
and its allies the benefits of space-based capabilities. And as the 2007
Chinese antisatellite missile test demonstrated, widely accepted norms
of behavior in space remain lacking. 6
At the same time, NASA's role in space exploration is at an inflection
point. The International Space Station (ISS) and human spaceflight to
low Earth orbit (LEO) have been the centerpieces of NASA's mission
for decades. Since the retirement of the space shuttle in 2011, however,
NASA no longer has the ability to launch astronauts. Servicing of the
ISS for both cargo and crew has transitioned to commercial companies
and the Russian Federation. With the ISS currently scheduled for retirement in 2024 and work on the new Space Launch System (SLS) and the
multipurpose crew vehicle known as Orion still in progress, NASA is
shifting its attention to human exploration beyond LEO.
The 2011 NSSS states that, "Our strategy requires active U .S. leadership enabled by an approach that updates, balances, and integrates all of
the tools of U.S. power." 7 But one of the most powerful tools available
to the United States is not mentioned in this strategy. NASA and its vast
network of commercial and foreign government partners are a key component of US national power and influence in the space domain. Virtually every nation that aspires to play a significant role in space wants
to partner with NASA due to its technological expertise and powerful
brand image. For many, it is an important symbol of prestige and power
to join the club of responsible, spacefaring nations led by NASA.
This confluence of circumstances-the increasingly congested, competitive, and contested nature of the second space age and NASA's shift
in mission focus beyond LEO-presents a once-in-a-generation opportunity to define the terms by which the second space age will operate.
Will the space domain be a wild frontier where nations go it alone? Or
will it be a more cooperative domain where norms are respected and the
United States retains its leadership position? The next administration
should seize this opportunity to set a new space exploration strategy for
NASA that advances US interests in space by pushing the boundaries of
human knowledge, bringing new partners into the club of responsible,
spacefaring nations, and extending US leadership in this vital domain.
STRATEGIC STUDIES QuARTERLY+ WINTER
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A Space Exploration Strategy
A new strategy for space exploration beyond LEO must include longterm exploration objectives that excite and inspire public support and
near-term milestones that are technologically and fiscally achievable. In
April 2010 Pres. Barack Obama gave a major address on space exploration at Kennedy Space Center. In his address, the president laid out
a series of incremental improvements in capabilities, including: a new
space telescope to replace Hubble; increased Earth-based observation for
climate monitoring; extending the life of the ISS and working with private companies to deliver cargo and crew to the ISS; increased robotic
exploration of the solar system, including scouting missions to Mars and
other celestial bodies; continuing the Orion space vehicle program; and
building SLS to provide a heavy lift launch capability for future missions.
But the president only briefly mentioned his long-term objectives for
where these space-exploration capabilities would take the United States.
He called for sending humans to an asteroid sometime in the mid-2020s,
to orbit around Mars in the mid-2030s, and eventually to land on Mars
without any specific timeframe mentioned. 8 In the NASA Authorization
Act of 2010, the most recent policy bill enacted for the agency, Congress
stipulated that future missions beyond LEO should be designed to incorporate international contributions and that SLS and a multipurpose crew
vehicle should be the building blocks for these future missions. 9
At the most basic level, strategy is about bringing ends, ways, and
means into alignment. For NASA, the desired "ends" are its exploration objectives, whether to cislunar space, an asteroid, Mars, or beyond.
The "ways" are how NASA plans to achieve its objectives-the specific
programs and activities it undertakes and the ways it engages with partners. But having a desired end state in mind and a plan to get there is
not sufficient. The "ends" and "ways" of a strategy may be constrained
by the "means." NASA's means include the people it employs, the labs
and facilities it maintains, the annual budget it receives from Congress,
and the many industry and international partnerships it sustains. An exploration strategy set without regard for the means required risks being
un-executable in practice. Furthermore, the heart of an effective strategy
is not just determining what one will do but also what one will not do. 10
In his 2010 speech, President Obama proposed increasing NASA's
budget by $6 billion over the next five years. Due to budget constraints
imposed by the Budget Control Act (BCA), however, NASA's budget
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declined by 12 percent in real terms from FYlO to FY15. 11 The BCA
budget caps are set to remain in effect through FY21, meaning that
without a broader budget deal NASA is unlikely to receive a significant increase in funding in the near future. Moreover, because NASA's
budget falls within the nondefense side of the budget caps, it competes
directly with other domestic programs which are projected to continue
growing for the foreseeable future. That means any increase in funding
required for new exploration missions must be offset in part by reductions in legacy missions or the reallocation of science and technology
investments to more directly support the exploration challenges ahead.

Challenges That Are NASA-Hard
When setting its exploration objectives, NASA should focus squarely
on challenging missions where there are significant risks that only NASA
can or should assume-challenges that are truly "NASA-hard." For example, in space exploration there is always the possibility that a mission
may fail to achieve its objectives or discover anything of value. The risks of
mission failure are often highest when pushing the outer limits of human
knowledge-looking beyond where humans have explored-because
there may be nothing of interest. When the mission risk-reward imbalance is too great, commercial firms and other government agencies are
often reluctant to engage in this type of exploration. Yet these are exactly
the type of high-risk ventures an agency like NASA ought to undertake to
expand the boundaries of human knowledge.
Another type of risk only NASA should assume is extreme risk to human life. While sending humans into LEO remains risky, the safety of
human spaceflight has improved to the point that NASA has begun the
process of ceding human spaceflight in LEO to commercial companies,
and numerous commercial ventures are on the verge of creating a space
tourism industry. The technological advancements that made this possible are the result of billions of dollars invested in research and development and real-world experience by NASA over the course of nearly six
decades. Human spaceflight beyond LEO, however, is less well understood, and further research and development remain to be done. Only
nine manned missions flew beyond Earth orbit as part of the Apollo
program, six of which landed on the moon, while there have been hundreds of manned missions to LEO. The risks to humans for missions
to the moon, Mars, and beyond remain high-perhaps too high for
STRATEGIC STUDIES QuARTERLY + WINTER
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nongovernment entities to undertake at this point, notwithstanding
statements by SpaceX's Elan Musk, who, regardless of ambition, must
continue to rely on NASA's help and expertise. 12 With groundbreaking
investments in exploration by NASA, however, human missions beyond
LEO could one day be opened to commercial ventures at a more acceptable level of risk.
A final type of risk that NASA is uniquely positioned to assume is the
risk associated with large capital public goods projects. The ISS, for example, is effectively a massive infrastructure project in space that provides
a public good for humanity: a zero-gravity laboratory that serves as a platform for many other missions and scientific experiments. It does not make
economic sense for a private company to fund projects like the ISS, with
its price tag of over $100 billion. Even if a company were so inclined, it is
unlikely that it could raise the capital required for such a project or ensure
a healthy return on investment. Some space missions, like the ISS, are so
large that they can only be undertaken by NASA. However, once these
investments are made, they can be leveraged by private companies for
commercial purposes, such as testing new drug-manufacturing technologies or as a destination for space tourism. 13 NASA's investments in space
infrastructure, like the ISS, may also serve as an impetus for private companies to invest in the development of smaller human platforms to retain
these capabilities once the ISS is retired.

Strategic Partnering
Armed with a space-exploration strategy that has long-term objectives,
near-term milestones, and a focus on challenges that are NASA-hard, the
next challenge is to build a coalition of industry and international partners with a shared interest in the mission. Partners are a critical component of any future space exploration strategy because NASA is not likely
to have the resources or capabilities to pursue its ambitions alone. One
of the key challenges for NASA in executing a new space-exploration
strategy is determining what capabilities it should keep internally and
what it should outsource to others. While the exploration objectives may
be things that are truly NASA-hard, the capabilities required to pursue
these objectives may not be the exclusive domain of NASA. Capabilities
that once were core to NASA's identity, such as human spaceflight to
LEO, are quickly becoming the domain of commercial firms. The ISS,
for example, may soon be approaching the point where it can transition
6
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to commercial operations, either partially or in full, which would free
up resources within NASA that could be applied to new missions. As
NASA shifts its focus to new objectives, it will need to refocus its internal capabilities-including science and technology investments-on
areas in which no commercial market exists and ruthlessly divest itself
of internal capabilities that can be more effectively provided by industry. However, when leveraging the innovation and expertise of industry,
NASA must also be careful not to become overly dependent on companies with untested business models or objectives that may diverge from
NASA's interests.
An ambitious space-exploration agenda also presents an opportunity
to extend and expand NASA's network of international partners to advance broader US foreign policy and national security objectives. The
2011 National Security Space Strategy states that the United States "will
encourage responsible behavior in space and lead by the power of our
example." 14 NASA is perhaps the best example the United States has to
offer for the peaceful and responsible use of space. Moreover, NASA's
vast network of international partners is a source of strategic advantage
for the United States that can be leveraged to help promote stabilizing
norms of behavior in space.
Since many other nations do not maintain a clear separation between
military and civil space activities, decisions on whom to partner with on
civil space programs must take into account potential security implications. However, geopolitical competition and even antagonism between
nations do not necessarily preclude the possibility of cooperation in civil
space exploration. History has shown that cooperation in civil space
programs that is mission focused and mutually beneficial can proceed
largely independent of competition in other areas.
Perhaps the best example of this is the cooperation between the
United States and the Soviet Union that took place throughout the Cold
War. Beginning with the Kennedy administration, the two superpowers
engaged in a series of cooperative ventures that included sharing weather
satellite data, mapping the Earth's geomagnetic field, and experimenting
with communication relays in space. In the 1970s, the two rivals embarked on a joint human spaceflight program known as the Apollo-Soyuz
Test Project. While US cooperation was through NASA, the Soviet civil
space program was secretive and intermixed with the military's space
command. As Russian physicist (and former science advisor to Soviet
STRATEG IC STUDI ES Q uARTERLY
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Pres. Mikhail Gorbachev) Roald Sagdeev and international security
and space policy expert Susan Eisenhower have noted, this cooperation
gave the United States valuable insight into the largely shrouded Soviet
space enterprise. 15 Following the breakup of the Soviet Union, cooperation and insight into Russian space programs continued first with
visits of the US space shuttle to the Russian Mir space station and then
with the Russian Federation joining the ISS consortium-a partnership
that continues today. Perhaps the longest-running example of international partnership in space is the US-Russian Joint Working Group on
Space Biology and Medicine, which has been active since 1971 and has
spanned the Apollo-Soyuz, Shuttle-Mir, and ISS programs. 16
As this example demonstrates, partners do not have to like each other
to cooperate successfully if the basis of their partnership is a shared interest in the mission. Despite a marked decline in the US-Russian relationship in recent years, cooperation on civil space programs has so
far not been affected. Both the United States and Russia have a shared
interest in continuing to cooperate because neither can maintain the ISS
or a robust human spaceflight program on its own. Nevertheless, one
must be mindful of the geopolitical risks and opportunities involved in
partnerships that create an interdependence with other nations.
Partnerships can also be beneficial for strategic reasons beyond just
the mission at hand. For example, the United States could partner with
another nation to influence the direction of that country's space activities and encourage norms of behavior ranging from limiting the production of space debris to sharing scientific data. The United States can also
use the enticement of partnering on civil space programs to discourage
other countries from engaging in activities that would be detrimental to
US interests.
Partnerships on civil space programs can also provide valuable insight
into the organizations and space activities of other countries. For example, China does not make the same distinctions between civil and military space programs as the United States. This comingling of programs
leads to great uncertainty and mistrust on the part of the United States,
which has been noted by the US-China Economic and Security Review
Commission. In its 2015 report, the commission quotes one expert as
saying, "China's space program does not have structures in place that
make meaningful divisions between military and civil programs, and
those technologies acquired and systems developed for ostensibly civil
8
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purposes can be applied-and most frequently are-for military purposes."1 7 The lack of separation between military and civilian programs
invites suspicion and should not be ignored. But just as the United
States partnered with the Soviet Union during the Cold War, partnering
with China on select civil space programs could provide greater insight
into an otherwise opaque system. This kind of partnership can reduce
uncertainty regarding China's space activities and help encourage investment in more peaceful and stabilizing space capabilities. It could also lay
the groundwork for military-to-military contacts between the US and
Chinese militaries' space commands, something that is sorely needed
and is vital to stability and mutual understanding in a crisis situation.
When selecting partners, one must also be mindful to avoid incentivizing others to develop or mature dual-use technologies with national
security implications. In 1996, the failed launch of a Chinese Long
March rocket carrying a US commercial satellite led to a US company
transferring technical data to the Chinese that helped improve their
launch capabilities. Since this technical data was also relevant to China's
long-range missile programs-a key national security concern for the
United States-it led to strict controls being put in place to prevent future technology transfers. 18 Technology transfers such as this are clearly
prohibited by law, and partnerships for civil space programs should go
one step further and avoid partnering in any way that could incentivize
or assist a rival power in the development of military space capabilities.
Instead, partnerships with military rivals should be focused on missions
that have little if any direct military applications, such as human spaceflight and deep space missions.

Guiding Principles for International Partnerships
International partnership decisions should be informed by a fundamental set of guiding principles. These principles must be consistent
with NASA's exploration strategy and considerate of geopolitical factors
and domestic politics in the United States and its partner countries.
Based on the past experiences of NASA, the European Space Agency
(ESA), and other space agencies as well as best practices gleaned from
other international organizations, four fundamental guiding principles
for international partnerships stand out for consideration.
STRATEGIC STUDIES QuARTERLY + W INTER
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1. International partnerships should be based on areas of mutual interest and benefit. As Dr. Jean-Jacques Dordain, the former director

general of ESA, has noted, when it comes to building strong relationships, mutual interest is in many ways more powerful than
love. Partners do not need to love each other or even like each
other-they merely need to have a shared interest in the mission. 19
Partnerships should be structured in a way that each partner is better off in net from partnering than from not partnering. The benefits each partner derives from cooperation, however, do not need
to be symmetrical. For example, a smaller space agency may benefit
from the prestige and resources of partnering with NASA, while
NASA may benefit from getting access to facilities, geographical
locations, or specific technical expertise.
2. New partners should not come at the expense of existing partners.

For multinational endeavors, all parties should be consulted and
should consent to adding new partners, and new partners should
bring value that benefits each of the existing partners. Moreover,
NASA must be careful to consider how new bilateral agreementseven if they involve separate and distinct mission areas-could affect existing partnerships in other areas. When reaching out to new
partners, careful coordination and open communication can help
prevent existing partners from feeling isolated or undermined.
3. Each international partner should self-fund its part of the project.

While not an absolute rule, this structure helps prevent the need
for complex contracting and fund-transfer agreements and is one
of the guidelines for international cooperation NASA already follows. 20 It also helps alleviate negative competition or resistance
from each country's industrial base, where fears of commercial loss
often result in resistance to international partnerships. Moreover,
self-funding avoids putting partner governments in the sometimes
awkward position of appropriating funds for another government's
agency and industrial base. When each partner funds its own contribution to the project, it keeps the partnership focused on the
mission rather than on the financial details. In the no-exchange-offunds model, each partner also assumes the risk of cost overruns for
its part of the project, creating a strong incentive for each partner
to manage and control the cost of work under its direction.
10
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4.

International partnerships should be structured so that they do not
rely on the exchange of technology. The transfer of technology,

particularly in the area of space systems and launch vehicles, is
a sensitive issue even among close allies. In the no-exchange-oftechnology model, each partner is responsible for developing and
applying its own technology for its part of the project. The exchange of technical information can then be limited to the minimum level of information needed for technical interfaces between
mission modules-another guideline for international cooperation NASA already employs. 21

Conclusion
NASA is at an inflection point. With the impending retirement of the
ISS and the opportunity for human exploration beyond LEO, NASA
is well positioned to continue its leadership role in the second space
age. But to make this transition a success, it needs two things. First and
foremost, it needs a space exploration strategy with clear, long-term objectives that are truly NASA-hard to excite and inspire public support.
Just as important, it also needs a robust network of industry and international partners that shares its exploration objectives and has meaningful
capabilities to contribute.
In many ways, NASA's challenge is to make a dime out of 10 pennies. It must bring together a network of industry and international
partners-including new and nontraditional partners-in a cohesive
and coherent manner to advance its exploration objectives. With a clear
strategy that sets long-term objectives that excite and near-term milestones that are achievable, NASA can reorient itself to work with new
partners in more innovative and effective ways. Without such a strategy,
however, NASA risks spending a penny here and a penny there and not
having a dime to show fo r it.
NASA's leadership still has no equal or substitute in the second space
age to foster international cooperation, to push the technological envelope, and to promote responsible and stabilizing norms of behavior. While
the hard power of NASA's technical prowess has long been held in high
regard, the soft power of NASA's influence through agreements with industry and foreign governments has yet to be fully realized. US national
security relies on commercial and military space-based capabilities that are
STRATEGIC STUDIES Q uARTERLY + WINTER
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increasingly at risk, and other nations, private companies, and the rest of
the US government look to NASA to promote cooperation and the peaceful use of space. While NASA was the indispensable partner of the first
space age, NASA's network of partnerships is the indispensable ingredient
for security and continued US leadership in the second space age. ~\!tl__
Todd Harrison

Nahmyo Thomas

Director, Aerospace Security Project and
Senior Fellow
Center for Strategic and International
Studies

Director, Executive Education and
Abshire-Inamori Leadership Academy
Center for Strategic and International
Studies
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Why Washington Doesn't Debate
Grand Strategy
Benjamin H Friedman and justin Logan
Abstract
Debate over grand strategy is nearly absent in US politics. Relative
military power, over time, generated bipartisan support for primacy, a
grand strategy that sees global US military dominance as the basis for US
security. The elite consensus in favor of primacy saps political demand
for critical analysis of it or consideration of alternative grand strategies.
Because Washington think tank analysts and public intellectuals mostly
answer to political masters, they have no incentive to buck the conventional line and question primacy. They focus on operational questions
about how to implement primacy, unlike academic analysts, who debate
the merits of alternative grand strategies. In this article we demonstrate
the limits of debate about grand strategy in US politics and explain this
absence of debate. We also explain why think tank analysts, more than
academics, conform to this consensus and conclude by considering implications for analysts in both academia and Washington.

*****

The vast majority of US foreign policy makers are devotees of primacy, a grand strategy that sees global US military exertions-alliances,
foreign bases, patrols, military training, regular wars, and continual airstrikes-as the only guarantee of national security, global stability, and
free trade. Foreign policy debate in Washington, when it exists, mostly
concerns how to implement primacy rather than alternative grand strategies. This article explains why the foreign policy establishment tends to
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avoid debating strategic ends and focuses instead on means. We call that
tendency the operational mind-set. 1
Because primacy serves the interests of US political leaders, there is
little demand for arguments questioning it. Ambitious analysts avoid
evaluating strategy and focus instead on operational analysis. The stream
of books, papers, reports, panel discussions, testimony, televised arguments, and the like from government agencies, Congress, bipartisan
commissions, and think tanks gives the impression that US foreign
policy is the result of rigorous argumentation occurring in a true marketplace of ideas. However, policy makers use social science, including
the shallow sort Washington produces, more to legitimize policy than
to form beliefs about which policy to pursue. The sheen of independent
expertise heightens the appeal of a particular policy and protects it from
dissent. Left unevaluated, primacy has gained adherents and become
more like an article of faith one invokes rather than an idea one evaluates.
It is naive to expect think tanks to evaluate grand strategy absent demand from political patrons. True strategic debate in Washington would
require a change in consensus politics. Because that is currently unlikely,
if academics do not interrogate the assumptions underlying US foreign
policy, no one will. Doing so will not produce immediate results. Policy
makers tend to ignore academia, not because it is considered a "cult of
irrelevance," meaning esoteric subject matter and complex methods, but
because of academics' disinclination to tell policy makers only what they
want to hear. 2 Academia should reward policy relevance but understand
that "relevance" often means being a naysayer.
In this article, we first show the dearth of debate in Washington about
grand strategy. Then, we explain this absence of debate and how primacy achieved dominance. Next, we discuss the politics that encourage
think tank analysts, more than academics, to conform to the prevailing
consensus. In conclusion, we explore what the argument suggests for
analysts in both academia and Washington.

The Missing Debate
The US foreign policy establishment-the group of people typically
appointed to security posts in the federal government, writing for the
major opinion pages, and hired by most prominent think tanks-barely
debates grand strategy. 3 This claim may be surprising given the vast attention Washington pays to foreign policy and the many people there
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who analyze it for a living. Certainly foreign policy analysts produce
many arguments, and the think tank industry is healthy and growing.
Several large US think tanks dealing with foreign policy opened in the
last decade, while the previously existing ones grew substantially.4 {In
2011, think tanks that included foreign policy departments spent over
$1.2 billion, an increase of approximately 40 percent over the decade,
adjusting for inflation. 5 ) In theory, think tanks function as universities
without students, places where intellectuals freely research public policy
and propose ways to improve it. In what might be termed the marketplace of ideas view, political leaders and the interested public evaluate
and choose among such proposals. 6 In this view, debate exposes poor
ideas and selects the best, as markets do with products.
The usual complaint about the Washington foreign policy debate is
that it is excessive and overly partisan, not that it is insufficient. Pundits
and politicians frequently call for a more bipartisan foreign policy, an
end to politics beyond the water's edge. They bemoan the loss of the
Cold War strategic consensus around containment. Even political scientists who understand that the Cold War actually included plenty of
partisan division abo ut foreign policy and the meaning of containment
still tend to lament the increased partisanship in US foreign policy since
the Cold War. 7 Anyone watching cable news or reading major opinion
pages knows that each source features considerable, often bitter, debate
about foreign policy decisions.
Why worry about the limits of a debate that is so heated and widely
lamented? The answer is that the rancor of arguments tells us little about
their stakes. Despite the partisanship infusing Washington's foreign policy debate and the expansion of think tanks participating in it, shared assumptions narrow the disputed terrain. Debate focuses on how to enact
the goals of the grand strategy of primacy, not their wisdom. The debate
is more about operational analysis than grand strategy.
Operational analysis considers how to best implement goals without
evaluating the goals themselves-taking objectives as given. 8 An operational mind-set means doing that all the time. It is the approach of a
passenger riding shotgun who studies the map to find the ideal route,
adjusts the engine if need be, and always accepts the destination without
protest. There is nothing inherently wrong with that approach. Even
opponents of government programs should want them to run more efficiently.9 The problem occurs when operational thinking becomes a
16
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widespread habit that occurs at the expense of-or masquerades asan evaluative mind-set, where analysts ask whether the ideas animating
policies, even sacred ones, are sound. 10 Unexamined strategic goals can
become a kind of operational code or guiding ideology, their wisdom
taken for granted.U
Strategy is logic for a choice among options; it prioritizes. Strategy is
"grand" when it aims to guide other foreign policy goals and decisions.
Those subsidiary goals, in theory, steer diplomatic goals and military
strategy, which in turn drive agency choices, down to the smallest decisions. Grand strategies are general theories of how states create security
for themselves. Grand strategy is unavoidable and occurs whenever states
have security policies informed by causal ideas, which is virtually always.
The permanence of competing parties and goals, however, ensures that
grand strategy is never fully realized. It is particularly difficult to achieve
without pressing dangers to unify people, and the degree of realization
varies across and within states.
Academics-generally within the security or international relations
fields of political science-weigh competing grand strategies, like selective engagement, restraint, and primacy, both explicitly and by evaluating
their underlying theoretical claims. 12 Political scientists also occasionally
study operational issues. Analysts within the foreign policy establishment,
by contrast, focus on operational questions. They do produce occasional
writing and conferences on grand strategy but rarely evaluate primacy.
They tend instead to reify it, often in the guise of new buzzwords and
murky geopolitical analysis.

Primacy Ascends
In current US foreign policy, primacy, also known as "liberal hegemony," consists of an interlocking set of beliefs. 13 One is that US leadership is crucial to the maintenance of "the global order," which refers
generally to peace among great powers, international commerce, and
state cooperation through international organizations. 14 A second belief
is that US leadership largely comprises military commitments-allies,
overseas bases, naval patrols, and threats or acts of war. 15 The reasoning is generally that US military power deters aggression, limiting the
need for states to defend themselves, preventing security dilemmas: selfreinforcing dynamics of mutual alarm. 16 US military power therefore
functions like a global police force, averting the need for states to secure
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themselves. Because of these beliefs, primacy places a high value on allies, and its adherents support the permanence of US defense alliances
like NATO, often support their expansion, and generally push for new
alliances when they perceive new threats. 17
Primacy's advocates see many threats to the United States. They worry
about the credibility of the many promises the United States makes to
defend allies. They fear proliferation of weapons technology, especially
nuclear weapons. 18 Primacists tend to argue that internal conditions
abroad (foreign civil wars, failed states, or illiberal governments) can
easily undermine US global leadership, creating danger. These fears
translate into heavy work for the US national security establishment.
So, primacists tend to favor high military spending and regular uses
of force-patrols, military-to-military training, deployments of forces,
commitments to defend nations, or acts of war.
Primacy, in other words, is conducive to war. 19 Its expansive view of
threats creates a grab bag of reasons to support proposed wars or military
strikes and few arguments for peace. Liberal internationalists, the Democratic primacists, and the neoconservatives and hawkish nationalists
comprising the Republican cohort typically offer overlapping but differing rationales for wars. For example, in advocating the invasion of Iraq
in 2003, Republican primacists emphasized the need to demonstrate US
credibility, pro-democracy arguments, and preventive-war logic of stopping terrorists from getting nuclear weapons, while liberal internationalists emphasized nonproliferation concerns and the Saddam Hussein
regime's violation of international law and humanitarian abuses. 20 Most
recent US wars produced a similar pattern of complementary rationales.
Primacists do not agree on everything. The Republican variety mostly
sees international institutions, especially the United Nations, as worse
than useless in that they can impede US activism. 2 1 Liberal internationalists believe in at least the appearance of cooperation with international
institutions, mainly because the seal of multilateral approval makes the
exercise of US power more palatable abroad. 22 Right-leaning primacists
are more skeptical of humanitarian rationales for wars but usually support the same wars for other reasons.
Partisanship highligh ts these narrow areas of disagreement among primacists, drawing attention away from their large realm of agreement.
While foreign policy elites debated primacy's tenets early in the Cold
War, it has increasingly become a bipartisan ethos. Primacy reigns at the
18
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major US think tanks, both right- and left-leaning. 23 Today it is hard
to imagine how a president could fill the national security bureaucracy
with non-primacist appointees, unless he or she was willing to rely on
inexperienced academics.
Because primacy is a hawkish grand strategy, its dominance in Washington limits analysis of US war goals. In the last two decades at least,
wars have commenced without much debate in the foreign policy establishment. Even the decision to invade Iraq, easily the most controversial
war in recent decades, generated only limited debate. Though a majority
of House Democrats and 21 of 50 Democratic senators voted against the
resolution to use force in October 2002, their objections focused more on
timing and tactics-the imminence of the threat, the strength of war plans,
and the danger of taking attention from the war in Mghanistan-than on
the broader wisdom of occupying Iraq and overthrowing its government. 24
The George W Bush administration debated how to market the war
but not whether to have it. 25 Few of the principals can even say when
that decision occurred. 26 According to Bob Woodward, then-Secretary
of State Colin Powell hoped to dissuade the president from war but
never actually opposed it. 27 The intelligence community raised doubts
about the quality of intelligence on Iraq's arsenal and the difficulties of
achieving postwar stability. President Bush and his top advisors seem
to have taken these warnings mostly as a threat to their effort to win
support for war. 28 The same goes for the cautiously antiwar statements
offered by officials from the George H.W Bush administration, most
notably Brent Scowcroft, the former national security advisor. There is
no evidence that George W Bush administration officials debated the
merits of these claims. 29
Think tank analysts and pundits were not much better. Prior to the
invasion, their focus was mostly how to make war and the postwar plan.
One study showed that only 4 percent of the guests appearing on the
nightly news to discuss the potential war during the early weeks of February 2003 expressed any skepticism about its prudence. 30 The Wall Street
journats editorial page editor, Paul Gigot, dismissed the relevance of the
antiwar views expressed by Cato Institute scholars, suggesting they represent "four or five people in a phone booth." 31 That is a reasonable description of how primacy's critics feel in Washington.
Over the last decade, the wars, along with economic slowdown and
debt, made the foreign policy establishment more dovish, especially
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about occupational wars. 32 But that shift came without much strategic
reevaluation. Only when the public and major Democratic politicians
turned against the wars did left-leaning think tanks begin openly to support their end. Even then, there were precious few efforts to revisit the
rationales that had sustained the wars. The establishment now pursues
the same broad set of goals with less tolerance for risk in their pursuit.
Recent debates about Syria, Yemen, and Ukraine concern degrees of activism, whether to go from sanctions to lethal aid to bombing. No one
in or near power publicly suggests that US interests in these places are
insufficient to warrant much effort.
For example, Washington's debate about the 2011 US bombing campaign in Libya was quiet and narrow, despite the rather incredible claims
that the administration and other war backers made: that war would
produce liberal democracy in Libya and enhance its prospects in the
region by convincing other tyrants to tolerate protest or revolutionary
movements. 33 The administration also made dubious claims about the
vast humanitarian value of the intervention. 34 Congress paid virtually no
attention to the war's rationale. Think tanks focused more on the conduct of the war and the organization of Libya in its aftermath than on
its wisdom. Hardly anyone outside academia suggested that Muammar
Qadda£'s fall was likely to bring long-term instability. 35 Libya's descent
toward chaos since the war has not stopped its advocates from celebrating
their wisdom and urging similar tactics in Syria. 36
Current Trends: More of the Same

Two recent developments show the strength of the establishment consensus. First, Republicans leaders, especially those who ran for president,
vociferously criticized the Obama administration's foreign policy for being weak yet proposed no clear alternative. An example is the recent book
by former Vice President Dick Cheney and his daughter Liz. 37 After
three lengthy chapters attacking the Obama administration for "retreating" or "appeasing" on defense policy, the Cheneys' conclusion suggests
no new wars, no new theaters for existing wars, and no new military
alliances. They excoriate the Iran nuclear weapons deal but argue for a
better one. They portray ISIS (the Islamic State) as a cataclysmic threat
in rapid advance, but they do not call for regular US ground forces to directly fight it. Their great concern about Russia's uncontained aggression
leads them to propose doing more of what is being done: more NATO
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exercises, sanctions, and aid to Ukraine. Former presidential candidates
like Jeb Bush, Marco Rubio, and Ted Cruz took similar lines.
The problem for Republicans is that the Obama administration subscribes to primacy, albeit with a partial dissent on the importance of credibility. 38 The administration seems to support most current alliances, has
increased efforts to counter Russia and China, and is making war, with
special operations forces, conventional airpower, or drone strikes, in seven
countries. Republicans have little room to show their relative hawkishness
beyond proposing larger deployments ofUS ground forces, which is electorally dangerous, and spending more on defense. So for all their rhetorical assaults on the Obama's administration's foreign policies, conventional
Republicans propose doing more of the same, with more tough talk.
The second example is the reaction to Donald Trump's presidential
campaign. Trump deviated to a limited extent from the primacy consensus by questioning the value of NATO and suggesting that South Korea
and Japan acquiring nuclear weapons might reduce the US defense burden. That seemed to have helped him with the Republican electorate,
which, as noted, does not share the establishment's belief in primacy.
But Trump's statements caused apoplexy among both the liberal internationalist and neoconservative bands of primacists. 39 Their unified opposition to Trump's foreign policy views reflects their unified belief in
pnmacy.

How Primacy Achieved Dominance
US relative power explains why primacy rules in Washington. Relative power comes from military capability, wealth, and geographic advantage. These factors give the United States the ability to adopt ambitious objectives abroad. They also keep the US public remote from
the consequences of US security policy and thus generally disinterested.
This circumstance permits political leaders to pursue primacy without
much fear of electoral consequence. 40 US power also encourages American political leaders to embrace the global military role that primacy
justifies. Washington's foreign policy analysts accept these goals because
of professional incentives and the socialization they produce over time.
Before elaborating on that explanation, we reject two others. One is
that primacy became the nation's grand strategy by winning intellectual
battles. The second is that primacy reflects democratic will.
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One argument for primacy's dominance in Washington is that it won
out in a reasoned debate. Peter Feaver remarks, "Radical critiques of
American foreign policy are known and given lots of air time proportional to their influence. You can't swing a dead cat without hearing a
serious critique of American foreign policy at an academic conference,
for example. These views are known, considered, and rejected. "41
That view, where Washington rejects alternatives to primacy after giving them a fair shake, predicts that its advocates rely on a solid intellectual
case. If that is so, they might build on well-established international relations scholarship and history. Or finding hostile theory and scholarship,
primacy's backers would explain the flaws that cause them to reject it, essentially building up a theoretical alternative. Neither occurs.
International relations scholarship rarely produces clear conclusions.
One can find support for competing grand strategies by picking on one
set of articles or another. Still, on balance, primacy's core arguments rest
on poor theoretical footing. The emphasis on alliances, for example,
hinges on several doubtful assumptions. One is that states lacking a US
alliance will generally kowtow to more powerful ones-bandwagoning,
in international relations jargon-allowing aggressors to gather strength
and ambition, as occurred with Nazi Germany. A second assumption
is that if states do not "bandwagon" and instead work to defend themselves by balancing stronger power, danger will result, either because the
balancing among rivals creates mutual fear conducive to war or because
other states' independence undermines US leadership. International relations scholarship, however, suggests that states, especially strong ones,
often balance power; that most balances are stable, particularly where
geography makes borders more defensible; and that few foreign wars
greatly impact the United States.42
Primacy's insistence that US military alliances impede nuclear weapons proliferation casts aside well-established arguments: that US military presence and power encourage proliferation among threatened
states and that nuclear weapons can create mutual deterrence conducive
to peace. 43 The same goes for primacists' claim that US military presence enables global trade. The argument implies without basis that trade
is brittle or easily disrupted and that other states are unlikely to police
their own trade if the US Navy does not. 44 Primacists also argue that
a global US military presence caused the decline of war among states
in recent decades. 45 Prominent academic studies attribute the current
22
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era of relative peace to other causes. 46 Even the theories of liberal and
capitalist peace, which might seem to better accommodate primacists'
claims, do not argue that US military exertions abroad generally spread
liberal or capitalist systems Y Scholarship suggests, rather, that US military actions are often counterproductive to those ends. 48
Doubtful hypotheses also inform the establishment take on the threats
energizing primacy. Credibility fears follow from the idea that coercive
threats are difficult to uphold and that reputations for acting on them
travel easily across time and space. Scholarship on the matter suggests
instead that the credibility of threats is more contextual: credibility depends on the interests and military power of the state making threats. 49
Primacy's fear of disordered states turns on the belief that they produce
international terrorism and other ills. But few failed states produce these
troubles. 50 Moreover, primacy's enthusiasm for trying to repair such
states often means downplaying a threat with a substantial historical
pedigree: that of nationalism and other identity politics conducive to
violent resistance against occupiers. 51
We cannot exhaustively catalog all of primacy's flaws or debate the
rare academics who defend it using international relations literature. 52
The point here is to exemplify weakness in the case for primacy. That
helps explain the academic crowd in range ofFeaver's swinging dead cat.
Primacy's flaws are the big reason why international relations scholars,
especially those who study security, tend to critique it. 53
Academics' dovish take on war and defense spending suggests their
skepticism about primacy. In 2007, roughly 80 percent of academics in
the international relations field reported having opposed the war in Iraq
at its outset. 54 Even if the war's course generated some false reporting, the
true number is surely far higher than in the establishment, where initial
opposition was rare. The 2009 Mghanistan surge was probably equally
unpopular in academia. Columbia University professor Jack Snyder remarked then that "pretty much everyone [in the academy] thinks that the
conditions in Mghanistan are terrible, that the political situation is terrible, and thus that the conditions for successful counterinsurgency and
state-building are inauspicious." 55 A 2004-2005 survey of international
relations scholars asked, "Do you think that the United States should
increase its spending on national defense, keep it about the same, or cut
it back?" Just short of half--49 percent-answered, "Cut," while 41 percent chose, "Keep same." Only 10 percent answered, "Increase." 56 When
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the researchers asked the question again in 2008-2009, 64 percent said,
"Cut" and 30 percent chose, "Keep the same"; this time, only 6 percent
called for an increase. 57 On taking office in 2009, Barack Obama, the
most liberal American president in at least 30 years, proceeded to increase
military spending that had nearly doubled in the previous decade. 58 Little
objection came from the foreign policy establishment.
Some will object that liberal politics, not knowledge, turns academics
against primacy. There is likely some truth in this, but liberalism, at least
in the sense of supporting Democrats, does not preclude supporting
primacy. Democratic foreign policy elites, after all, typically embrace
primacy's liberal internationalist variant. The same is true of many academics. Also, in the American international relations field, the dominant academic critique of primacy comes from realism. Realism grew
in opposition to legalist or missionary approaches to foreign policy promoted by Wilsonian progressives. It travelled historically with the political right. That link has weakened, but still many prominent realists lean
right politically, albeit idiosyncratically. Despite some variation, primacy
is unpopular with academics mostly because it is a set of bad ideas.
Had primacy succeeded on its intellectual merits in spite of scholarly
criticism, its establishment advocates would make its theoretical case
themselves, or at least cite those that do. Instead, they ignore the problem. If leading politicians are aware of primacy's theoretical failing, they
do a good job pretending otherwise. Even think tank analysts, many of
whom hold advanced international relations degrees, mostly avoid engaging academic criticism of primacy. If they mention alternative grand
strategies, it is to dismiss straw man versions in a few sentences, often by
labeling them politically irrelevant.59 Few cite even the academic works
taking their side. 60 M any policy makers and think tank scholars appear
to be unaware that they employ theories about international politics;
some even deny having a theory. 61 Primacy's theoretical weakness does
not concern its advocates in Washington.
General Public versus Elites
The democratic explanation for primacy's dominance also lacks support. According to a 2014 Chicago Council on Global Affairs study, the
public is far less enthusiastic about taking an "active" role in global affairs and global leadership than elites. 62 That divide holds across partisan
lines. There is a substantial gap between elites identifYing as Democrat,
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Republican, or Independent and the public for each group. Similarly,
elites are more supportive of using force to defend allies and long-term
US military bases and more likely to agree that those garrisons produce
stability. 63 Various studies show that the public is historically less hawkish on issues of war and defense spending than elites. 64
Recent wars also reflect the divide. A November 2009 Pew poll, taken
just before the president announced the surge of US troops in Afghanistan, found that 32 percent of the American public wanted more US
troops in Afghanistan, and 40 percent wanted to decrease the troop
presence.65 In a companion poll, Pew found that 50 percent of Council
on Foreign Relations members wanted a troop increase and 24 percent
wanted a decrease.66 In 2014, the Chicago Council found even wider
gaps between foreign policy elites and the public on the question of
keeping troops in Afghanistan. 67 Similar dynamics-a foreign policy
elite pushing a reluctant public to support military escalation-occurred
in recent years with Libya and Syria. 68
These results suggest that the foreign policy establishment pushes the
public toward primacy, not the other way. 69 A more accurate explanation
for primacy's success is that it rationalizes policies that leaders already
support. Relative power, especially the military capability to act abroad,
allows those policies and creates constituencies that support them- a set
of beneficiaries who support primacy. Power and geography also keep
the costs of the policies low and distributed enough so that the public is
disinterested, giving leaders a relatively free hand.
Taking the cost side first, geography and the wealth to generate military power insulate the United States from the consequences of security policy, including war. The public lacks incentive to closely monitor
foreign policy. It remains rationally ignorant. 70 Unlike pocketbook issues, foreign policy questions are rarely salient: they generally rank low
among voters' concerns and contribute little to their voting decisions.
So politicians seldom have strong electoral reasons to cater to voters'
foreign policy views ? 1 Voters are more dovish than foreign policy elites
for the same reasons . They are mostly too disinterested to listen to the
establishment's hawkish tenets. For most Americans, the only direct cost
of foreign policy fiascoes is marginally higher tax rates and unsettling
newscasts. Since the draft ended, war kills "only" the volunteer military
and foreigners. 72 By contrast, for Europeans living 100 years ago, losing
wars potentially meant conquest and its depredations. Even successful
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wars could kill off large swaths of young men and consume considerable
portions of national wealth.
Wealth creation has reduced the economic burden of US security policy without curtailment of its ambitions. Americans now spend around
what they did on defense at the height of the Cold War, in real terms,
but the percentage of wealth devoted to that purpose is far lower. It takes
less than 4 percent of gross domestic product, which keeps down the
tax burden and leaves plenty of funds for other programs. The interest
groups associated with low taxes and those programs have less reason to
oppose primacy's policies.

Primacy Unopposed
The absence of rivals leaves the United States free to roam? 3 Few states
combine the desire and ability to resist US military deployments. True,
the military would run into trouble if it invaded China or approached
various other hostile coasts? 4 And the price of occupying restive lands
has also proved restrictive. Still, opportunities for US military aid outnumber obstacles. Many countries invite US forces in to subsidize their
defense. The world never lacks for civil unrest whose victims US forces
might protect, and outraged editorialists reliably take up the cause.
These conditions produce a support base for primacy. 75 As is the case
with other public policy areas (like farm subsidies) that create diffuse
costs and concentrated benefits, a minority of special interests rules a
majority of the apathetic. 76 1his set of minority interests (that is, the foreign policy establishment) functions as a kind of oligarchy in its domain,
but only insofar as its prescribed policies do not concentrate costs that
awaken organized opposition. That occurs if defense spending threatens
other spending and programs dear to other powerful special interests.
Likewise, when wars impose high costs without clear benefit, the public
gets engaged and pressures elected leaders to limit or end the war, as occurred eventually with the Vietnam and Iraq wars. 77
It is a simplification to speak of the foreign policy establishment as a
singular entity. There is certainly conflict among its elements. But US
power limits that conflict. A lot of interests get their wishes, and the
nation, as a result, pursues security objectives so broad that in sum they
approach global management. 78 The key actors here can be called the
military-industrial-congressional complex: those interests, organizations,
and elected officials that share an interest in high military spending. 79
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That includes the military services, whose budgets fund bases and production contracts important in many electoral districts, the companies
and unions drawing on those budgets, and the elected officials representing those districts, who usually seek seats on defense committees. 80
Other interests conducive to primacy are lobby groups favoring particular countries, civic groups supporting particular military services, and
various research entities, including arms of universities and think tanks
that receive military or foreign-government research grants.
Primacy is useful less as a rationale for particular policy goals than as
justification for limiting choices among them. US policy makers strain
for compromise because they divide power in a system that is open to
the influence of diverse interest groups. 81 Senators and representatives
fight across party and committee lines to direct policy. The presidency,
despite the more dominant role it assumed over the direction of foreign
policy during the Cold War, still shares those powers with Congress. 82
The State Department, the intelligence agencies, and the Pentagon compete for power. The Pentagon spreads authority among four military
services, unified combatant commands, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the
Office of the Secretary of Defense.
This division of power militates against strategic coherence, especially
when threats are limited. 83 By voting for budgets, as they generally must,
politicians essentially endorse the whole package, including items of no
direct importance to them. In explaining their votes, it is insufficient to
simply admit the need for compromise among parochial and bureaucratic
agendas. Those arguments may be honest, but they offend the notion
that leaders elected by states or districts should serve the national interest, especially in the security realm. That is true especially of presidents,
who are elected nationally, of course, but forced by the limits of time and
influence to compromise with the various parochial or narrow interests. 84
Grand strategies, or the simpler versions of them politicians express,
can serve that rationalization function. They try to align the various
goals within defense budgets into an expression of national interest. In
the United States, primacy is especially useful in this regard because it
discriminates so little. By justifying activist US military policies virtually anywhere, primacy accommodates a host of agendas. These interests would compete more if the United States had less power. Primacy
results from the luxury to avoid choices among programs, dangers, and
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regions. 85 It is a pretense of strategy, helping avoid the choices that true
strategy entails.
Primacy's popularized story has been the dominant rationale, under
various names, with various tweaks, at least since the Cold War's end.
Arguably, its reign began when the Truman administration imagined
the Soviet Union's containment as a global struggle with communism. 86
Its popularity has risen along with US relative power. As with other successful ideologies, the story's repetition by influential people convinces
others, some of whom are or become leaders.
Intellectual dominance also gives primacy social cachet. People in
Washington's foreign policy circles adopt it outwardly even if they are not
fully convinced, which in turn convinces others or encourages them to
act convinced. 87 So primacy's promoters are both those that benefit from
power's exercise and those convinced by their story. The groups overlap
considerably, especially in the foreign policy establishment. Most of primacy's supporters do not choose to believe in it so much as they absorb
it through a combination of ambition, compromise, and socialization.

Why Think Tanks Conform to Consensus
Washington's think tank analysts broadly embrace primacy because
they are not independent of the politics they study. The marketplace of
ideas view misconstrues power's relationship with social science, especially the sort think tanks produce. Most think tanks exist more to serve
power than to guide it.
With relatively weak parties and power divided among branches, agencies and congressional committees, the US government has many points
where political leaders-elected and appointed government officialsmight seek the advice of outside experts. 88 Leaders seek three major sorts
of help from experts: guidance as to what policy goals to pursue, evaluation of alternative means to reach those goals, and validation that helps
with marketing policy goals. 89 Think tanks serve in all three roles but tend
to emphasize the first, as befits the marketplace of ideas story. But what
leaders most often want from outside experts is help with marketing-the
imprimatur of scholarly credibility-affirmation in the guise of consultation. 90 Leaders, in other words, rarely want the policy equivalent of architects so much as real-estate brokers.
Some exceptional politicians and officials defY this generalization. And
there are times where an election, crisis, or new assignment sends leaders
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looking for broad intellectual guidance from independent analysts. 91
There are, however, several reasons why those are the exceptions. First,
other leaders, staff, interest groups, and parties compete for the policy
guidance role, limiting outsiders' roles. Second, leaders' circumstances
generally push them to focus on implementing existing goals rather than
identifying new ones. Those in government are often short on time to
make the kind of study needed to formulate new directions. And political leaders mostly got where they are by acting on strong beliefs, which
are hard to modify. 92

The Lure ofValidation
The nature of the US political system is the third and most important
reason why leaders use experts especially for validation. The diffusion of
power makes it difficult to form and maintain coalitions of support for
policies, especially new ones. Leaders struggle to sell their preferred policies to each other, interest groups, and the public. 93 They can heighten
support for a policy by convincing others that it serves not only its sponsors and some narrow set of economic or geographic interests but also
the general good. Experts armed with advanced degrees and impressive
resumes can credibly claim to speak for the national interest. Their endorsement is especially valuable when they seemingly have no incentive
to give it-when their institutional affiliation indicates independence
from political authority.
Think tanks have a competitive advantage in performing this function: their balance of independent expertise and subordination to a
political agenda. 94 Lobbyists have expertise, but the fact that it is expressly for hire limits the value of their endorsement. Academics may be
more impressive scholars, but their profession makes them less attuned
to what political leaders want. To be clear, it is not our argument that
think tanks will say anything or lack scholarly standards. If their support
is obviously for sale, rather than a result of study, they destroy the value
they provide to funders. On the other hand, if think tanks were really
universities without students, with no obvious policy agenda, few would
attract funding.
One senator described this legitimization function this way: "You can
find a think tank to buttress any view or position, and then you can give
it the aura of legitimacy and credibility by referring to their report." 95
Rory Stewart, an expert on Afghanistan who opposed the 2009 surge,
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describes how this dynamic played out in his consultation with Obama
administration officials planning the surge: "It's like they're coming in
and saying to you, 'I'm going to drive my car off a cliff. Should I or
should I not wear a seatbelt?' And you say, 'I don't think you should
drive your car off the cliff.' And they say, 'No, no, that bit's already been
decided-the question is whether to wear a seatbelt.' And you say, 'Well,
you might as well wear a seatbelt.' And then they say, 'We've consulted
with policy expert Rory Stewart and he says ... .' " 96

Motivations for Operational Mind-Sets
So far we have described why policy makers seek think tanks' approval,
but not why think tanks play this role. Why are they subordinate to politics? Why not follow academics in evaluating grand strategy? Think tanks'
diversity makes it difficult to generalize about their internal politics. Each
has different sources of support. Some seek influence primarily among
policy makers, while others court broader audiences. Some follow the
direction of a few funders, often foundations or a government agency.
Some support a political party; others, an ideology. In recent years, several think tanks, most prominently, the Center for American Progress
and Heritage Foundation, organized separate branches for lobbying and
supporting candidates. Federally funded research and development corporations (FFRDCs) exist to help elements of the government manage
particularly technical issues. 97 The most famous of these, the RAND Corporation, originally served as a home for Air Force scientific advisors and
later branched out into other disciplines and government funding sources.
Still, we can identify four factors, active to varying extents in different
think tanks, that encourage analysts to adopt the operational mind-set.
The first is money. Some analysts profit directly from their views by serving as consultants to defense contractors or lobbyists. 98 They have good
reason to go along with policy arguments that benefit their funders.
More important are think tanks' operational funds. Some rely almost
entirely on US government funds and require analysts to finance their
own projects and pay by winning research contracts. Some think tanks
receive considerable funding from major defense contractors. 99
These funding sources encourage an operational mind-set. One reason is that the funder often asks the research questions. Because of the
funder's function and interests, these are usually operational questions.
Because analysts cannot know with certainty who their next funder will
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be, they may refrain from criticizing the beliefs, like primacy, held by
other potential funders. The result is circumstanced speech, not necessarily dishonesty. Also, think tanks dependent on these funds will be unlikely to hire or reward analysts that question primacy and risk alienating
funders. 100 Anyone seeking to be hired as an analyst by a think tank will
likely consider several options, meaning that they should consider how
their views fit with various think tanks. That uncertainty induces caution.
Foundation grants also create pressures to avoid certain arguments.
An example is the mass of foundation support for nonproliferation studies, which probably keeps some from noting the deterrent benefit of
nuclear weapons or emphasizing the dangers of militarized effort to slow
their spread. And while prominent foundations are less tied to primacy
than government agencies, their employees, like those of think tanks,
have professional reasons to avoid straying too far from Washington's
intellectual conventions. That affects what they will fund.
Some think tanks receive funds from foreign governments or entities
tied to them. 101 This might seem to induce disloyalty or at least views
that deviate from those of the US foreign policy establishment, but it
is more likely another reason to support primacy. Most of the funding
nations want the aid and protection that primacy justifies.
Professional ambition is a second reason analysts adopt an operational
mind-set. Because most think tank scholars aspire to government appointments, they avoid offending the dominant foreign policy views in
the party they hope to serve. Because both parties embrace primacy, ambitious analysts on both sides steer clear of attacking it. Ambition also
recommends caution even when it comes to trumpeting some goals of
potential patrons. Political winds may shift, and other patrons with different views may beckon. In the case of the recent Iraq War, Democratic
leaders mostly supported it initially and mostly regretted that later. Hillary
Clinton's loss to Barack Obama in the 2008 Democratic presidential primaries demonstrates this risk. Cagey analysts avoided clear stances on the
war, keeping their focus on issues like how to coordinate the interagency
process to manage the state-building campaign. 102
The third driver of the operational mind-set is relevance. Donors typically fund think tanks not just because of what they say but also for
their seeming ability to convince policy makers. That requires relevance,
meaning the attention of administration officials, congressional staff, and
the like. Relevance generates media attention and boosts egos. Analysts
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that tell policy makers things they do not want to hear, like criticism of
primacy's goals, are liable to lose relevance.
Tangled in with relevance is a fourth cause: socialization. Because primacy has become an operational code of the foreign policy establishment, analysts may avoid criticizing it to avoid the social discomfort of
being at odds with their peers. This factor should be less important in
think tanks housed outside Washington, DC, especially those that are
linked to universities. Even Leslie Gelb, as president of the Council on
Foreign Relations, was not immune to such pressures. He attributed his
support for the Iraq War, which he'd come to regret, to "unfortunate
tendencies within the [Washington] foreign policy community, namely
the disposition and incentives to support wars to retain political and
professional credibility." 103 The credibility Gelb speaks of is probably an
amalgam of professional and social factors that induce intellectual conformity. Accepting or at least keeping quiet about a flawed strategic consensus is the price of membership in the foreign policy establishment.
Another example showing the confluence of these pressures is RAND's
research on the Vietnam War. RAND never produced a broad assessment of US policy in Vietnam. Starting in 1961, its analysts worked on
government-funded studies of narrower issuers like enemy morale and
the efficacy of the strategic hamlets program. RAND's historiography on
its involvement in Southeast Asia during this period identifies "a general
pattern that was to prevail throughout the Vietnam War: When RAND's
research conclusions contradicted official thinking, they usually elicited
strong objection and were ignored, or were dismissed outright." 104 In this
circumstance, analysts eager to be relevant to the client, get a government
appointment, or maintain funding are liable to emphasize findings that
clients find useful and to avoid questioning the war's wisdom. 105 Honesty
in what one writes is compatible with self-censorship.
If academics seek grants, appointments, and access at Washington's
foreign policy institutions, they confront some of the same incentives
think tank analysts do. 106 The result is academic writing friendlier to
primacy and more prone to operational thinking than would otherwise
be the case. Still, the academy's professional incentives leave its scholars
overall far less susceptible than think tank analysts to the operational mindset. Tenure insulates against political pressures. And by rewarding novel
theory and bold conclusions, political science creates incentive to find flaws
in key theories underlying popular foreign policies and grand strategies.
32
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Prospects for Grand Strategy Debate
Washington lacks a grand strategy debate, despite a vibrant debate
in the academic security studies community on the subject. Something
is wrong either in Washington or in the security studies community.
We blame Washington, where US national security politics discourages
debate about strategy and drives analysts to adopt an operational mindset. The US foreign policy establishment will continue to avoid debating
grand strategy until politics changes. Others blame analysis, especially
the academic kind. Many Washington policy hands and academics worry
that Washington ignores academia because of its irrelevance. More than
20 years after Alexander George advocated "bridging the gap" between
policy and academia, a number of initiatives are attempting to do so. 107
Better questions and writing, in this view, would produce better policy.
Stephen Walt, for example, refers to an academic "cult of irrelevance,"
meaning esoteric research questions irrelevant to policy and quantitative
and formal model research methods. 108
Relevance and accessibility are worthy goals. But they are unlikely
to bridge the gap that keeps policy makers from embracing international relations scholarship. That prescription follows from a misdiagnosis of the problem. Today, Washington ignores all sorts of relevant,
well-written, qualitative political science scholarship-including Walt's.
The biggest reason policy makers fail to heed such work is that it does
not say what they want to hear. The tendency to blame analysis for bad
policy results from the belief that everyone would agree on policy with
the right information and theories. But democratic politics is a competition for power, where disagreement results from conflicts of interest and
ideas are weapons the combatants wield.
A standard reaction to this notion that politics often wants science
to serve rather than guide it is to propose emancipation, schemes to
liberate analysis from political influence. That means keeping campuses and think tanks free of political ambition and government funds
or somehow protecting "the policy process" from "self-interested individuals and groups." 109 But it is neither possible nor desirable to purge
policy debates of self-interest. Washington's marketplace of policy ideas
is flawed-but democratic. Were it possible to purge it of self-interest,
the market would be barren and silent but for the few failing merchants
proudly disdainful of customers that never arrive. Think tanks totally
divorced from political interests would wither or die, leaving their job
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to entities that respond to political demand. The solution to bad policy
is better politics, meaning more productive conflict that demands new
ideas, not quixotic attempts to empower Platonic guardians by quieting
interested parties.

Willingness to Challenge the Status Quo
Given that the operational mind-set results from consensus, what
may improve debate about grand strategy is conflict in the establishment, either between parties or some other set of important groups.
If political leaders demanded strategic alternatives, think tanks would
provide them. The operational mind-set would diminish. A precedent
exists in the interservice fights of the late 1950s, which produced strategic debate about nuclear doctrine. 110 But that seems unlikely at present,
primarily because the conditions that produced primacy's dominance
appear durable.
Both critics and backers of primacy predicted that the Mghanistan
and Iraq wars' unpopularity, recession, and deficits would restrain US
grand strategy or at least shift debate that way. 111 Concern about the
deficit produced the 2011 Budget Control Act's budget caps, which restrained Pentagon spending. Antiwar sentiment made it difficult for US
leaders to propose the use of ground forces in new conflicts.U 2 These
shifts were not without effect, but the establishment consensus favoring
primacy held. No other major defense policy changes have occurred,
despite military spending cuts. Were a political constituency rejecting
primacy likely to arise from these forces, it should have arrived already.
If we are right, few think tanks will push for a reevaluation of US grand
strategy. Only the academy can sustain a critique of primacy. That creates a special responsibility to do so. This need not entail a rush to the
partisan barricades or prescriptive writing extending beyond what research supports. It means questioning the assumptions that underlie
policy-pointing to the tradeoffs and faulty assumptions politics avoids
acknowledging. 113 While immediate results are unlikely, policy ideas
often matter a lot eventually, but they are not self-ratifying. They get
adopted when a shock, like a lost war, or crisis provokes widespread demand for change. 114 Because it is nearly impossible to predict when this
may happen, academics should continue producing ideas about strategy
so they are on the bookshelf when politics goes in search of new ideas.
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Efforts to move the political ground beneath leaders have greater
promise. Academics can consider not just the wisdom of grand strategies
but the basis of their support, which generates insight about how to alter
them. Institutional reforms might fracture support for primacy.U 5 For
instance, more aggressive spending caps requiring more painful cuts from
powerful constituencies might have produced a real push to reevaluate
primacy, possibly creating lasting change in the establishment's ideological landscape. Similarly, a law requiring taxes to pay for wars would concentrate some of primacy's costs and, given sufficient expense, likely split
primacy's support base. Another means to provoke strategic debate is increasing competition among military services for budgets and relevance.
That might induce the services to promote strategic alternatives.
Beyond this, scholars who care about changing US grand strategy
should continue their work but lower their expectations. Permissive international and domestic environments allowed Washington's variously
warring tribes to agree on a remarkably ambitious grand strategy. The
market for alternatives is small, at best, so most politically relevant analysts stay operationally focused. Those of us bothered by that situation
can take solace in the national good fortune that produced it. Only
the richest, safest nations can persist in a foolish grand strategy without
bothering to debate it. ~\!•l_
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Liberating Cyber Offense
james E. McGhee
Abstract
Offensive cyber operations are increasingly an important part of our national defense and provide commanders with unique capabilities to thwart
enemy attacks. Conducting cyber operations, however, is not as simple as
pushing a button on a keyboard. Challenges involving cyber operations
frustrate operators and commanders alike. Four specific problem areas
exist, but certain recommended changes can assist operators and commanders to more efficiently conduct cyber operations.

*****

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) runs a national clearinghouse of cyber-threat information known as the US Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT). Part of its job is to track cyber incidents, which could include unauthorized attempts to access a network,
distributed-denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, or other nefarious behavior. According to data from a 2013 review, US-CERT received almost
12,000 cyber incident reports in 2007. By 2009 that number had more
than doubled-and it quadrupled by 2012. 1 According to the Pentagon's Cybersecurity Culture and Compliance Initiative memo, between
September 2014 and June 2015, Department of Defense (DOD) networks experienced 30 million known malicious cyber intrusions. That
translates to 3 million attacks per month or 100,000 per day. 2 While
these statistics are stunning, they are not news. Most articles discussing
cyber incidents sound the klaxon regarding US ability to prevent a cyber
Pearl Harbor but do not discuss the difficulty of executing cyber operations. Other articles that discuss cyber operations talk about cyber attack
as any garden-variety cyber operation, even those that are not actual attacks. Such articles conflate incidents below the use-of-force threshold

James E. McGhee is currently the legal advisor for Special Operations Command North. He graduated from the University of Pittsb urgh School of Law in 2000 and served eight years as an Army JAG
officer before beco ming the Assistanr US Attorney in Tucson, Arizona. McGhee previously served as
operational law attorney for the Twenry-Fo urrh Air Force.
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with actual use-of-force operations considered an armed attack. Their
authors believe every cyber incident is a cyber attack and say things such
as, "We're dropping cyber bombs." 3 Those articles also presume cyber
operations are easy to do, perhaps too easy. The authors seem to gloss
over the "how to," making it appear as if the DOD can simply "launch"
a cyber capability whenever it chooses. The current reality is that offensive cyber operations are difficult; adding to the problem are unnecessary restrictions, limitations, and ambiguity. The United States can reach
a point where conducting offensive cyber operations becomes easy and
quick, but only if there are fewer restrictions and constraints. This article
presents some of the challenges that create hardships in offensive cyber
operations and offers recommendations to liberate the cyber offense.
Several questionable restrictions regarding offensive cyber operations
decrease effectiveness and efficacy of cyber capabilities. First, offensive
cyber operations require high-level (presidential or secretary of defense
in most cases) approval authority before they can be used. This is true
even in emergency defensive situations when existing, approved defenses
against cyber threats will not suffice. Even so, such an emergency response still requires multiagency coordination to make such a determination in the first place. Second, it is generally impractical to use
offensive cyber operations because, contrary to the speed at which they
are carried out, planning these operations generally takes more time
than planning conventional, kinetic operations. Third, even though we
mistakenly conflate cyber operations with kinetic operations and place
more restrictions on cyber offense, clearly cyber has different effects.
We also use different cyber definitions throughout the government to
describe the same things. These terms are ambiguous and lead to misunderstandings about the efficacy of cyber offense. Finally, confusion
remains regarding who is actually in charge of the response in the event
of a cyber "attack" against the United States.
Despite each of these issues, cyber offensive operations can be liberated
and become quite useful with certain changes and recommendations.

High-Level Approvals
In accordance with the 2015 DOD Cyber Strategy, the DOD has
three primary cyber missions. First, the DOD must defend its own networks, systems, and information. Second, the DOD must be prepared
to defend the United States and its interests against cyber attacks of
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significant consequence. To this end, "if directed by the president or the
secretary of defense, the US military may conduct cyber operations to
counter an imminent or on-going attack against the US homeland or
US interests in cyberspace." Third, if directed by the president or the
secretary of defense, the DOD must be able to provide integrated cyber
capabilities to support military operations and contingency plans. 4
The approval authority for any cyber operation that goes outside of a
DOD network is very high. Corresponding approval authorities for kinetic operations is much lower. For instance, if a joint force commander
wanted to disrupt the power in a large area, he could attack a power
plant being used by the enemy in several ways, such as sending in a team
to sabotage it, calling in an airstrike, firing a missile, or asking for a cyber
operation. The first three courses of action are quick and relatively easy.
The commander can likely take those actions at his or her level. The cyber operation, however, can only be used if an execute order (EXORD)
authorized cyber operations, that particular power plant was already on
a cyber targeting list, the cyber operators already performed appropriate
operational preparation of the environment (OPE) on the power plant's
network, and interagency and possibly international deconBiction had
taken place.
Absent an EXORD authorizing offensive cyber operations, agencies
must request specific use of cyber capabilities through the review and
approval process for cyber operations (RAPC0). 5 RAPCO applies to
cyberspace operations requiring presidential or secretary of defense approval for deployment and initial or ongoing employment. This process takes time, and, due to the interagency nature, it often gets bogged
down-ultimately resulting in the request being overcome by events
or bypassed in lieu of kinetic operations. While kinetic operations also
require an EXORD, additional authorizations are much easier and faster
to obtain, as are delegations of authority, if need be.
Offensive cyber operations are difficult even with an EXORD or
RAPCO approval. They still require OPE time, coordination, and deconfliction, and there is no guarantee the deconfliction will go smoothly.
One of the partners can object, shuttering the whole process. Additionally, planners run into an attribution problem. Perhaps we can discern
that the cyber intrusion is emanating from country X, but that does not
tell us whether country X is behind the act or whether it is a criminal or
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rogue element. Perhaps the best one can hope for is to sever the command and control to stop the event.

Long Planning Times
Preparing and using offensive cyber operations is not a static process.
The careful planning required can be lengthy and detailed in nature.
Even if an EXORD and valid rules of engagement exist, authorizing
cyber operations, target approval, and deconfliction must still be accomplished, which takes more time than conventional kinetic operations. For instance, some examples of preparatory cyber operations may
include "reconnaissance (e.g., mapping a network), seizure of supporting positions (e.g., securing access to key network systems or nodes),
and pre-emplacement of capabilities or weapons (e.g., implanting cyber
access tools or malicious code) ." 6 While we may have some number of
cyber capabilities "on the shelf," their operational use requires much
more than simply loading them and sending them on their way. Our
operators must first know and understand the target network, node,
router, server, and switch before using any cyber capability against them.
However, to conduct such preparatory work still requires operators being told to do so in the first place.
Cyber planners must also consider collateral second- and third-order
effects, outlining not only what the capability will do against the target
but also what may happen further down the chain, to comply with the
principle of distinction. However, the cyber-targeting analysis is different for the principle of proportionality.? In assessing incidental injury
or damage, remote harms and lesser forms of harm-such as mere inconveniences or temporary losses-need not be considered in applying
the proportionality rule. In the case of a power plant supporting civilian infrastructure, this can mean outlining effects against unintended
targets, including hospitals, religious sites, orphanages, or other places
that might be on a restricted or no-strike target list. This can require
weeks or months of accessing, probing, and mapping. While some OPE
is also required for kinetic weapons, the time frame for such conventional targeting is reduced to hours or days and in some circumstances
mere minutes. Static targets, targeted via kinetic strikes, normally do not
change. Once on a targeting list, they are likely to stay on the list. The
same is not necessarily true for cyber targets. Networks, servers, routers,
and so forth change all the time; they are updated and patched to keep
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up with security threats-and sometimes are simply turned off. Moreover, their use can change, too, from strictly military to civilian, resulting in heightened potential for collateral damage. This requires constant
OPE to make any required changes to the offensive cyber operation. It
is somewhat ironic, then, that offensive cyber operations, which move
at the speed of light, require such long prep times and lead some commanders to balk at using cyber operations.

Restrictive Cyber Rules
Equating offensive cyber operations with kinetic operations, in theory, should make use easier. On the one hand, we tend to treat them
the same and apply the same rules to their use, but on the other hand,
we treat cyber differently, making it harder to actually use it. If they are
truly the same and the same rules apply, then why the vast differences
in their actual use? This is especially true if we accept that cyber operations are merely one tool among many, including kinetic tools, which
a commander may legally use against valid targets. To be sure, "cyber
operations, many military experts and scholars have said, will likely be
used as a tool in conjunction with larger, more conventional military
efforts in future conflicts." 8 Moreover, using cyber operations in lieu of
kinetic options is likely cleaner and more apt to comply with the laws of
war (LOW), which should in fact call for greater use. The DOD LOW
Manual states
In some cases, cyber operations that result in non-kinetic or reversible effects
can offer options that help minimize unnecessary harm to civilians. In this regard, cyber capabilities may in some circumstances be preferable, as a matter of
policy, to kinetic weapons because their effects may be reversible, and they may
hold the potential to accomplish military goals without any destructive kinetic
effect at all.9

Using the previous example, if the commander decides to blow up the
power plant via a kinetic operation, it is likely completely destroyed. If
he chooses the cyber option, it can merely be turned off or taken off-line
without any physical damage or destruction. Additionally, the offensive
cyber option may likely be reversible, which makes it much easier to
turn the power back on. This is an important consideration, because if
previous experiences are any indication, the United States will likely end
up replacing the damaged infrastructure and correcting any resulting
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damage from second- and third-order effects. A cyber operation actually
allows a joint force commander more control to limit effects.
While some of the same old rules may apply equally to both cyber operations and kinetic operations, it is not true that they apply in the same
ways. In 20 12 Harold Koh, legal advisor to the Department of State, gave
a speech at the US Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) Inter-Agency
Legal Conference wherein he ostensibly declared US policy regarding
cyber operations and international law. His speech has since become the
standard for US cyber operations policy, and much of what he presented
has largely been codified in the recently released LOW Manual. In that
speech, he answered 10 questions regarding cyber operations and internationallaw. Koh said that "cyber activities will sometimes constitute a
use of force under Article 2( 4) of the UN Charter and customary internationallaw." He then gave several examples, including cyber activities
that proximately result in death, injury, or significant destruction, such
as operations triggering a nuclear plant meltdown, opening a dam above
a populated area causing destruction, and disabling air traffic control,
resulting in airplane crashes. In other words, "If the physical consequences of a cyber attack work the kind of physical damage that dropping a bomb or firing a missile would, that cyber attack should equally
be considered a use of force." Koh also reaffirmed the proposition that
the United States would, "when warranted, respond to hostile acts in
cyberspace as we would to any other threat to our country." 10
Koh also asserted that "there is no legal requirement that the response
to a cyber armed attack take the form of a cyber action, as long as the
response meets the requirements of necessity and proportionality." 11 For
instance, "Operations that target an adversary's cyberspace capabilities,
but are not achieved in or through cyberspace, would not be considered cyber operations." 12 1hese include bombing a network hub or jamming wireless communications. 13 In other words, it is more efficient
and quicker to just drop a bomb on the adversary's network hub or
other target than to disable or disrupt it via a cyber operation. Koh
acknowledged, "There are other types of cyber actions that do not have
a clear kinetic parallel, which raise profound questions about exactly
what we mean by 'force."' 14 Nonetheless, we continue to equate offensive cyber operations with kinetic operations and have yet to engage in
a robust discussion of what we mean by force regarding those cyber actions that do not have those clear kinetic parallels. Even cyber actions
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that do have clear kinetic parallels still have much greater restrictions
than kinetic actions. It is also somewhat ironic that a kinetic operation
and a cyber operation may result in the exact same overall effect-lack
of power, for instance-but the kinetic strike, which causes clear damage, destruction, and probably even death (not just to the enemy but
collateral as well), has fewer restrictions than the cyber operation. The
result of these added restrictions is that we are essentially forcing a lawof-armed-conflict (LOAC) analysis on cyber operations, falling well below the use-of-force/armed-attack threshold, when none is needed. This
forces planners and operators to seek unnecessary authorizations and to
consider unnecessary factors.

Ambiguous Definitions and Misunderstandings
Ambiguous definitions that lead to a lack of understanding of cyber
utility exacerbate the disconnect between offensive cyber operations and
kinetic operations. Within the DOD we have a common set of definitions regarding cyber operations, which are found in Joint Publication
(JP) 3-12, Cyberspace Operations. We do not necessarily understand what
those definitions mean , because they are not well defined. Outside of the
DOD there is another set of definitions, which are contained in Presidential Policy Directive 20 (PPD 20). Those definitions, too, are not
well defined or easily understood. While the definitions are similar, they
differ enough to cause confusion between the DOD and interagency elements. Nonetheless, the DOD must comply with the requirements in
PPD 20, which creates problems when trying to define cyber operations
using DOD terms and definitions.
Moreover, none of these definitions are helpful in determining what
a cyber use of force or cyber armed attack is under the United Nations
Charter and the LOW To date, there is no international consensus defining either a cyber use of force or cyber armed attack. While some
attempts have been made-for example, the Schmitt Analysis and the
Tallinn Manual-they have not been accepted throughout the international community. The United States has provided several examples of
what it would consider a cyber use of force or armed attack, but those
examples equate cyber effects to kinetic effects. This adds to the mistrust
of cyber operations from a misunderstanding of what they can and cannot do. There seems to be a generalized fear that if we use a cyber operation to take down a server, it is more serious than if we had bombed
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the same server-that somehow the offended nation will be more upset.
Both are a violation of state sovereignty, but a bomb is clearly open and
hostile, while a cyber operation is stealthier. This lack of understanding
and the very nature of cyber operations give one pause. Most nations
would agree that if the physical consequences of a cyber attack produce
the same kind of physical damage as dropping a bomb or firing a missile,
that attack should be equally considered a use of force. However, we use
terms such as "significant consequences" and "disrupt, deny, degrade,
negate, impair, and destroy" to describe a cyber attack worthy of a response even without physical consequences.
We are not only concerned strictly about government systems, such
as the DOD or the DHS, but also about critical infrastructure. Critical infrastructure is defined as "systems and assets, whether physical or
virtual, so vital to the United States that the incapacity or destruction
of such systems and assets would have a debilitating impact on national
security, economic security, public health and safety, or any combination of these matters." 15 Much of this critical infrastructure is privately
owned, adding to the confusion about how to handle any such cyber
threats. Some examples include common supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) systems, including manufacturing, power generation, and water treatment. Other examples of critical infrastructure include the financial industry. It does not include Target, Home Depot,
or Sony. We know our adversaries have probed SCADA systems, but
what, exactly, are significant consequences? What, exactly, does it mean
to disrupt or negate these systems? Even if such systems are disrupted
or negated, does that then equate to a cyber use of force/armed attack?
The cyber event that targeted Sony was clearly not a cyber attack. It
was, at best, a cybercrime perpetrated by a nation. (Despite what Hollywood elites think to the contrary, Hollywood is not part of the critical
infrastructure either.) Likewise, the cyber event that targeted the Office
of Personnel Management (OPM) was not a cyber attack. OPM was
simply a legitimate target of cyber espionage, which is not prohibited
under international law. Did either event result in significant consequences or disruption, degradation, or impairment? One can arguably
answer "yes" to both, but how about actual physical consequences such
as loss of life, incapacity, or destruction? Then the answer is clearly "no."
However, that merely begs some questions: When do the "significant
consequences" have to manifest? How extensive must the disruption,
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degradation, or impairment be, and for how long? It is puzzling that
the terms disrupt, degrade, negate, and impair are coupled with destroy.
The first four terms imply some temporary and perhaps even reversible
effects, while destroy leaves little doubt of permanent effects. Trying to
determine exactly what a significant consequence is or whether something has been degraded or disrupted is nothing more than an exercise in futility absent physical damage, personal injury, or death, which
typically will not arise as a result of a cyber operation. k an example of
how complicated and confusing this made-up lexicon can be, degrade is
more granularly defined as "to deny access (a function of amount) to, or
operation of, a target to a level represented as a percentage of capacity."
Likewise, disrupt is further defined as "to completely but temporarily
deny (a function of time) access to, or operation of, a target for a period
represented as a function of time." 16 Thus, we define the terms using
other terms in the overall definition.
Clear cultural and language barriers also affect cyber operations.
When Col William Hartman, commander of the Army's first offensive
cyber operations brigade, joined the 25th Infantry Division for an exercise, the commanding general told Hartman that his "cyber operators
talked in unintelligible 'dolphin speak."' 17 Others acknowledge that "cyber is too important to leave to the cyber geeks. 'This is a commander's
business, ultimately. He's the one responsible for integrating all these capabilities."'1 8 However, to integrate fully requires more than merely participating in exercises. "Cyber experts must start educating commanders
on the art of the possible so they can drive requirements. There aren't
enough requirements out there, because people don't know what to ask
for and they don't believe they'll ever get to use it." 19 Without a coherent
lexicon, common across the DOD, the intelligence community, and the
legal profession, cyber language often means nothing to the commanders who make decisions . If they do not understand what cyber operations are or what they are capable of doing, they certainly will not ask
for them-thus, the lack of requirements.
While some cyber operations may have the capacity to cause damage and destruction similar to kinetic strikes, the vast majority cannot
reach that level. That is not what cyber operations are about. They are
not designed to attack people but rather networks, network architecture, components, and equipment-generally resulting in an inability
to communicate on time or correctly. Shutting down a power plant via a
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cyber operation is clearly not the same as dropping a bomb on the power
plant. One is clearly a use of force/armed attack, while the other may not
be. 20 Unfortunately, far too many people have a basic misunderstanding
about cyber operations. One recent example of this appears in a Nextgov
article, "Pentagon Contractors Developing Lethal Cyber Weapons," in
which the writer, Aliya Sternstein, asserts, "Under a forthcoming nearly
half-billion-dollar military contract, computer code capable of killing
adversaries is expected to be developed and deployed if necessary." 2 1 She
continues, "Digital arms designed to kill are sanctioned under Pentagon
Doctrine [referring to the DOD LOW Manua~ . ... The manual lays
out three sample actions the Pentagon deems uses of force in cyberspace:
'trigger a nuclear plant meltdown; open a dam above a populated area,
causing destruction; or disable air traffic control services, resulting in airplane crashes."' 22 Sternstein totally misses the point, making it appear as
if the United States is currently designing cyber capabilities that would
have these intended effects. However, those who know and understand
cyber operations and the LOW recognize the three examples as clear violations of the LOW-namely, specifically attacking civilian populations.
Instead, what the LOW Manual suggests is that if any of those actions
happened inside the United States, the government would clearly consider them a use of force/armed attack against the United States under
the UN Charter and respond accordingly. There is a distinct difference
in contracting for offensive cyber capabilities that we can use against an
adversary (that is, their networks, command and control, communications, and so forth) and contracting for offensive cyber capabilities that
can actually directly kill our adversaries. While second- and third-order
effects of cyber operations may harm people, it is hard to fathom a realistic scenario wherein a cyber operation directly kills anyone.
The misunderstandings regarding cyber operations permeate the highest levels of US decision making, not only military commanders but also
top civilian political leaders. Robert Work, deputy secretary of defense,
recently stated, in response to activity against ISIS [the Islamic State in
Iraq and Syria], "We are dropping cyber bombs. We have never done
that before." 23 However, as a recent Deftnse One article states,
Cyber options are adjunct powers, utilized in conjunction with other more
traditional forms of coercion. Analogizing cyber operations as a kinetic weapon
renders us cognitive misers, cheating our way through a difficult test. It is better to see cyber operations for what they are: changing lines in spreadsheets,
intercepting email, jamming communication, and deception . We ought to be
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careful when talking about cyber bombs because if we really think we are dropping cyber bombs, then these "bombs" are all landing with a resounding thud. 24

Others, however, appear more sensitive about the topic. In a recent interview in Colorado Springs in which she was asked about Work's "cyber
bombs" comment, National Security Advisor Susan Rice said, "It should
not be taken out of proportion; it is not the only tool." 25 Some ofWork's
colleagues admitted to wincing when he said it, because lawyers for the
government have worked diligently to narrowly limit cyber attacks to
highly precise operations with as little collateral damage as possible. 26

Who's in Charge?
A recent Government Accountability Office (GAO) report states that
the Pentagon does "not clearly define its roles and responsibilities for
cyber incidents." 27 There is confusion regarding who would be the supported command and have primary responsibility for supporting civil
authorities. US Northern Command's (USNORTHCOM) defense
support of civil authorities (DSCA) response concept plan states that
USNORTHCOM would be the supporting command for a DSCA
mission that may include cyber-domain incidents and activities. Other
guidance directs that U S Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) would
be responsible. Another problem is that key DSCA guidance documents
do not identify the role of the dual-status commander, the commander
who has authority over federal military and National Guard forces. 28
Some believe the DHS would have the lead, along with the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and other agencies. Then there is also the newly
created National Mission Forces, which are charged with defending the
nation against "cyber attacks of significant consequence." 29
It seems clear that, regardless who actually gets the initial approval,
USCYBERCOM should be the supported command, simply because
it has the capacity and capabilities to handle such incidents whereas
USNORTHCOM and the DHS may not. To be sure, it is generally assumed that USNORTHCOM or the DHS would likely call upon USCYBERCOM for help. In recent comments, RADM Dwight Shepherd,
director of cyberspace operations for USNORTHCOM and North
American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD), said, "From a cyber standpoint, we would have to coordinate with DHS because DHS
or FEMA [Federal Emergency Management Agency] may be the leading
federal agencies and we'd have to coordinate obviously with the states
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that are affected." 30 But Shepherd conceded that USNORTHCOM is
not best suited for the cyber component in national incidents. "I can
tell you from a NORAD/NORTHCOM perspective we're really good
at hurricanes [and] tornados but we're not capable, truthfully, to tackle a
cyber event. So we, in my mind, would be supporting of CYBERCOM
or JFHQ-DoDIN [joint forces headquarters-Department of Defense
information network] along with coordinating with DHS or FEMA or
the states." He said, "The real cyber expertise comes from CYBERCOM
and the JFHQ-DoDIN."31

Liberating Cyber Offense
Offensive cyber operations seem to scare people who are unfamiliar
with their conduct (and even some who are familiar with them). A general fear is that some super cyber weapon will be released and "escape"
into the wild, taking down the entire Internet or inadvertently taking
down the financial sector or SCADA systems. However, if one looks
at Stuxnet as a real-world example of a cyber operation, it is clear that
it is possible to specifically design a cyber capability with the LOW in
mind. While it did spread throughout the world, it only affected what it
was specifically designed to affect-Iranian nuclear components-thus
complying with the principles of distinction and proportionality. Another general fear is that using offensive cyber operations will eventually
lead to a cyber arms race and possibly a tit-for-tat escalation leading
to all-out war. While this is a legitimate concern, it is overblown. An
offensive cyber operation is usually a one-off, meaning that once used
it probably cannot be used again, because the adversary has seen it, is
aware of it, and quite likely knows how to mitigate the vulnerability or
the effects. This is also known as fragility, that is, "the possibility that
once used an adversary may be able to devise defenses that will render
a cyber tool ineffective in the future." 32 As a result, escalation is limited
because it takes so much time to not only develop such high-level cyber
capabilities but also to conduct appropriate OPE to employ them. The
idea that any cyber capability may be a one-off also leads commanders to hold onto them until absolutely needed, often ultimately rendering them useless through passage of time. Nonetheless, while the DOD
struggles to get its cyber game in order, others are already doing so. Gen
Keith Alexander, US Army, retired, discussing cyber operations at arecent Association of the United States Army conference, stated, "It's like
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the recon/counter-recon fight. It's not the only fight: it's the first fight. If
we win that, we'll still be in the second fight. What we can't afford to do
is have our nation crippled in the cyber fight so it's fighting blind in the
clashes that follow. In fact, China's already put out a strategy like that." 33
China, however, is not the only country to worry about. Maj Gen Stephen Fogarty, head of the Army's newly created Cyber Center at Fort
Gordon, Georgia, believes Russia is also better at the cyber game. In an
interview, he stated, "Russian activities in Ukraine ... really are a case
study in the potential for [what Army doctrine calls] CEMA, cyber-electromagnetic activities. It's not just cyber, it's not just electronic warfare,
it's not just intelligence, but it's really effective integration of all these
capabilities with kinetic measures [that is, bullets and bombs, drones
and tanks] to actually create the effect that their commanders want to
achieve." 34 The interviewer concludes, "That Russian-style integration
of cyber/electronic warfare, drones, and old-fashioned high explosive is
frankly impressive. It's also something US troops don't want to be on the
receiving end of, ever. The only way to ensure we aren't is to get better at
integrating cyber into traditional operations ourselves."35
Integrating offensive cyber operations into traditional operations requires commanders understanding what cyber can provide. It requires
commanders comprehending the . timing and tempo of cyber operations, particularly OPE. Other nations, such as Russia, China, and Iran,
clearly do not restrict their cyber operators as does the United States. In
fact, they partner with nongovernment hackers to broaden their reach
and also to be able to assert plausible deniability and mask their identity. Adm Michael Rogers, former commander ofUSCYBERCOM and
former director of the National Security Agency (NSA), warned that
"nation states with advanced cyber warfare capabilities are taking steps
to mask their cyber attacks by cooperating with nongovernmental hackers."36 James Lewis, a cyber expert at the Center for Strategic and International Studies, agrees that "the Russians are so good we don't usually
see them. The FSB [Russian Federal Security Service] hackers do classic
political espionage, and it's a tribute to their success that they got into
State, DOD and White House networks last year. The frightening thing
about those incidents is that it may have been practice events for new
teams. They really are [our] peers in cyberspace."37 Russian capabilities
may equal ours, and they are obviously using them. Their operators are
enabled, while the United States lags behind, always on the defense,
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reacting instead of being proactive. The DOD is currently building a
cyber force of 6,200, while Russia and China have tens of thousands doing the same kind of work. While the DOD struggles to find and retain
cyber operators, other nations seem resilient.
Highlighting the complex and confusing nature of cyber operations,
Admiral Rogers said, "It literally probably took us two years to generate an internal consensus as to who was going to do what. ... We've
moved beyond a discussion of who ought to do what to OK, now we
have clearly identified who has what responsibilities. Now let's roll up
our sleeves and focus on how we're going to make this work."38 We can
make this work only if we remove the barriers that make offensive cyber
operations too difficult.
First, the United States needs to reduce the approval authorities for
offensive cyber operations to those commanders who are employing
them, just as we do for kinetic operations. Offensive cyber operations
are tools, just like kinetic options, that a commander may choose to use.
To make this easier, perhaps the president or secretary of defense should
preapprove a list of certain cyber capabilities to be used at the discretion
of lower-level commanders and also expand the countries and areas in
which they may be used. Those that fall outside of preapproved actions
would still require approval, but we can speed up the request process.
The United States should reconsider streamlining the RAPCO process
to reduce the number ofindividuals involved, especially when many lack
a comprehensive understanding of cyberspace. This will greatly speed up
cyber operations, making them much more useful to commanders when
needed. Cyberspace operations cannot continue to be held hostage to a
slow, cumbersome, interagency process within which any agency that
does not understand cyberspace operations can stop an operation supporting a joint force commander.
Despite the good work the NSA does, it sometimes forgets it is a
DOD support agency and, as a result, does not like to collaborate and
share with others, especially those who may disrupt their intelligence
gathering or even appear to do so. The intelligence gain/loss is a concern, but it should not stop or hinder cyber operations. To be sure,
Initial demands from the White House regarding cyber operations against ISIS,
generated some resistance. The NSA has spent years penetrating foreign networks, placing thousands of implants in them. Those implants can also be used
to manipulate data or to shut down a network. That frequently leads to a battle
between the NSA civilians-who know that to make use of an implant is to
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blow its cover-and the military operators who want to strike back. NSA officials complained that once the implants were used to attack, the Islamic State
militants would stop the use of a communication channel and perhaps start one
that was harder to find, penetrate or de-encrypt. 39

The nation must allow better sharing of data between agencies regarding access and mapping data of adversary networks. This would drastically reduce the time it takes to conduct OPE. We also need to educate
combatant commanders and their planners about cyber operations so
they understand the timeframes of cyber. It is relatively quick and easy
for a joint force commander or other commanders to call for a kinetic
strike, but not so for cyber. Without OPE, which takes some amount of
time, cyber operations will not achieve the intended effects. Cyber operations cannot be on-call, on-demand, or on stand-by without appropriate OPE times taken into account. Cyber operations must be baked
into the overall operation and planning with a clear understanding of
the preparatory times required. If done correctly, offensive cyber operations can operate faster than kinetic operations either as stand-alone or
preparatory to kinetic follow-on operations.
The DOD needs to pinpoint clear differences between cyber operations and kinetic operations where clear differences exist. This will avoid
the clumsy and confusing misunderstanding that results with conflating
them. We cannot simply treat them the same since the effects of each are
different and affect different targets. The same rules can apply, but we
cannot continue to apply them the same way for both cyber and kinetic
operations. Most, if not all, of what the United States does in cyber falls
well below the use of force/armed attack threshold, while kinetic operations are all but certain to be use of force/armed attack. Nonetheless, we
continue to talk in terms of use of force and armed attack when dealing
with cyber operations. It will be the rare cyber operation that actually
crosses this threshold. Instead of worrying about when a cyber operation
will cross that line, we should instead focus on the vast majority that do
not and find ways to discuss and use them accordingly without having
to engage in a LOAC analysis.
We need to delineate between true offensive cyber operations, OPE,
and cyber surveillance and reconnaissance (SR) and those cyber capabilities that fall below the use of force/armed attack. Even those cyber
operations that qualify as truly offensive cyber may not meet the international law definition of use of force/armed attack. We need a vigorous
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dialogue regarding OPE and the authorities and approvals for conducting OPE and, more recently, cyber SR. These are not true offensive cyber
operations. They are access tools and mapping tools. The DOD must
have a robust discussion regarding countermeasures taken in response to
cyber incidents. Countermeasures are generally considered "part of the
subject of reprisals not associated with armed conflict." 40 In other words,
they are used against actions that fall below use of force/ armed attack
and are themselves below that threshold-namely, exactly what most of
our adversaries are engaged in.
We must consolidate working cyber operations definitions that come
from the cyber operators, cyber commanders, and their cyber lawyers,
those who truly know and understand cyber operations. There are profound differences among cybercrime, cyber espionage, and cyber attack.
Likewise, there are profound differences between cyber tools, cyber capabilities, and cyber weapons. It is imperative that organizations understand these differences before having a serious discussion. The type or
kind of cyber intrusion dictates who responds and how. Calling everything a cyber attack does a disservice to everyone. Having a standard
set of commonsense and coherent definitions allows us to more easily
explain to those who are not familiar with cyber operations exactly what
cyber operations can accomplish.
Finally, we need to issue or update guidance that clarifies DOD roles
and responsibilities to support civil authorities in a domestic cyber incident, in accordance with the recommendations of the GAO. It is imperative in an emergency situation that we have clear guidance on who is in
control and that we work through the issues in an exercise environment
prior to real-world events forcing us to fumble through.
If we fail to take these actions, alternative avenues will be pursued and
leave offensive cyber operations behind. In fact, this is already happening as frustrated commanders rely on relatively simple and quick kinetic
solutions. Agencies are also using different authorities to accomplish the
same results without having to battle the same restrictions. If faced with
a choice-destroy it now via a kinetic strike or wait some days, weeks,
or perhaps even months for a cyber operation to potentially achieve the
same effects-it seems clear which choice commanders will make. It
does not have to be this way. If the proposals discussed above are implemented, offensive cyber operations can actually begin to move at the
speed of light and benefit the commanders who most need them. ~\11)._
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Does China Have a Monroe Doctrine?
Evidence for Regional Exclusion
Steven F. jackson
Abstract
Chinese confrontational behavior in the East and South China Seas
has led observers to assert that it has a "Monroe Doctrine." These discussions, however, have been vague as to what a Chinese Monroe Doctrine
might actually be. This article will examine evidence for the degree to
which China's current behavior actually constitutes a regional exclusion
doctrine, rather than the more commonly used term "Monroe Doctrine." China specifically denies the analogy and denies excluding other
countries from the region. However, recent leadership statements and
declarations of an air defense identification zone in the East China Sea
(and possibly in the South China Sea), point to the incremental development of just such a doctrine. Additional Chinese discussions of the
"security belts" and "island chains" as strategic zones, moreover, would
seem to point in that direction. The apparent lack of a formal exclusionary doctrine remains curious, and alternative explanations for this exist.

*****

China's territorial claim in the South China Sea, recently upended by
the Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague on 12 July 2016, is
often cited as part of a broad Chinese effort to dominate East Asia. 1 This
and other recent Chinese behavior toward its neighbors in Northeast
and Southeast Asia have led some analysts to ask: Does China have a
"Monroe Doctrine"? This question has been cropping up with increasing frequency in the popular and academic media while many of these
analysts discuss it as if it were a fact. 2 The purpose of this article is to
examine the evidence concerning this significant issue. Whether or not
China is claiming exclusive rights to all or to parts of East Asia cuts to
Steven F. Jackso n is professor of poli tical science at Indiana University of Pennsylvania. H aving lived
and taught in China from 1981-83 and 2014, he specializes in C hinese fo reign relatio ns an d comparative foreig n policy of regionally do minant states. He ho lds an AB in in ternational relations from Stanford University and a Ph D in political science fro m the University of Michigan.
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the core of US-China relations, the international relations of East Asia,
and the future of the twenty-first century. Given China's assertions of
ownership to the South China Sea, the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands administered by Japan, and a "Belt-and-Road Initiative" opening economic
ties to South and Central Asia, the question of China's official views on
the region is very timely.
This article begins by defining exactly what a Monroe Doctrine or
regional exclusion doctrine is, both in historical and comparative terms.
Although primarily associated with early nineteenth-century US policy
in the Western Hemisphere, in fact most regionally dominant powers
have announced such doctrines. Next, the article examines recent Chinese policies to see if they match the doctrinal type, both in explicit
announcements and in marginal behavior. Finally, the article explores
potential reasons why China has not explicitly proclaimed such a doctrine and what signals may indicate changes for the future.

Regional Exclusion Doctrines Defined
Pres. James Monroe announced in 1823 that the United States viewed
any new European colonization in the Western Hemisphere to be a
"manifestation of an unfriendly disposition toward the United States." 3
The statement, dubbed "the Monroe Doctrine" in 1850, has since been
conflated with the term regional exclusion doctrine, meaning a generic term
for the formally articulated policy of a state to exclude other powers from
an area, which it regards as its exclusive area of ownership, or influence.
However, this is not the original intent. Today, many regional powers
have regional exclusion doctrines, and many of them specifically reference President Monroe's address. It is important, however, to regard the
issue with precision and not to conflate regional exclusion doctrine with
other contemporary policies.
A regional exclusion doctrine is best summarized as "hands-off'': an
explicit and unilateral foreign-policy announcement by the regional
hegemon that powers external to the region are not welcome. Unlike
spheres of influence, regional exclusion doctrines must be openly and
clearly articulated; a "Keep Out" sign does no good if it is hidden. They
are also unilateral. Regional exclusion doctrines usually involve a specific
region or sometimes a functional grouping of states or colonies. These
are most frequently the immediate neighbors of the regional hegemon
and an area beyond. The limits of the regional exclusion doctrine's zone
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depend on a variety of factors, geography being the most important;
some regions have clear terminal geographic boundaries that are both
objectively and subjectively recognized. Other zones are more difficult
to define precisely and "blend ofF' into other regions and other zones.
The Eurasian continent is perhaps the best example of this.
The most pertinent aspect of a regional exclusion doctrine is the selfasserted rights adhering to the hegemon. The most prominent of these
is the right to determine the foreign relations of member states within
the zone. These span a wide degree of control by the regional hegemon,
from "suggesting" that states within the region of exclusion consult with
the hegemon to placing treaty controls on the regional states' third-party
foreign relations. Of the third parties, extra-regional great powers are the
most concerning to the regional hegemons. Formal military alliances
with extra-regional powers, purchase or acquisition of arms beyond a
hegemon-defined "maximum," and diplomatic recognition of governments hostile to the hegemon are all examples of foreign policies which
regional exclusion doctrines seek to deny, mitigate, or veto. The introduction or reintroduction of external great powers into the affairs of a
region that is dominated by a hegemon can often be the most provocative. As international relations scholar John Mearsheimer summarized in
a 2015 New York Times editorial, "Great powers react harshly when distant rivals project military power into their neighborhood, much less attempt to make a country on their border an ally. This is why the United
States has the Monroe Doctrine, and today no American leader would
ever tolerate Canada or Mexico joining a military alliance headed by another great power." 4 Although the United States is one of the few countries to achieve complete regional hegemony according to Mearsheimer,
other powers have sought to do so and have developed doctrines that
seek to exclude others from their area. 5 The Soviet Union aggressively
sought to exclude U S influence in Eastern Europe through the "Doctrine of Limited Sovereignty." India under Nehru and Indira Gandhi
sought to set South Asia off as a region oflndian dominance, specifically
citing the Monroe Doctrine; this effort eventually was dubbed the "Indira Doctrine." Nigeria has periodically invoked a "Doctrine of Continental Jurisdiction" over sub-Saharan Africa.
Another very closely related doctrine that is usually subsumed under
a regional exclusion doctrine is one which justifies direct intervention in
the domestic affairs of regional states. The two are technically distinct,
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but the latter is so frequently found with the former that the two will
be included in this analysis. The United States doctrine of Caribbean
intervention was dubbed the "Roosevelt Corollary" to the Monroe Doctrine after Pres. Theodore Roosevelt, and the Brezhnev Doctrine of 1968
formally articulated the Soviet Union's "internationalist duty" to intervene in socialist states' affairs when they deviated from socialism (read:
Soviet-directed policy). 6
Finally, a regional exclusion doctrine is distinct from the idea of spheres
of influence. The latter tended to be much less formal than a regional
exclusion doctrine and in the pre-twentieth-century world were secret
divisions of a region or country between two great powers, with the
quiet or tacit understanding that if an area were to be formally annexed,
a particular power had the first rights to it? To the extent that a sphere
of influence area is not explicit, exclusion of other great powers' activity is seen as "devious" and does not bind third parties legally but does
often lead to formal annexation. The most recent academic definition is
a "definite region within which a single external power exerts a predominant influence, which limits the independence or freedom of action of
states within it." 8 After World War I, the principle of self-determination
of nations conflicted with the idea of great powers' spheres of influence,
although the Soviet Union in particular was (secretly) in favor of them,
evidenced by the secret protocols to the Nazi-Soviet Pact of 23 August
1939. 9 Post-World War II international norms and the United Nations
made formal spheres of influence even more difficult to explicitly announce, and although the term is often used, it is not legally defined.
A Monroe Doctrine per se is not a desire for territorial aggrandizement or conquest, just as "Manifest Destiny" was not the same idea as
the Monroe Doctrine in early nineteenth-century United States. Conquering or annexing land to the regional power or hegemon's formal
control may be part of a regional exclusion doctrine, but in all of the
doctrines examined above, most state members of the regional or functional system over which the regional hegemon is claiming exclusivity
retain at least nominal sovereignty; it is domination, not annexation.
Thus, this article is not discussing the broad range of twenty-first-century Chinese behavior in East Asia, only a very specific and important
part of its foreign policy. It seeks to explore the ideational basis of Chinese behavior. 10 The South China Sea is part of the story, but in fact, the
question of a Chinese regional exclusion doctrine in East Asia is much
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more expansive than that contested area. All of this adds up to the expectation that a regional hegemon such as China would likely follow the
pattern of other such states and formally announce a regional exclusion
doctrine. To date, it has not.

China's Doctrine Denial
Other regional hegemons develop and articulate regional exclusion
doctrines; has China done so? The direct answer is no, though the
evidence is mixed and some trends that may point in that direction.
First, Chinese officials themselves specifically and emphatically deny
that China has a Monroe Doctrine (Menluo zhuyi !'l ~ .:±.)(, literally
"Monroe-ism"). State Councilor Dai Bingguo was the top-level leader
with responsibility for foreign affairs under Pres. Hu Jintao. His speech
in December 2010, ''Adhere to the Path ofPeaceful Development," was
considered by Chinese and outsiders as a major statement on China's
outlook and is particularly worth examining precisely because it engages
issues of neighboring relations and doctrines of exclusion directly.
Dai's statement is quite pacific, which is not terribly surprising: "China's strategic intention can be defined in two words: peaceful development, i.e., harmony and development at home and peace and cooperation abroad." 11 What is particularly important is his denial: "We do
not seek hegemony and will never compete with other countries for
leadership in our region, seek so-called 'joint hegemony' or follow socalled 'Monroe Doctrine. ' ... The bilateral and multilateral agreements
we have signed with Asian countries do not have a single article that is
exclusive." 12 Dai repeated this statement as a retired senior official as recently as 5 July 2016 in anticipation of the Permanent Court of Arbitration's award: "It would be nothing but baseless speculation to assert that
China wants to make the South China Sea an Asian Caribbean Sea and
impose the Monroe Doctrine to exclude the US from Asia or that China
is trying to compete with the US for dominance in the South China
Sea, Asia and even the world." 13 Chinese scholars have also delved into
the Monroe Doctrine with extensive analyses as to why China's policies
are not similar to the Monroe Doctrine. 14 Official Chinese sources have
stressed that the policies of China do not seek to exclude external actors from the region: "China consistently stressed that Asia is open and
welcomes a positive and constructive role from non-regional members,
a stance that is essentially different from the Monroe Doctrine. China
68
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... has never pursued a sphere of influence." 15 This statement has been
repeated by the Foreign Ministry as well. The most logical target of such
a policy, the United States, has been specifically mentioned as a state
that China does not seek to exclude. Wang Yiwei, director of the Institute oflnternational Affairs at Renmin University, writing in the usually
provocative Global Times (Huanqiu Shibao :£f:£3J(St1~), also made this
point clear: "Beijing has stated on many occasions it welcomes Washington to play a positive and constructive role in Asia and it is therefore
unnecessary and impossible to exclude the world's greatest power." 16 Jin
Canrong and Duan Haowen of the School of International Studies at
Renmin University, the former a frequent commentator on China's East
Asian relations, called for "Open Regionalism" as China's policy: "We
must adhere to the principle of open regionalism. As the Asia-Pacific has
become the biggest engine of the world economy, external powers are all
eager to participate in Asia-Pacific economic activities in order to obtain
reasonable rights and interests. China, whether out of consideration for
its own relationships with other major powers or Asia-Pacific economic
growth, should adhere to the principle of open regional cooperation." 17
Senior researchers at the China Institutes of Contemporary International Relations (CICIR), an influential think-tank in Beijing, authored
an article explicitly titled "The Pacific Ocean is Wide Enough for All"
in 2014 and wrote that Chinese foreign policy initiatives in 2014 were
"not ... intended to squeeze Washington out of the region." 18 The point
is reinforced by Han Caizhen and Shi Yinhong, writing in the same forum: "China's rapid rise is misunderstood as a bid by China to expand
its regional power and to exclude the U.S. This is in spite of the fact that
China has repeatedly said it welcomes a constructive role of the U.S.
in East Asia." 19 Thus, at least at the level of officially articulated policy,
China has not engaged in the construction of a regional exclusion doctrine seen in other regional hegemons' behavior. There is no explicit
"Keep Out" sign. There have been hints, however.

Regional Exclusion Doctrine by Other Names
The treatment of American activities in East Asia is one of the key
indicators that Chinese leaders may be seeking to exclude outside powers from the region. The US role in aggravating China's diplomatic
problems with its Southeast Asian neighbors has been a recurring theme
of Chinese foreign policy statements at least since 2004. These stateS TRATEGIC STU DIES Q uARTERLY + W INTER
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ments have at times approached the point of calling for the exclusion
of American forces and influence in the region. Chen Xiangyang, the
deputy director of the influential China Institutes of Contemporary International Relations, wrote of the problem in 2004. He pointed out that
US relations with the Philippines, India, and Japan create a hegemonic
presence in the region to "clearly not allow Asian countries to manage
Asian affairs." 20 This has the effect of making China's "Good Neighbor
Policy" much more problematic. Specifically on the South China Sea
issue, China regularly criticizes the United States for its "kibitzing" in
the region, regularly calls for the United States to be "impartial" in the
dispute, and very specifically notes that the United States is a nonparty to
the dispute. 21 The Global Times opined, "The fundamental reason for the
sudden prominence of the South China Sea issue and the Diaoyu Islands
dispute has been the US. Seeing the 'pivot' to Asia, the US has fomented
surrounding countries into confronting China over territorial disputes,
so as to disturb and check China's rise." 22 Feng Zhongping of the CICIR
wrote that, "It is generally believed at home and abroad that the U.S. has
largely been responsible for worsening relations between China and some
of its neighbors over the past two years. For example, some believe Japan
has grown tough with China because it has Washington's backing." 23

Pivot, Rebalance
The evolution of this idea may be linked to the US "pivot" to Asia, but
evidence shows it began earlier. America's focus in the first decade of the
twenty-first century was firmly on the Middle East and Mghanistan. The focus of American leadership was also on the domestic front from 2008 to 2009
because of the US presidential election and the financial crisis. Though some
remain in Mghanistan, US combat forces were withdrawn from Iraq at the
end of2011, when then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton wrote a provocative
article, ''America's Pacific Century," in which she advocated the United States
pivo ting its power to the Asia-Pacific region (the Chinese translation is usually chong/an YaTai ll!~.illZ./t). 24 Almost immediately the term "pivot" was
substituted with "rebalance" (zai pingheng .:j3pfi.ij), though pivot is still
commonly used in Chinese and English.
As Mearsheimer claims, the introduction of a new great power into
the regional hegemon's space is likely to result in a conflictive relationship between the native power and the "intruder." How does China's
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reaction compare? The initial, official reaction of the Chinese foreign
ministry in 2011 was muted:
The US took high-profile steps to deepen its involvement in Asia-Pacific affairs.
After 10 years of combating terrorism , the United States was seeking to withdraw its troops from Afghanistan and at the same time increased input in the
Asia-Pacific. The United States strengthened ties with its allies including Japan,
the ROK and the Philippines, promoted relations with such regional emerging
countries as India and Indonesia, expanded engagement in regional multilateral
affairs , and pressed ahead with the Trans-Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership. President Obama attended the East Asia Summit for the first time.25

In 2012, China's foreign ministry briefly noted the term rebalancing.
It also noted curtly that, "The United States played an important part
in China's disputes with neighboring countries on territorial sovereignty
and maritime rights and interests." 26 The following year it continued to
note the "strategic rebalance" of the United States in the Asia-Pacific,
emphasizing at length US military and strategic cooperation with allies
in the region. 27
Was this a change? China's previous statements about American involvement in East Asia and Sino-American relations in general have
evolved during the twenty-first century, gradually becoming cooler.
However, it is also interesting to note that the official Chinese foreign
policy assessment of the United States in East Asia never characterized
America as "absent" from the region prior to the pivot policy. The evolution of Chinese statements on the subject of US policy and presence in
Asia is worth exploring in some detail.
Constructive and Cooperative

In 2002, in the wake of9/11, the Chinese foreign ministry noted that
"The US increased its deployment in Eurasia galvanized by the need
to fight terrorism. It encouraged NATO to expand further to the east,
beefed up its forward troop buildup in Asia-Pacific, set up new footholds
in Southeast Asia and solidified its military presence in Central Asia."28
The overall tone of the Foreign Ministry's characterization was highly
positive, remarking, "China-US relations witnessed significant improvement and growth. The two countries maintained close exchanges of highlevel visits and strategic dialogue. President Jiang Zemin . .. reached an
important common understanding with President Bush on developing
a constructive and cooperative relationship between the two countries"
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and noting increased understanding and trust, trade, cooperation on terrorism and regional issues, as well as military exchanges.29 Specifically in
Asia, the Chinese Foreign Ministry said, "The United States, proceeding
from its practical needs of counter-terrorism, adjusted its national security strategy, paying more attention to its coordination and cooperation
with China and Russia. There were growing common interests among
major countries in maintaining a peaceful and stable Asia." It also noted
"Japan and the US reinforced their military alliance and cooperation." 30
The phrase "constructive and cooperative relations" is noted in 2001. 31
The 2003 assessment of US foreign policy in the wake of the invasion of Iraq was exceptionally blunt, calling US unilateralism "triggerhappy" and questioning the US role in the world in generaP 2 1here was
a strong sense of fear that the United States policy toward Iraq might be
implemented in North Korea: "China and other neighbors of the Peninsula were deeply worried. They did not endorse sanctions and coercion,
let alone war, as viable ways to cope with the situation, but wanted a
peaceful solution to the crisis. Thanks to many rounds of diplomatic
mediation volunteered by China ... the DPRK and the US expressed
readiness for talks." 33 Yet China's foreign ministry nevertheless said, ''A
stronger constructive and cooperative relationship between China and
the US contributed to a healthy trend of development in Asia." 34 "Constructive and cooperative relations between China and the US continued
to grow" in 2004, and the "US continued to readjust and strengthen its
military posture in the Asia-Pacific region." 35 1he "constructive and cooperative" Sino-American relationship tagline was also used in reference
to 2005 but with the additional note that "the United States stepped up
its presence in Southeast Asia, enhanced relations with its allies, such as
the Philippines, Thailand and Singapore, resumed military and security cooperation with Indonesia and improved ties with Vietnam. It followed regional cooperation in Asia with keen interest and increased its
involvement in it." 36 Moreover, the same theme can be found in 2006:
"The overall US foreign policy remained unchanged, but some adjustments were made ... . It continued to focus on the greater Middle East
region and increased input in the Asia-Pacific region." 37
In its assessment of US foreign relations in 2007, the Chinese Foreign Ministry emphasized, "The United States became more pragmatic
in conducting diplomacy and paid more attention to the role of other
powers and multilateral mechanisms. It continued to pursue counter72
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terrorism ... increased engagement in the Middle East, adopted the
'New Strategy in Iraq,' pushed for tougher sanctions on Iran, and hosted
the Middle East Peace Conference .... It attached greater importance
to the Asia-Pacific region, and took an active part in the Asia-Pacific regional cooperation." 38 lt further noted that "China and the United States
maintained close consultations and increased dialogue and cooperation
on issues in Asia" and that "the constructive and cooperative relations
between China and the United States continued to grow. The two countries had increasing common interests in upholding regional peace and
stability and maintained close consultation and coordination." 39
Strategic Belts
However, in 2009, the "constructive and cooperative" characterization
changed, indicating that "major powers continued their deep involvement in regional affairs and expanded their influence." 40 By 2010, China
noted that major powers including the United States, Europe, and Russia
increased their attention to an input in Asia" and evoked Secretary Clinton's term of "forward-deployed diplomacy," which "increased its attention to and input in the Asia-Pacific region." 4 1
Other evidence that China is beginning to move toward a regional
exclusion doctrine can be found in a number of statements by leaders
and scholars in China. One of the most important high-level conferences that engaged policy issues about China and its policy toward its
neighbors was the October 2013 Peripheral Strategy Conference, one
of the highest-level foreign policy leadership meetings in years, and its
academic follow-on conference, which may have made some modifications to this approach. One of the more provocative articles from the
academic conference was by Li Yonghui, dean at Beijing Foreign Studies University, who explicitly called for China to establish a "strategic
peripheral belt" (zhoubian zhanlue yituo dai filfJ :iilJ!i.JGIB~'ft:ftw) in the
regionY Li explicitly pointed to the unsuccessful efforts of prewar Germany and Japan to establish such belts in their regions and the more
successful effort of the United States in its "Good Neighbor Policy."
Li concludes that "China can set up its strategic belt with its twentyodd neighbors, of course, but it also can construct a larger strategic
belt with the countries of the Middle East, the Pacific Rim, and the
Indian Ocean." 43 Still others, most notably the president of the CICIR,
Ji Zhiye, have disagreed with this proposal, saying, "History shows how
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some big powers turned their neighborhood [zhoubian JEJ Jii (although
"surrounding area'' would be a more precise translation)] into colonies
by imposing their systems, laws and even languages on them; others
set up spheres of influence around themselves by ignoring the national
interests of their neighboring countries; still others sought to establish
their hegemony by using alliances or institutions. All of these efforts
have met with failure."44 Ji continues and allows the United States a role
in the region, saying, "Since China is blazing a trail in the field of neighboring diplomacy, it will naturally not reject the legitimate interests of
the other major powers on her periphery. In this regard, China needs to
learn how to co-exist peacefully with other major powers, notably the
United States." 45
Perhaps the most noted hint that China was moving toward a regional
exclusion doctrine was Pres. Xi Jinping's statement about "New Asian
Diplomacy" to the Fourth Conference on Interaction and Confidence
Building Measures in Asia (CICA) in May 2014 in Shanghai, when he
stated in a prepared speech that, "In the final analysis, it is for the people
of Asia to run the affairs of Asia, solve the problems of Asia and uphold
the security of Asia. The people of Asia have the capability and wisdom
to achieve peace and stability in the region through enhanced cooperation."46 Many analysts, both foreign and Chinese, jumped on the (officially translated) phrase "it is for the people of Asia to run the affairs of
Asia'' as an exclusion of non-Asian powers, and strangely similar to the
phrase ''Asia for the Asiatics" first used by Konoe Atsumaro in 1898 in
contemplating Japan's own version of the Monroe Doctrine. 47 Chinese
scholars and policy analysts quickly sought to deny such an interpretation. The official government China Internet Information Center engaged the issue directly:
The Western media, along with the media in some of China's neighboring
countries, have noticed that Chinese leaders tend to use the phrase 'having
Asian countries manage Asian affairs' more frequently. They interpreted it as
'China's Monroe Doctrine,' because it shows China's urge for a greater role in
Asian affairs, much in th e same way the Monroe Doctrine provided the legitimacy for the U.S. management of the affairs in the Western Hemisphere ....
At the same time, some of China's neighbors have shared the concern that they
will be victimized in the contention between China and the United States in
seeking regional dominance, in the same way the ongoing Ukrainian crisis worried Ukraine's neighbors.
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But after all, the Monroe Doctrine, a term filled with hegemony, cannot truthfully summarize C hina's activities in its peripheral regions, nor could the reckless remarks of some Chinese officials during the preparation for the CICA. 48

It is well worth noting that the next paragraph in Xi's speech denies
any effort at exclusion: ''Asia is open to the world. While enhancing their
own cooperation with each other, countries in Asia must firmly commit
themselves to cooperation with countries in other parts of the world,
other regions and international organizations. We welcome all parties
to play a positive and constructive role in promoting Asia's security and
cooperation and work together to achieve win-win outcomes for all." 49
Xu Qingchao of the Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences, while noting the rise of China and the importance ofXi's "New Asian Diplomacy,"
also specifically denied it to be a "Chinese Monroe Doctrine." 5° Interestingly, several Chinese commentators also pointed out that ''Asian states
even including Japan have misgivings about whether the US can provide
permanent security for them, Xi's remarks indicate that it is never reliable to bind your own security to another's wagon." 51 This questioning
of the US security commitment to Asia has been posed not as an actor
to exclude, but rather as a public good which the United States may fail
to provide. 52 Other Chinese authors equivocated on the issue of China's
potential domination of its neighbors similar to other historical great
powers. Writing in China Daily, Yan Xuetong said,
Historically, all global powers rose as regional powers before becoming global
powers. In the early stages of its rise, the US implemented the Monroe Doctrine
and focused on Latin America; after World War II, the Soviet Union, which
was growing in strength, took Europe as the focus. China will be no exception,
so it too needs a successful neighborhood policy first. That move can help win
friends among its neighbors, because after World War II it is already an established rule that sovereignty and territory should not be violated; both the US
and the Soviet Union influenced neighbors' politics but without incorporating
territory as they had done in the past." 53

Core Interests

Another central foreign policy statement that some external analysts
have seen as an element of an exclusion doctrine is expansion of China's
"Core Interests." The term (hexin liyi t~~L.,;fU:fra.) has been used in discussing issues which China sees as nonnegotiable, such as the status of
Taiwan and Tibet as provinces of China beginning in 2003. 54 However,
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beginning in 20 10 the term was used to describe other areas under a
new national security law. 55 Although Japanese media claimed that this
had applied to the Senkaku/Diaoyu disputed islets, and other media
claimed it was being applied to the South China Sea, Chinese statements are in fact ambiguous about whether these two areas are in fact
claimed as "core interests." 56
In addition to these statements, some analysts have specifically cited
some Chinese behavior as showing at least some evidence of exclusion:
Chinese activity in the South China Sea claimed by the "Nine-Dashed
Line," a self-declared ''Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ) " in the
East China Sea near the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands in 2013, and the general discussion of the "First Island Chain" and "Second Island Chain" as
defense features.

Dashed Lines
The "Nine-Dashed Line" (revised in 2013 to a "Ten-Dashed Line" on
official Chinese maps) represents a claim that predates the People's Republic of China. What is ambiguous is whether the dashes on Chinese
maps are a simple map-making convention-grouping the many islands, islets, reefs, shoals, and rocks of the South China Sea together for
purposes of clarity but not claim-or a full maritime sovereignty claim
to the entire South China Sea: water, islands, rocks, and reefsY Although a territorial claim, the Chinese statements concerning the South
China Sea are not exactly a regional exclusion doctrine as it has been
defined here. First, the area is unpopulated and not exactly a region; all
other regional exclusion doctrines have spanned broader identifiable regions, encompassing multiple sovereign countries. Second, the claim is
not particularly new, though the construction of artificial islands on top
of reefs is new, as is the use of coast guard and naval resources to patrol
and enforce Chinese claims. Third, although Chinese documents and
announcements regularly reiterate their territorial claims to the South
China Sea, there has been no effort to categorically deny entrance or
transit to other countries' ships or aircraft in the area, and given its importance to international shipping, such a move would be impossible to
enforce. The Chinese foreign ministry stated, "The Chinese side respects
and safeguards the freedom of navigation and over-flight in the South
China Sea to which all countries are entitled under internationallaw." 58
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In one respect, however, Chinese territorial claims in the South China
Sea do resemble a regional exclusion doctrine. The Chinese claim to determine the method of resolution-by strictly bilateral negotiationson the basis of China's "historical claims," not multilateral negotiations
(where China would be only one of five or six claimants at a very publicly observable table) and not by international legal arbitration, as demonstrated by its rejection of the Permanent Court of Arbitration's award.
China is seeking to set up the rules of the game in Southeast Asia, just as
James Monroe and John Quincy Adams (the actual author of the Monroe Doctrine) unilaterally asserted the rules of the Western Hemisphere.
Chinese statements specifically on the US presence in the South
China Sea, moreover, have been contradictory. On the one hand, when
the United States announced that Japan might join it in aerial patrols of
the region, a Chinese spokesman said in 2015 that the United States and
Japan were "not involved in the South China Sea issue" and should not
do anything to "complicate the situation," which would imply staying
out. 59 Furthermore, Chinese naval units have protested the US "Freedom of Navigation Exercise" within 12 nm of Chinese-occupied reefs. 60
On the other hand, Chinese statements have alluded to future US use of
weather stations and search-and-rescue facilities in the South China Sea
reefs being reclaimed by China. 61 Thus, there seems to be a fine difference
between a sign that says "Keep Out" and one that says "I Own This."
Air Defense Identification Zones

The announcement of an East China Sea Air Defense Identification
Zone in the East China Sea near the disputed Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands
in November 2013 was seen by some analysts as another assertion of
Chinese primacy in the region and at the least the advancement of a territorial claim against Japan. 62 1he rhetoric associated with the announcement of the zone was clearly anti-Japanese but did not seem aimed at the
United States. 63 Somewhat akin to the position on the South China Sea,
China's announcements sought to differentiate civil and non-civil intrusions into "its" sovereign territory: "China's establishment of the zone is
aimed at safeguarding national sovereignty and security of territory and
territorial airspace .... The Chinese government ... explicitly [points]
out that normal flight activities by foreign international airlines within
the East China Sea ADIZ will not be affected at all." 64 But at least one
Chinese scholar was explicit in linking the zone to a broader idea: "It is
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an important measure towards improving geopolitical security structures
in the East China Sea and building the 'strategic buffer zone' [zhanlue
huanchong qu r!r:IG~~~ftP !K] ." 65 Other Chinese authors pointed out that
the United States has its own ADIZ, and the rules involving them are
substantially similar. 66 US policy makers did not see it that way, and
the strong US reaction to the announcement of the zone-sending two
B-52 bombers flying through it unannounced-and the negative reaction by other countries such as South Korea-whose claim to a sea
structure called Ieodo is overlapped by the Chinese ADIZ-resulted in
China stepping back from enforcing its zone. 67

Island Chains
Finally, Chinese popular and scholarly press have had vague discussions about the "First Island Chain" and "Second Island Chain" that
might be interpreted as an effort to set a zone of exclusion. The term
"island chain" was first used by John Foster Dulles in 1951 (prior to
his stint as secretary of state), and subsequent mentions reference US
defense agreements with states occupying a chain of islands from Hokkaido to Okinawa, Taiwan, Luzon, and the Philippine archipelago. The
term did not appear again until the 1990s and by the 2000s was increasingly referenced both by US and Chinese strategic analysts. 68 Chinese Admiral Liu Huaqing, sometimes dubbed the "Father of the Chinese Navy," set a goal of being able to defend China's maritime security
interests out to the First Island Chain in 2000, to the Second Island
Chain (a vague line including the Kuriles, Hokkaido, and Honshu and
then south through the Bonin Islands, Guam to the western tip of New
Guinea, and possibly including the Straits ofMalacca) by 2020. 69 Some
western analysts have implied that these discussions amount to an area
that China seeks to control, such as a US military analyst's 2001 comment about Chinese naval acquisitions: "It really does have the potential
to force the United States back away from that first island chain that
they want to declare as their own territorial seas." 70 Other US authors
claim that China's discussions of island chains are territorial: "When it
comes to the sea, [China] still thinks territorially, like an insecure land
power, trying to expand in concentric circles in a manner suggested by
[geostrategist Nicholas J.] Spykman. The very terms it uses, 'First Island
Chain' and 'Second Island Chain,' are territorial terms, which, in many
cases, are seen as archipelagic extensions of the Chinese landmass." That
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author also invokes US policy toward the Caribbean at the beginning
of the last century: "Much like when the Panama Canal was being dug,
and the United States sought domination of the Caribbean to be the
preeminent power in the Western Hemisphere, China seeks domination of the South China Sea to be the dominant power in much of the
Eastern Hemisphere .... Once it becomes clear, a few years or a decade
hence, that the United States cannot credibly defend Taiwan, China will
be able to redirect its naval energies beyond the first island chain in the
Pacific ... to the second island chain." 71 And Simon Winchester, a popular author writing in an opinion column in the New York Times, also
made the point concerning the island chains, saying, "Central to the
new [Chinese] strategy is the construction of three imagined bastions,
chains of disconnected Pacific islands that would, in Beijing's view, comprehensively protect and project its influence." 72
Chinese discussions, on the other hand, have tended to see the island chains as defensive lines of the United States hemming China in, a
"blockade" which the United States and Japan have imposed on China.
The Global Times characterizes it as a matter of breaking out: "In front
of a growing strategic siege by the US and Japan, China will have to
intensify efforts in breaking through the first island chain blockade, so
as to guarantee its freedom to navigate in the West Pacific including
the Sea of Japan." 73 Thus far, there have been no clear, official claims by
China that the first or second island chains constitute any sort of sphere
of influence or an area subject to the regional exclusion doctrine.
All of this makes it difficult to say that China has a regional exclusion
doctrine, but it may be moving toward one. Analysts and policymakers
could expect, based upon the behavior of similar regional hegemons in
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, that just such a doctrine would
have already been explicitly declared. Why not?

Why No Explicit Doctrine?
Explaining a lack of behavior is, of course, much more difficult than
explaining observable behavior, so what follows here is somewhat speculative. The first possible reason why China does not have a Monroe
Doctrine is something akin to path dependency: it has explicitly decried
any such regional exclusion doctrine in the past and has stated in official
terms that it would never adopt such a doctrine. To adopt such a doctrine now or in the near future requires an explicit statement and would
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naturally beg the question of why the previous policy had changed. It
has occurred in the past, of course, that states have openly repudiated
previous policies. Government or regime change is one such instance,
but it seems unlikely in the foreseeable future for China.
A second possible reason for the lack of a Chinese Monroe Doctrine
is a historical Chinese aversion to regional exclusion doctrines. The first
reference to countries other than the United States having their own
Monroe Doctrine was the relationship of Imperial Japan to East Asia
in the late 1890s and the English during World War I.74 By the 1930s,
Japan's "Greater East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere" (Daitoakyoeiken A
J!t9Eft.%: II or the "East Asian New Order" (To-A shin chitsujo J!UlE ~JT
~ Ff ) was not only a regional exclusion doctrine based upon the slogan
of ''Asia for the Asians," it was also a thinly veiled justification for rapacious Japanese imperialism. This history is well known in China, and
its scholars have written on the subject of "Japan's Monroe Doctrine." 75
Qing dynasty China also had to endure European spheres of influence
in its territory during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
as well as formal colonies and leaseholdings. Thus, China's recent historical experiences with regional exclusion are not positive.
A third potential reason for China eschewing a formal regional exclusion doctrine would be the precedent it would set for its relations with
South Asia and Central Asia. In both regions, China's economic reach
is already intruding into areas which the Indians and the Russians explicitly believe they have primacy and have said so on several occasions.
Pres. Xi Jinping's 2013 initiative, the "Silk Road Economic Belt" and
the "Maritime Silk Road" ("One Belt, One Road," Yl Dai, Yi Lu 'ijf~-15-) concept expands infrastructure, transportation, and trade links between China, Southeast Asia, South Asia, Central Asia, the Middle East,
and all the way to Europe. For China to seek to exclude other powers
from East Asia while pushing ahead into Russian and Indian regions
would doubtlessly provoke charges of hypocrisy and resistance. China is
seeking to expand its influence globally, not to limit it.
Fourth, the original Monroe Doctrine is now officially defunct. In a
move that attracted more attention in Latin America and China than the
United States, the US Secretary of State John Kerry, in a major speech
at the Organization of American States, officially renounced the Monroe
Doctrine in November 2013: "The era of the Monroe Doctrine is over.
. . . Many years ago, the United States dictated a policy that defined the
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hemisphere for many years after. We've moved past that era."76 Officially,
of course, this means nothing to China. In reality, it deprives China of
using the same excuse for having a regional exclusion doctrine that so
many other regional hegemons have invoked: the United States has one,
too. Chinese scholars wrote several articles on the issue, some seeing it
primarily as a response to declining US power and an effort to improve
Latin American relations. Other scholars looked at it from a broad view
of historical development. But it seems likely that Chinese policy makers would have been made aware of the announcement.77
The final possibility is, of course, that China's leaders do not think the
time is right for such an announcement but that it will be in the future.
Paramount leader Deng Xiaoping's famous dictum, taoguang yanghui,
still has a powerful influence on Chinese strategic thinking. (~~ 7t 3'f BiiJ.
Translations vary but often include elements of "lay low," "hide your capabilities, develop some strength," or more fully, "keep a low profile and
bide your time, while also getting something accomplished.") Trying to
exclude foreign powers from Southeast and Northeast Asia means trying
to exclude the United States. And few Chinese authors, scholars, or even
bloggers argue that China currently has that capability, and no Chinese
leaders or official sources openly advocate that path. At least, not yet.

Conclusions: What to Watch For
Three conclusions and a number of recommendations follow from the
above analysis. First, China has not yet developed a regional exclusion
doctrine, and journalists, scholars, and policy makers should be very
careful in making such an assertion. Second, China's behavior vis-a-vis
its neighbors, though often vexing and seemingly aggressive, is actually
more moderate than other regional hegemons' behavior; China has not
openly intervened in its neighbors' domestic affairs, its use of military
force has been limited, and it has not openly declared a regional exclusion doctrine. Compared to the Russian Federation now, or the United
States at the beginning of the twentieth century, China appears much
more benign. It still might develop a regional exclusion doctrine, and
one can find evidence for a "creeping doctrine." Nevertheless, a regional
exclusion doctrine needs to be explicit, and once such an announcement
is made, the potential effect would be substantial and dangerous. There
is little question but that the United States would object to such a move,
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possibly forcefully and in conjunction with its friends and allies. Anumber of additional indicators and cautions should be noted.

Closely Watch the Charge of US "Meddling"
The most important indicator of a Chinese policy shift toward a regional exclusion doctrine doubtlessly focuses on its assessment of America's role in East Asia in general, Southeast Asia in particular, and vis-a-vis
those neighbors with whom China has disputes .7 8 China's scholars, editorial writers, and, increasingly, official spokespersons have commented
in ways that imply that the United States is meddling in the affairs of the
region. When such comments begin to use a possessive pronoun "our region" and are not accompanied by the usual disclaimer that China does
not seek to exclude other great powers, then Beijing is starting toward its
own regional exclusion doctrine.

Focus on China's Views of India and South Asia
China's original rival in East Asia was Japan, but Beijing's power has
clearly begun to eclipse that of Tokyo. And the power of the United
States, as seen by Chinese scholars, appears to be gradually declining and
drawn off to other regions such as the Middle East. But there is another
rising power in Southeast Asia: India. In the long term, the relationship
of China and India in South and Southeast Asia represents another area
in which both powers come into contact and potentially conflict. Indian
political leaders see the subcontinent at a minimum to be "their" area
and seek to exclude other powers.79 At the same time, India's navy has
already begun to make port visits in Southeast Asia, and the diplomatic
competition between China and India in states such as Bangladesh,
Myanmar, Sri Lanka, and Nepal could be a manifestation of Chinese
willingness to exclude great powers of the future from "its" region.

Monitor Chinese Treatment of Overseas Citizens and Co-Ethnics
Regional hegemons generally dislike other great powers in their neighborhoods; they also usually react quite forcefully when their civilian
citizens or co-ethnics suffer harm in other countries, which are often in
neighboring states. Such interventions, though ostensibly for civilian protection, have often been used as justification for broader action against
smaller states, such as the US interventions in the Caribbean and Central America in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries or the
82
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Russian intervention in Ukraine in 2014. During the 1950s, 1960s,
and 1970s, China's reaction to the unequal and often harsh treatment
of ethnic Chinese in Southeast Asian countries was vehement, but it
lacked the means to back up its comments. This has changed. At the
same time, the condition of ethnic Chinese in Southeast Asia in this
century has generally improved to the point that China has few causes
for complaint, since the "overseas Chinese" have gained local citizenship and become prominent and prosperous in their adopted countries.
More recently, contract workers and tourists have added to the mix,
though China's reaction to the anti-Chinese riots in Vietnam was quite
subdued. Future reactions in situations in which China has a motive to
"teach them a lesson" may test that restraint.
Watch the Rhetoric

Language matters, and it can be a key indication of disposition and
intentions. Terms such as "backyard," "our region," "our neighborhood,"
and the like indicate a subtle shift in both psychology and policy toward
possessiveness. Pan-Asian rhetoric has been largely absent from Chinese
foreign policy statements, but most regional exclusion doctrines assert
a distinctiveness to the region which the hegemon seeks to lead-hence
the attention given to the Xi Jinping's speech at the 2014 CICA summit ("Asian countries managing Asian affairs"). The statement in China's
Foreign Affairs in 2015 also seems to be leaning in that direction: "[Asian
countries'] sense of belonging and identity with Asia continued to grow.
The Asia security concept of common, comprehensive, cooperative and
sustainable security increasingly gained support of the people. Countries
in Asia followed the 'Asian Way' featuring mutual respect, consensus
and taking care of all parties' comfort levels." 80 However, terms that
imply familial relations, especially "elder brother" terms, are often seen
in other regional hegemons' efforts to determine the affairs of the "little
brothers" in their region and are a statement of primacy. The language
of neighbors can point in the opposite direction of respect and equality.
The Chinese "Good Neighbor Policy" (Mulin Youhao Guanxi ~i~~ffijf
7k~) may invoke the same reaction, while the trends of rhetoric may
serve as a useful indicator whether China really is moving toward a regional exclusion doctrine.
In July 2010, then-Chinese Foreign Minister YangJiechi, when meeting Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) ministers, found
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China under significant criticism from Secretary Clinton and others at
the meeting. Yang reportedly blurted out, "China is a big country, and
other countries are small countries, and that's just a fact," a blunt statement that shocked many in the room, fearing that it revealed China's
sense of entitlement over the region broadly. The subsequent statement
on China's Foreign Ministry web site was much more measured and
indicated that China sought to solve the South China Sea dispute using
bilateral diplomacy. It also asserted that the position represented the interests of "fellow Asians." 81 If China believes that it can determine what
is in its neighbors' interests by unilateral fiat, then it is well on its way to
a regional exclusion doctrine. ~!tl
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Abstract
The United States must lead the way in establishing a norm prohibiting interference with satellites and satellite control segments of spacebased position, navigation, and timing (PNT) systems. This norm would
not prohibit interference with end user equipment and would be consistent with the just war principles of proportionality and discrimination.
Prohibiting interference would address potential escalation concerns.
These concerns could also be minimized through certain transparency
and confidence-building measures (TCBM), including (1) creating a
common set of definitions, (2) expressing a noninterference declaratory
policy, and (3) information-sharing agreements.

*****
After the launch of the first satellites by the United States and the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) in the late 1950s, numerous
foundational, space-related norms of behavior were developed and eventually codified into a series of treaties, the last of which was signed in
1975. Currently it appears unlikely any new space treaties will be agreed
upon. This is due to the large number of states with potentially divergent
interests and concerns. Among those concerns is the view that retaining
the ability to interfere with space capabilities is of greater benefit than
retaining access to space capabilities. Even though a new space treaty is
unlikely, norms not codified in a treaty still can be useful in favorably
shaping behavior in space. Additionally, the strategic environment in
which those original norms were established has changed significantly.
Instead of two emergent space powers, many states now have a presence in space. Of these, some are full-fledged, established space powers
Jonty Kasku-Jackson is a strategy and policy analyst and instructor at the National Security Space
Institute (NSSI). She has worked in the space field since 1998, first in Air Force Space Command and
then the NSSI. She is a former USAF intelligence officer and earned a juris doctor degree from the New
England School of Law in Boston.
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with their own organic ability to launch indigenous satellites. Others
are emerging space powers with the ability to manufacture and operate their own spacecraft. Finally, numerous aspiring space powers may
have space programs but do not yet have the capability to access space
services through means other than purchasing them. Significantly, those
aspirants are relying on others for space-based position, navigation, and
timing (PNT) capabilities. Perhaps more importantly, numerous nonstate international and commercial entities also use space-based PNT
to pursue their interests. Those interests range from purely commercial
economic interests to internationally recognized safety of navigation
and safety of life obligations. Non-state entities, as well as established,
emerging, and aspiring space powers, are concerned about losing spacebased PNT capability during a conflict. In addition, there is great concern that a loss of space-based PNT could lead to an escalated conflict in
space or expand from a conflict in space to a terrestrial conflict.
While current space treaties recognize space should be used for
"peaceful purposes," the term "peaceful purposes" is not defined. 1 The
Outer Space Treaty (OST) does require states to conduct their activities
in space with due regard to the interests of other states and to undertake
consultations in the event their space activities could potentially interfere with another state's peaceful exploration and use of outer space.2
However, the OST can be suspended between belligerents during a time
of conflict. 3 Additionally, currently no treaties specifically address interference with space-based PNT. This could be an issue since states, nonstate international organizations, and commercial entities directly and
indirectly rely heavily on space-based PNT capabilities.
Space-based PNT systems consist of satellites, control segments, and
end user receivers. Intentional and unintentional interference with the
end user receivers has become common enough on military battlefields
that the military has developed tactics, techniques, and procedures
(TTPs) to specifically address the issue. However, there is increasing
concern that the satellites themselves or the control segment could be
interfered with, which could have a far-reaching, global impact to all
users regardless of whether they are on, or near, a particular battlefield.
Interference consists of jamming, spoofing, cyber attack, or physical
harm to the satellite or control segments of a space-based PNT system
to degrade or disrupt the position or timing signal transmitted.
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The United States continues to lead the way in assuring the availability of space-based PNT services. It has clearly recognized the importance
of ensuring space-based PNT is available to the rest of the world, both
in its policy actions and its space system acquisition actions. In May
2000 the United States discontinued its use of selective availability (SA),
which could be used to degrade the PNT signal, and stated it had no
intent to ever use SA again. 4 In 2007, the United States went so far as
to announce to the world at an International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) assembly that it would procure future satellites without SA
capability and that GPS III would "deliver signals without any compromise in precision-guaranteed." 5 According to the 2010 US National
Space Policy, the United States will "provide continuous worldwide access, for peaceful civil uses, to the Global Positioning System (GPS) and
its government-provided augmentations, free of direct user charges." 6
It is also critical for the United States to retain the ability to use spacebased PNT information for its military activities. It makes sense for
the United States to lead the way in codifying a norm that prohibits
interference with the satellite and control segments of a space-based
PNT system during peacetime, crisis, or conflict. Such a proposed norm
would not prohibit interference with end user equipment. The norm
would be consistent with the long-established just war principles of proportionality and discrimination and would preserve a state's ability to
protect itself against precision-guided weapons that rely on space-based
PNT. Prohibiting interference with the satellite and control segments of
space-based PNT could address potential escalation concerns as well as
concerns about significant impacts to international obligations if spacebased PNT were unavailable as a result of interference.
This article does not address the localized interference with the end
user receivers, which has become almost commonplace and which is
confined to a small area rather than a global phenomenon. It first discusses how and by whom space-based PNT is used. Users of space-based
PNT vary among military, nonmilitary, and civil and commercial entities in pursuit of an extremely wide variety of interests and activities.
Next, it explores the emerging noninterference norm and how it is built
on current practices and policies. It also discusses how support for the
norm can be extrapolated from norms codified in treaties other than the
OST. Finally, it explains how a norm prohibiting interference with the
satellite and ground-control segments of space-based PNT, and a norm's
92
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associated transparency and confidence-building measures, are in the
best interest of the United States and why they should be incorporated
into a considered set of deterrence options.

Space-Based PNT Uses
In the 1950s there were two emergent space powers: the United States
and the Soviet Union. Today, there are approximately 60 countries with
some sort of presence in space. This presence varies from those such as
the United States, Russia, and China, which have a full range of space
capabilities, to states like Argentina and Malaysia that are only present
in space because of their commercial satellite communications sector.
Even the city-states of Singapore and Monaco have a satellite in space.
Moreover, a number of non-state players such as commercial consortia
and international civil users are also present in space. For example, Intelsat, Eutelsat, SES, and Iridium together own and operate approximately
215 communications satellites; the Regional African Satellite Communications Organization also has a satellite in space. (See appendix for a
complete list of states and organizations present in space at the time of
this article's writing.)
All these players use space-based PNT capabilities to provide precise orbit determination. Moreover, virtually all states, regardless of whether they
own or operate satellites, have some sort of direct reliance on space-based
PNT. For example, major communications networks, banking systems,
financial markets, and power grids depend heavily on GPS for precise
time synchronization. Additionally space-based PNT is used for surveying
and mapping, agricultural activities, collecting data regarding the environment, highway and rail transportation, facilitating public safety and disaster relief, and increasing the safety of aviation and marine operations. 7
Additionally, space-based PNT information is important to international norms regarding safety of life. The Cosmicheskaya Systyema Poiska
Aariyniyich Sudov (COSPAS) 8 Search and Rescue Satellite Aided Tracking (SARSAT) is an international organization that provides space-based
relay of distress signals or alerts from emergency beacons to search and
rescue (SAR) authorities internationally. 9 During 2014, close to 2,400
people were rescued during approximately 700 SAR events. 10 SARSAT
has been credited with saving 32,000 lives since 1982. 11 Currently 15
percent of the COSPAS-SARSAT locator beacons rely on the US GPS,
but future enhancements plan to use two additional space-based PNT
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systems: the Russian GLONASS and European Galileo systems. 12 Use
of the space-based PNT capabilities is expected to reduce detection and
tracking of a beacon to a few minutes rather than a few hours. 13 Additionally, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) has required
ships to implement the Global Maritime Distress and Safety System
(GMDSS) since 1988, and COSPAS-SARSAT is part of that system. 14
It is important to note participants in COSPAS-SARSAT include both
states and non-state international organizations, demonstrating the
widespread acceptance of the importance of space-based PNT for safety
of life. 15 1he inclusion of two additional space-based PNT systems indicates the increasing reliance on those capabilities for the accuracy critical
to search and rescue missions.

US Use of Space-Based PNT
With such ubiquitous reliance on space-based PNT, the question of
whether interference with the satellite or control segments should be
allowed has become urgent. This question is especially germane to the
United States. According to Joint Publication 3-14, Space Operations,
space capabilities in general enable the application of the principles of
joint operations. 16 However, it also states, "National security objectives and the needs of the supported commander compel the conduct
of space operations," 17 thus indicating the reliance of the United States
on space capabilities when conducting military operations. When considering the space capabilities that enable joint operations, space-based
PNT assets in particular provide a foundation for a number of other
space force enhancement capabilities. While the positional capability is
often the capability that comes to mind when considering PNT, it is the
precision-timing aspect of PNT that provides the capability to synchronize operations, enable communications capabilities, and enable network and cryptologic synchronization. Space-based PNT also enables
precision attack from standoff distances, which reduces collateral damage and US losses. 18 1he substantial reliance the United States places on
space-based PNT for military operations is reflected in JP 3-14, asserting the necessity to assure friendly use of PNT information and prevent
adversary use through deliberate defensive and offensive actions. 19
Arguably, the United States has an asymmetric advantage in counter-space capabilities, which it might be reluctant to give up. However,
that advantage appears to be eroding as Russia and China increase their
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counter-space capabilities and indicate their willingness to interfere with
satellites. 20 As potential adversaries continue to make progress and US
advantage diminishes, it is even more important to assure the integrity
of the control and satellite segments of US space-based PNT to ensure the United States can continue to conduct activities at the times
and places of its choosing. If interfering with the satellite and control
segments of space-based PNT is prohibited, then space-based PNT information should remain available outside a particular battlefield, even
though the United States might face localized interference with the end
user receivers on that battlefield.
With such a global use of space-based PNT capabilities, one might
assume there would be well-established norms of behaviors concerning
use of and interference with the use of those capabilities. That assumption would be reinforced by the fact there are organizations dedicated
specifically to space-based PNT. For example, The International Committee on Global Navigation Satellite Systems (ICG) was established in
2005 to promote voluntary cooperation on matters of mutual interest to
civil space-based PNT. 21 It encourages coordination among providers of
space-based PNT, regional systems, and augmentations to ensure greater
compatibility, interoperability, and transparency. 22 However, neither the
charter of the ICG or other organizations nor the ways in which spacebased PNT is used currently explicitly identify any norms about whether
interference is prohibited. In the absence of explicit norms, it could be
argued that a norm prohibiting interference could actually be emerging since the expectation seems to be that space-based PNT is, and will
continue to be, freely available to all users at all times. Since the United
States has continually led the way in providing space-based PNT to the
world, it is in a particularly good position to lead an effort to codify that
expectation into a norm that prohibits interference with the satellite and
control satellite segments of space-based PNT.

Development of Noninterference with a
Space-Based PNT Norm
In order to understand the rationale behind prohibiting interference
with space-based PNT, it is necessary to understand specifically what
norms are and how they develop. Norms are commonly understood to
be agreed-upon rules for acceptable behavior or conduct. 23 They are internalized and socialized as universal principles guiding international beS T RATEGIC STu DIES QuARTERLY + WI NTER
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havior. They set standards, encourage good behavior, and discourage bad
behavior. They are developed to protect a state's national security and its
economic and societal interests in context of the surrounding strategic
environment. A norm will only be adopted if it is beneficial (or at least
not harmful) to the parties involved. The incredibly widespread use of
space-based PNT capabilities, the multitude of uses for space-based PNT,
and the fact that space-based PNT capabilities facilitate other capabilities
have created an international geopolitical situation in which the availability of space-based PNT is not only desired but is also expected. Arguably,
a norm prohibiting interference with space-based PNT is emerging.
The Outer Space Treaty (OST), the primary, overarching space treaty,
reflects the broad foundational norms created around fear of nuclear
conflict. The numerous space-related norms of behavior that developed
during the dawn of the space age were codified in a series of space treaties.24 Due to the strategic environment of the time, they focused in large
part on the prevention of a nuclear war in or from space as an extension of deterrence of terrestrial nuclear war. The space treaties addressed
national security, protection of personnel, safety of space activities, and
protection of the space environment. Prior to the signature of the OST,
nonbinding United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) resolutions reflected those concerns and emerging norms of behavior. The OST cites
two UNGA resolutions in addition to the Declaration of Principles for
the use of outer space. 25 The resolution relevant to this discussion called
on states to refrain from placing nuclear weapons or weapons of mass
destruction into orbit or on celestial bodies. 26
Those norms developed because the Soviet Union and the United States
were the only two space powers and could impose order on their respective blocks. No others had any kind of presence in space and effectively
had little influence in developing the space norms that were eventually
codified in treaties. Since the greatest fear of the United States and Soviet
Union at the time was that weapons placed in orbit or on the moon would
be destabilizing, it is not surprising that norms about weapons of mass
destruction were codified in the OST. However, the concerns of those
with a presence in space today are not the same. Those present in space are
concerned with being able to use space capabilities to pursue their security, economic, and societal development interests. In particular, they are
concerned with being able to use space-based PNT to do so. Those actors
are now in the position of shaping an emerging noninterference norm.
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Norms are applicable in times of peace, crisis, and conflict. Peacetime
norms developed to maintain peace, facilitate commerce, and protect
safety oflife and navigation. The IMO requires all ships to be fitted with
certain search and rescue equipment. One such type of equipment is
an emergency position-indicating radio beacon designed to specifically
work with COSPAS-SARSAT. Using the space-based PNT portion of
COSPAS-SARSAT increases the accuracy of location data to approximately 20 meters from five kilometersY Additionally, space-based PNT
has become the primary means of navigation in many maritime applications.28 The International Civil Aviation Organization also requires
aircraft to install emergency locator transmitters. 29 Clearly, space-based
PNT capabilities are critical to meeting international obligations regarding protecting the safety oflife and navigation. The noninterference
norm for peacetime is, in effect, already being established.
Norms for crises and conflict have developed to reduce misperceptions, misunderstanding, and mistrust and to avoid conflict or prevent
escalation of a conflict but are not yet formally established. Although a
norm may be widely accepted, states may differ in their interpretation
of the norm or the actions they can take to implement it. One indication a norm has been widely adopted is its codification in official, binding international treaties as has occurred with the OST. As previously
mentioned, an explicit norm for noninterference with the satellite and
control segments of space-based PNT has not yet occurred but may be
emerging. Norms also may be inferred from the provisions and terms of
binding international treaties or from nonbinding instruments such as
UNGA resolutions and codes of conduct.

How Are Norms Developed?
Traditionally, norm development has been the purview of state actors.
Norms were developed when (1) leading states proposed a new norm,
(2) a majority of states followed the proposal, and (3) the norms then
were internalized and socialized as universal principles. 30 Norms are
typically developed when a large number of states agree on acceptable
standards of behavior and conduct their actions accordingly. However, as
ever more non-state entities increasingly rely on space-based PNT capabilities to pursue both economic and national security interests, they also
are helping to develop a new space norm. Specifically, the development
and implementation of agreed-upon standards, practices, and procedure
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have become a key factor. This type of norm development, where a large
number of entities determines agreed-upon behavior, may also draw on
UNGA resolutions and reports. While a resolution is not binding, it does
reflect the beliefs of those who sign it. It has been common for this type
of norm, developed in this way, to eventually be codified in a binding
multilateral treaty much like the 1958 Geneva Conventions on the Law
of the Sea codified norms already being practiced. 31 However, it should
be noted that there have been no post-World War II examples of norms
in general emerging in this manner. Arguably, the norm against using
nuclear weapons emerged in this manner and was codified in the numerous bilateral arms control agreements between the United States and Soviet Union. However, that norm was relevant only to those two nuclear
powers. Certainly no space-related norms have emerged in this way.
Alternatively, norms may develop when relatively few players with a
large interest in the area of concern determine acceptable behavior. This
is essentially the model by which the OST came into being. Another
good example is found in international civil aviation law. In 1944, only
52 countries signed the Chicago Convention, and for the most part they
were those with established or emerging air capabilities. 32 As of 2013,
191 nations had signed the Chicago Convention. Arguably, noninterference with space-based PNT is becoming, or has become, a norm in a
similar manner. Since the mid-1990s, only four states and the European
Union have developed a space-based PNT capability, and no non-state
players have done so. Virtually all states and numerous commercial and
international civil entities rely on space-based PNT provided by one of
those five states to some extent as they pursue their security and economic interests. For instance, the Chinese Beidou Satellite Navigation
System, used by the Chinese government and military, also has been
offering navigation services to customers in the Asia-Pacific region since
December 2012. 33 Additionally, the Chinese system has been approved
for use in maritime operations by the Maritime Safety Committee of the
IM0. 34 In another example, the Russian GLONASS services have been
freely available to civilian users since May 2007, and Russia has been
actively promoting civil use of GLONASS. 35 Finally, the United States
has issued a number of statements establishing cooperation relationships
with other states with space-based PNT capabilities, as well as those
without indigenous space-based capabilities. 36
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These same countries plus India, Japan, and the European Space
Agency (ESA) also participate in a number of other international organizations regarding space-based PNT issues Y The ICG encourages coordination among providers of space-based PNT systems regional systems
and augmentations to ensure greater compatibility, interoperability, and
transparency. 38 1he ICG serves as a focal point for information exchange
on space-based PNT. It has 10 state members (to include the European
Union) plus the ESA. It has 11 associate members (to include non-state
and commercial organizations) and eight observers. 39 It also promotes
the introduction and utilization of space-based PNT in developing countries.40 Another international organization, United Nations Platform for
Space-based Information for Disaster Management and Emergency Response (UN-SPIDER), also comprises non-state entities as well as state
entities. UN-SPIDER ensures all states, international organizations, and
regional organization have access to, and develop the capacity to use,
all types of space-based information to support the full disaster-management cycle. 41 This information includes space-based PNT as well as
remote sensing and satellite communications information. Both of these
organizations are composed of non-state entities, states with no indigenous space capabilities, and states that provide space-based PNT.
This widespread dependency on a very small number of states for spacebased PNT and the willingness by those states to ensure space-based PNT
is globally available are key factors in the emergence of a noninterference
norm. The combination of a relatively few, heavily vested players with a
large number of dependent users has effectively established the expectation that space-based PNT will always be available for use by all who wish.
This expectation arguably was set by the United States itself in 1983 when
the Soviet Union shot down Korean Airlines Flight 007, which the Soviet
Union claimed had intruded into Soviet airspace. The incident was so
horrendous it was widely denounced by the world. Recognizing the critical need for civilian aircraft to know their precise position, Pres. Ronald
Reagan immediately declared the United States would provide threedimensional positional information to civilian airliners when its GPS
came online. The United States reinforced the expectation of availability
by its actions in 2000 and 2007. Expectation of space-based PNT's continued availability was also strengthened internationally beginning in
1999 when the Third United Nations Conference on the Exploration
.and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (UNISPACE III) adopted a strategy
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to address global challenges of the future by using space capabilities.
One action of that strategy was to "improve the efficiency and security
of transport, search and rescue, geodesy and such by promoting universal access to space based PNT."42
Expectation regarding ever-present availability of space-based PNT has
been further reinforced by the existence of organizations such as the previously mentioned ICG and UN-SPIDER. In addition to illustrating the
emerging expectation and potential obligation to ensure the availability of
space-based PNT, participation in these organizations also provides formal institutional structures to monitor compliance, adjudicate disputes,
and provide a forum for regular discussion of space-based PNT issues. The
structures provide known processes and organizations so that all parties
are familiar with expectations associated with the emergent norms.

A New Norm for Space-Based PNT
The next step in defining and codifying an emerging norm prohibiting interference with space-based PNT is to understand current norms
and the rationales behind those norms and associated transparency and
confidence-building measures (TCBM). A large part of international
maritime, aviation, and land law developed in response to codifying the
norm of promoting or maintaining peace. UNGA resolutions and international treaties clearly reflect the importance of maintaining peace and
stability between the United States and the Soviet Union. Agreements
that codified that norm and its associated TCBMs included bilateral,
nonbinding arms control agreements as well as multilateral aviation, naval, and environmental-modification agreements. Unlike the space treaties, each treaty contained language specifically reflecting the desire to
avoid conflict. It is possible language found in those treaties could be useful in defining specific language for a norm prohibiting interference with
the satellite and control segments of space-based PNT. For example, the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) states
it is "aware of the historic significance of this Convention as an important contribution to the maintenance of peace, justice and progress for
all peoples of the world."43 The Convention of Civil Aviation (Chicago
Convention) declares "it is desirable to avoid friction and to promote
that cooperation between nations and peoples upon which the peace of
the world depends." 44 Article 1 of the United Nations Charter states the
UN's purpose is to "maintain international peace and security." 45 Even the
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Environmental Modification Convention explicitly states it is "guided by
the interest of consolidating peace, and wishes to contribute to the cause
of halting the arms race, and of bringing about general and complete disarmament under strict and effective international control, and of saving
mankind from the danger of using new means of warfare." 46
A norm that prohibits interference with the satellite and control segments of space-based PNT, but that retains the right to interfere with
the end user equipment, should likewise be grounded in the concept
of promoting or maintaining peace. The use of space-based PNT is essential to both maritime and aviation safety of life activities and also
essential for disaster mitigation and state capacity building. Language
defining the noninterference norm should reflect this. Such language
should also act to move the issue outside the space law arena, which is
narrowly defined, less mature, and often viewed as insular from other
areas of international law. Similar to the UNCLOS language, noninterference language should explicitly recogniz-e that space-based PNT is an
important contributor to the preservation of peace and progress for all
peoples of the world. It should also promote cooperation as the Chicago
Convention does. Finally, it should explicitly state that it is desirable to
prevent conflict in outer space.
The challenge to defining a noninterference norm is balancing ongoing
expectations and acceptable practices with other established norms. According to the foundational norms codified in the space treaties, space is
to be used for peaceful purposes. Article I of the OST states, ''Activities in
outer space ... are to be conducted for peaceful purposes" 47 and Article IX
of the OST specifies that states are to conduct space operations "with due
regard" to the corresponding interest of all other state parties to the treaty. 48
Adding to the tension, the OST says, "States shall carry out activities in
outer space ... in accordance with international law to include the United
Nations Charter." 49 Article 51 of the UN charter, which allows for self-defense in the event of "armed attack," therefore applies. States may, and do,
interpret armed attack and self-defense differently. Interfering with spacebased PNT might or might not be interpreted as an armed attack that requires a response-a response that might be escalatory either in space or on
earth. Additionally, those states that rely heavily on space-based PNT for
military operations might be so concerned about possibility of interference
they might attempt to preemptively disable an adversary's capability. Since
states cannot agree on the interpretation of "peaceful purposes" or "armed
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attack'' it is extremely difficult to determine acceptable behavior or conduct
regarding interference with space-based PNT.
Currently, discussions seem to center around how much interference
is necessary before a response is appropriate. A norm prohibiting any
interference whatsoever with the satellite and control segments of spacebased PNT would eliminate that debate. Since the United States relies
more on space-based PNT than its potential adversaries, it is vital that it
retain access to space-based PNT information. It might even be argued
that it is more important the United States retain its own access to uncorrupted space-based PNT information than it is to deny an adversary
access to space-based PNT information. Additionally, interference with
the satellite or control segment could be more likely to create effects outside a single battlefield, thereby impinging on the United States' ability
to conduct other activities outside a particular battlefield. Appropriate
TCBMs would clarify the interpretation of the norm and establish the
consequences for fail ure to adhere to the norm.
Preserving the long-established self-defense norm must be balanced
against safety of life and safety of navigation. Space-based PNT capabilities are critical to the safety of navigation and safety of life across
the world. Norms regarding safety of navigation and safety of life have
been codified in both international maritime and aviation law and may
be extrapolated to apply to space-based PNT. The Safety of Life at Sea
Treaty (SOLAS) has a set of associated standards that require on-board
electronic navigation systems. While the United States GPS is not the
mandated system, it is used overwhelmingly, although the Chinese Beidou system has recently joined the list of systems that meet the standards.50 Both the 1958 Convention of the High Seas and the UNCLOS
codify an obligation to render assistance to those in danger of being lost
at sea. According to the Chicago Convention, "every State must refrain
from resorting to the use of weapons against civil aircraft in flight and
that, in case of interception, the lives of persons on board and the safety
of aircraft must not be endangered."5 1
Aviation and maritime laws and the Laws of Armed Conflict (LOAC)
provide a useful basis for determining the legitimacy and desirability of
targeting the space portion of space-based PNT capabilities. Although
the Chicago Convention requires states to refrain from use of weapons
against civilian aircraft, it goes on to say the Convention "shall not be interpreted as modifying in any way the rights and obligations of States set
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forth in the Charter of the United Nations." 52 States may take actions
consistent with the UN Charter self-defense provisions. However, there
is a precedent for limiting or constraining targets during times of conflict. In space, it is an established norm that National Technical Means
(NTM) are not to be interfered with since such interference is likely
to quickly escalate a crisis between states with significant destructive
capabilities. This prohibition on interfering with NTMs was contained
in every major arms control agreement between the United States and
Soviet Union. Additionally, the Agreement to Reduce the Risk of Outbreak of Nuclear War required the United States and Soviet Union to
notifY each other in the event of signs of interference with the NTMs. 53
But no established norm exists regarding interfering with non-NTM
satellites. Since many states use space capabilities in military and national security activities, they are understandably reluctant to establish a
norm that impinges on their ability to neutralize any advantage an adversary gains from using satellites. Moreover, no major space actor will
accept constraints on its actions unless it can independently verifY compliance with the norm either by use of its own NTMs or other forms of
intelligence, surveillance, or reconnaissance under its control or that of
trusted partners.54 However, establishing a noninterference norm could
neutralize any relative advantage an adversary could gain by interfering
with space-based PNT preemptively to a conflict or during a conflict.
JP 3-14's section on Navigation Warfare (NAVWAR) specifically states
the United States will conduct both defensive and offensive actions to
assure friendly use of PNT information and deny adversary use of PNT
information. 55 It is important to note GPS does more than simply enable land, maritime, and air location and navigation and precision weapons delivery. It also provides exact positioning to other satellites, precise
timing to communications satellites, precise timing for cyberspace operations, and positioning information to launch vehicles. 56 Clearly, the
United States considers retention of space-based PNT critical. Additionally, space-based PNT also enables more precise attacks, which reduces
collateral damage and increases the ability to comply with LOAC.

The Law of Armed Conflict and Space-Based PNT
Under the LOAC proportionality principle, military action must not
cause collateral damage that is excessive in light of the expected military advantage. The relative advantages provided by space-based PNT
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for military activities have decreased since the 1990s when the United
States and Soviet Union had the only space-based PNT systems. China,
Europe, and India have now developed their own space-based PNT
systems. Japan has developed a space-based PNT augmentation system
and just recently changed its laws to allow the use of space for security
purposes. States have realized their reliance on space-based PNT has
become a great vulnerability and are pursuing non-space-based alternatives Y Additionally, relatively little benefit would be gained by interfering with space-based PNT since many space powers have the ability to
use more than a single space-based PNT system or are pursuing nonspace-based PNT options, thus minimizing any strategic or tactical military advantage. Receivers that use multiple space-based PNT constellations are being developed, eliminating the benefit gained from targeting
an adversary's satellites. 58 US national space policy also specifically recognizes foreign PNT services may be used to augment and strengthen
the resiliency of GPS. 59 Furthermore, the above states' space-based PNT
systems are dual use, which creates a very high level of entanglement
with nonmilitary activities and users. The United States recognizes in its
own national space policy that space-based PNT is inherently dual use
and accordingly will provide continuous worldwide access to its GPS for
"peaceful civil uses." 60 With such an entangled situation it is clearly not
in the interests of any entity to lose access to space-based PNT.
Since most, if not all, satellites can be used for a military purpose and
can also be used by nonmilitary users, a satellite could become a legitimate military objective and subject to attack by an adversary, depending
on its use. Because space-based PNT capabilities could be denied to an
adversary via narrowly scoped, temporary, and reversible means, spacebased PNT would at first glance seem to be a legitimate target under the
LOAC principle of proportionality. However, the number of providers
that can provide PNT information for users is extremely limited and the
impact on some of those users could be literally life-threatening. This
could make targeting PNT systems highly unpalatable and might arguably make targeting more difficult under the proportionality provisions
of LOAC. Targeting the satellite or control segment of a space-based
PNT system could create global impacts to literally billions of users and
could be considered to be not proportionate.
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Retaining Use of Space-Based PNT
The desire to retain use of space-based PNT by giving up the right
to interfere with the satellite and control segments of space-based PNT
systems must be balanced with the desire to prevent adversary use of
space-based PNT by retaining the right to interfere. Arguably, that balance would seem to weigh in favor of retaining the capability for the
United States and other states and international civil and commercial
entities. Although militaries have developed tactics, techniques, and
procedures for dealing with jamming end user receivers, nonmilitary users have done little if anything. For example, on 31 March 2016, North
Korea used radio waves to jam GPS receivers in South Korea. Over 50
airliners and hundreds of South Korean fishing boats were affected, but
the US-South Korean military exercises under way were not affected. 61
The 2 April 2014 failure of all 24 of the Russian GLONASS satellites
was felt throughout the world, as GLONASS was unavailable for "tractor automation for farming, machine control and robotics in mining
and heavy industry, and in the national infrastructure used by surveyors
and industry across many countries." 62 CodifYing a norm that prohibits
interfering with the satellite and control segments of space-based PNT,
while preserving the option of disrupting end user equipment, could
protect the interests of the United States and others better than denying
the use of space-based PNT to an adversary. Such a norm would preserve the use of the space-based PNT capability by all and allow them
to meet their security, economic, and societal needs. Ships and aircraft
could continue to safely navigate. Search and rescue operations could be
swiftly and accurately carried out. Satellite communications and cyberspace activities would continue. Spacecraft and launch vehicles would be
able to more safely operate. Finally, military operations could be enabled
in such a way as to better meet LOAC obligations. This noninterference
norm would protect US interests by ensuring the space-based PNT information it relies on would be preserved.
Given states' general reluctance to give up any strategic advantage, it
seems unlikely any would be amenable to a prohibition on interfering
with the end receiver segment of space-based PNT as a means of pursuing their security interests. However, this article suggests a constraint
on interfering with the satellite and control segments of space-based
PNT systems. Moreover, precedence has been set to constrain activities
that could be legitimately conducted under LOAC. Protocol IV to the
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Convention on the Prohibition or Restrictions of the Use of Certain
Conventional Weapons prohibits use of specific weapons (blinding lasers) as a matter of policy. Nations participating in the negotiation of the
Convention did not conclude that blinding or a blinding laser weapon
caused unnecessary suffering but decided for policy reasons to prohibit
their use. 63 Similarly, as a matter of policy, targeting the satellite and
control segments of space-based PNT systems during peacetime, crisis,
or conflict could be prohibited out of concern for the global consequences gained for a limited, decreasing military advantage.

TCBMs for the Norm
To effectively establish this proposed noninterference norm, appropriate TCBMs need to be created to ensure a common interpretation of
the prohibition of targeting the satellite or control segments of spacebased PNT, to establish a recognized framework in which players must
act regarding space-based PNT, and to provide a means by which "bad
actors" may be identified and, if necessary, sanctioned. Successful transparency measures provide ways for parties to practice communication
and reduce misperceptions, misunderstanding, and mistrust. Successful
measures would decrease the likelihood of escalation of a crisis in space
or the expansion of a space conflict to a terrestrial conflict.
Established space powers are understandably reluctant to agree to anything that limits their ability to access and use space in pursuit of their
security or economic interests. They are also unlikely to agree to anything
that even appears to have the capability to force them to conduct, or refrain from, particular activities. However, emerging and aspiring space
powers seem more willing to seek agreements to regulate behavior in space
to preserve access to space and protect the domain for equitable use by
all. The common objective among all players is to assure access to space
and use space in pursuit of their interests. Attempts by the Committee on
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and the UN Conference on Disarmament
to address issues such as the use of antisatellite weapons and a potential
arms race in space have been largely unsuccessful since they focus on
reducing capabilities rather than focusing on the legitimacy of potential
targets of those capabilities.
As the United States and others develop counter-space capabilities,
they seem to be making threats of retaliation for undesired actions in
space more explicit. 64 It is therefore critical that de-escalatory TCBMs
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associated with a noninterference norm support a set of coherent deterrence options. TCBMs must address the requirements of each party
and must be something each party agrees to follow. A norm prohibiting targeting of the satellite or control segments of space-based PNT is
relatively straightforward. However, effective associated TCBMs may be
much more difficult to develop.
Transparency measures are necessary to provide states sufficient information to more accurately assess another state's intent. Arguably,
transparency measures would only be between states since only states
have the capability to interfere with the satellite or control segments
of space-based PNT. However, transparency measures could also include non-state actors in a manner similar to the US Space Situational
Awareness (SSA) information-sharing agreements. Confidence-building
measures should facilitate small, incremental actions that build trust on
each side and reassure the other state that actions taken by the first state
are not a prelude to an armed attack. However, that level of transparency could cause anxiety on the part of states concerned that the information gained via TCBMs could be used preemptively against them.
TCBMs also provide a known framework of acceptable behavior. It becomes easier to identify bad actors as they refuse to adhere to accepted
norms and follow accepted TCBMs. Those bad actors may then be more
closely watched by the international community, which may exert pressure on them to comply with the norms and TCBMs. Failure to adhere
to widely adopted norms and TCBMs could also subject a bad actor
to isolation from the rest of the community. For instance, a bad actor
might not receive the technical assistance or the resources it needs to
conduct its space program. Importantly, the technical assistance in question might not be in the same area as the violated norm. In the case of
interference with PNT, it might be possible to renegotiate the SSA datasharing agreements, spacecraft launch agreements, personnel exchanges,
or other partnership agreements as a part of the cost-benefit calculations
to deter that bad actor.

Models for TCBMs
It seems best to model new space norms and associated TCBMs on
bilateral, rather than multilateral, agreements. Bilateral agreements are
easier to negotiate as they focus on the concerns of only two parties.
Previous experience during the Cold War recognized the importance
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TCBMs played in avoiding escalation into full nuclear war-and those
TCBMs were bilateral and narrowly focused. For example, the 1971
US/USSR Agreement to Reduce the Risk or Outbreak of Nuclear War
required the United States and Soviet Union to notify each other in the
event of an accidental or unauthorized incident that might lead to a nuclear war. 65 An agreement regarding noninterference with the satellite
and control segments of space-based PNT could be similarly based on
parties informing each other of accidental or unauthorized events that
could escalate into conflict. Specifics might include activities that interfere with any of the frequencies used by any of the five space-based PNT
providers. Or they might include instances in which a party's space-based
PNT system would be unavailable in such ways as to appear as if a state
was protecting its system in preparation for other aggressive actions.
In another example, the Agreement Between the United States and
Soviet Union to Prevent Incidents on the High Seas was a confidencebuilding measure intended (and apparently successfully implemented)
to prevent actions that could increase tension and the possibility of conflict. It is important to note neither of these two agreements directly affected size, weaponry, or force structure of the two parties. 66 That made
both parties more willing to sign the agreements. Similarly, focusing
on actual occurrence of interference with PNT, versus the capabilities to
interfere with space-based PNT, would be more palatable to those involved since capabilities would not be impacted. Elements of this type
of an agreement could include things such as geographic limitations beyond which localized jamming of user segments is no longer considered
local and could be considered a "bad action."
Three additional TCBMs might help create a common interpretation
and accepted set of behaviors regarding a noninterference norm. First,
states could negotiate an agreement defining nomenclatures. Even if unsuccessful, the communications among those involved in the attempt
would be extremely valuable as a way to define expectations. A definition of terms also could lead to better transparency as parties find a common understanding on how a potential adversary might act in a given
situation. Any agreements reached also could be provided to broader international organizations as evidence of acceptance of the interpretation
of the norm. For example, the ICG holds regional workshops on applications of space-based PNT and provides a publication on current and
planned global and regional space-based PNT systems and programs. 67
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In addition to providing information for dissemination as evidence of
a norm, negotiations could build on information already discussed in
organizations such as the ICGs in order to develop the norm.
Second, each state should develop declaratory policy that it will not
interfere with the satellite or control segments of space-based PNT in
peacetime, crisis, or conflict. That declaratory policy should actively
identify expectations of behavior-particularly, currently unstated expectations. This proposed TCBM is already partially implemented. According to the US National Space Policy, the United States will provide
continuous worldwide access to its GPS for peaceful civil uses, and it
will provide that access without degrading the signals. 68 Note that the
policy states the access is for peaceful civil uses and, furthermore, does
not indicate the United States would not interfere with end user receivers as is consistent with the inherent right of self-defense. The US
National Space Policy also specifically states foreign PNT services may
be used to augment and strengthen the resiliency of GPS. 69 Both of
these statements indicate recognition of the importance of space-based
PNT and at least a small move toward codifying an expectation the
satellite and control segments will not be interfered with. In addition
to the official national space policies, speeches, interviews, social media,
and testimonies of different organizations are also studied by non-US
entities for policy statements and should also be considered. An official declaratory policy loses credibility if governmental organizations are
making statements counter to it. A comprehensive strategic communication plan that effectively communicates a declaratory policy against
interfering with the satellite and control segments of space-based PNT
could decrease uncertainty by sending a consistent message. At the very
least, a cohesive strategic communication plan would lessen chances of
inconsistent messaging as all players should at least consider how their
message could conflict with another agency's message. Inconsistent and
confusing messages create potentially dangerous mistrust and uncertainty that could lead to escalation of a conflict in space or expansion of
a conflict in space to a terrestrial conflict.
Third, states should develop and implement information-sharing
agreements that actively define how the noninterference norm is to be
interpreted and the framework for acceptable behaviors. Two different
types of agreements could be useful in developing such informationsharing agreements. In the commercial sector, the Space Data Association
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(SDA) created agreements in which satellite companies share information to supplement data previously provided by states. It provides a legal and technical framework that states could leverage when developing
information-sharing agreements.7° States could also leverage the SDA
itself to conduct what has been called "open" verification that leverages
the increasing transparency of space to private observers.7 1 In the governmental sector, the notification agreements between the United States
and Soviet Union during the Cold War could also serve as a model. Under those agreements, parties explicitly required notification in the event
of accidental or unauthorized activities. Similarly, information-sharing
agreements associated with a noninterference norm could require parties
to notify each other of accidental or unauthorized activities that pose a
danger of interference with the satellite or control segments space-based
PNT. Depending on the agreement, the notification could be via either formal or informal channels. In general, information-sharing agreements for a noninterference norm should probably be bilateral. Bilateral
agreements allow the parties to tailor measures that address each party's
concerns. Moreover, bilateral agreements preclude states outside the
agreement from negatively influencing the effectiveness of the agreedupon measures. Although space powers with counter-space capabilities
may consider the desires of new or aspiring space powers, bilateral agreements would prevent those entities from having undue influence and
could prevent delay in developing and implementing the agreements.
Although it seems to be an appropriate time to develop a noninterference norm with associated TCBMs, monitoring to ensure compliance
with the norm is complicated by the fact that current space situational
awareness capabilities are not at a level where they may be relied on
as a sole source of verification. However, established, new, and aspiring space powers and international commercial entities have entered
into space situational awareness information-sharing agreements. These
agreements, used primarily to predict potential collisions between space
objects, could be leveraged to create more able monitoring capabilities.
Successful transparency measures could lead to successful confidencebuilding measures as states are able to assure themselves the other states
are acting in accordance with agreed-upon TCBMs. That, in turn, helps
develop trust or decrease distrust. However, successful confidencebuilding measures are incremental, iterative actions. Ideally, confidencebuilding measures will help a state more correctly assess the intentions
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of other states as their confidence in each other builds. Each state must
believe the other intends to abide by the proposed measure. Declarations by a state that it intends to follow the confidence-building measure may not be believed unless it takes concrete actions to implement
the measure. Although United States space policy clearly indicates the
importance of GPS, additional steps are necessary to develop an effective TCBM. Fortunately, those steps may have already begun as states
with space-based PNT capabilities are beginning to work together to
create technical commonalities between the space-based portions of the
PNT systems as well as the end user equipment. However, the success of
confidence-building measures can only be determined over time.
The Noninterference Norm's Contribution to Deterrence
Successful TCBMs associated with a noninterference norm could
contribute to a cohesive set of deterrence options. There are two types
of deterrence that should be considered. First, there is "general deterrence," which is based on power relationships and attempts to prevent
an adversary from seriously considering any kind of military challenge
because of expected adverse consequences.7 2 General deterrence in the
space domain attempts to prevent any type of interference by any actor
against any type of space systems. General deterrence is insufficient for
the current strategic environment due to the large number of both state
and non-state players present in space, the difficulty in attributing interference to a particular actor, and its reliance on adverse consequences.
It is essential to note that deterrence has been developed as a way to
prevent undesired action between states, not individual citizens or corporations within the state.
In contrast to general deterrence, there is "immediate deterrence," which
is specific. Immediate deterrence attempts to forestall an anticipated challenge to a well-defined and publicized commitment.7 3 It is practiced when
general deterrence is thought to be failing.74 Immediate deterrence would
seem to have a higher likelihood of success than general deterrence in the
space domain as it is more narrowly focused on particular actors and their
actions. Deterring any entity that has any kind of offensive counter-space
capability from conducting any kind of interference against any kind of
satellite is daunting at best. Additionally, attribution of interference to a
particular party can be problematic. On the other hand, deterring interference with the satellite and control segments of space-based PNT caS T RATEGI C STU DI ES Q uARTERLY + WI NTE R
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pabilities specifically might be accomplished via immediate deterrence.
Although immediate deterrence can be considered less complex since it
focuses on a single target, it could also be more complex as deterrence
actions must be tailored for specific rather than broad actions and must
be tailored for each adversary to be deterred. Additionally, a state must
consider not only what an opposing state believes but must consider allies and partners in its calculations, too.7 5 Any coherent set of immediate
deterrence actions designed to prevent interference with the satellite and
control segments of space-based PNT would certainly have to address
these factors. Calculations could be further complicated by the presence
of non-state international and commercial entities.
Whether considering general deterrence or immediate deterrence, opportunities abound for complications and misunderstandings. Spacebased PNT capabilities are dual use and are essential to both military
and nonmilitary activities. From a military point of view, it is critical
for deterrence measures to succeed because the military relies so heavily
on space-based PNT to conduct military operations. From a nonmilitary point of view, it is critical for deterrence measures to succeed since
non-space powers and international and commercial entities rely heavily
on space-based PNT as they pursue their own economic, security, and
development interests. As defined in this article, intentional interference
with space-based PNT is escalatory. It represents vertical escalation since
it expands terrestrial conflict into another domain, and, if not limited
in ways suggested by the proposed norm, attacking the space or control
segment represents horizontal escalation affecting many other users not
party to the conflict, in contravention of other established principles such
as LOAC. It is therefore extremely important to explicitly codify the noninterference norm and the associated TCBMs necessary to deter actions
that could escalate conflict in space or expand a conflict in space to a
terrestrial conflict. Additionally, a codified norm prohibiting interference
with the satellite and control segments of space-based PNT capabilities
and effective associated TCBMs is a means by which the United States
might preserve its access to the capability during all phases of a conflict.
A codified norm prohibiting intentional interference with satellite
and control segments of space-based PNT could inhibit escalation, since
there would be no option to interfere with the capability in order to
gain the upper hand in a military action. Clearly delineated TCBMs
such as well-defined nomenclature could lead to a decrease in misun112
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derstandings regarding the interpretation of the noninterference norm.
Declaratory policies and information-sharing agreements could reduce
misunderstandings and mistrust between the states, which could lead to
greater stability as states feel less of a need to preemptively interfere with
a space-based PNT system.

Conclusion
It has been six decades since the first satellites were launched and the
foundational norms concerning peaceful purposes of space were codified. Yet, there is no agreed-upon definition of peaceful purposes or the
threshold for an armed attack, so uncertainty lingers regarding how interference with space capabilities should be addressed. Such uncertainty
is destabilizing, and any interference with a space capability has the possibility of escalating a conflict in space or expanding a space conflict into
a terrestrial conflict. A wide variety of entities ranging from states to
non-state international organizations and commercial organizations use
space-based PNT capabilities. Usages may support military operations,
economic interests, societal development, or safety oflife and navigation
activities. The potential impact to the world if intentional interference
with satellite or control segments caused worldwide loss of PNT information would be devastating. An expectation that space-based PNT is
available and will continue to be available has recently emerged. A general understanding is emerging that the capability will always be available and that interference with the capability is not acceptable.
Those expectations, and the current restraint from interfering with
the space and control segments of space-based PNT systems, are proceeding toward a norm that actively prohibits interference. However,
that norm and associated TCBMs must be codified in order to create
a common interpretation of the norm and define an acceptable framework of behaviors. The language of the norm should explicitly recognize
that space-based PNT is an important contributor to the preservation
of peace and progress for all peoples of the world. It should also promote cooperation among space-based PNT providers and users. Finally,
it should explicitly state that it is desirable to prevent conflict in outer
space that could escalate or expand into a terrestrial conflict.
There are at least three potential TCBMs to associate with the noninterference norm. First, a common set of nomenclatures should be created.
The negotiation process itself would help define a common interpretaS TRATEG IC S T U DI ES Q uARTERLY + W I NTE R
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tion of, and expectations regarding, the norm. It might also help provide
insight on how a potential adversary might respond to a given situation.
Second, states should declare that they will not interfere with the satellite
and control segments of space-based PNT capabilities. The United States
has already implemented this TCBM to some degree through its national
space policy, which states it will provide GPS for peaceful civil purposes.
Third, states should develop and implement information-sharing agreements whereby they inform each other in the event of accidental or unauthorized activities that could lead to interference with the satellite and
control segments of space-based PNT capabilities.
A codified norm prohibiting intentional interference with the satellite and control segments of space-based PNT could inhibit escalation.
Clearly delineated TCBMs, such as a well-defined nomenclature, could
lead to a decrease in misunderstandings regarding the interpretation of
the noninterference norm. Declaratory policies and information-sharing
agreements could reduce misunderstandings and mistrust between the
states, which could lead to greater stability as states feel less of a need to
preemptively interfere with a space-based PNT system. As a matter of
security and as a matter of policy, targeting the satellite and control segments of space-based PNT systems during peacetime, crisis, or conflict
could be prohibited out of concern for the global consequences gained
for a limited, decreasing military advantage. ~\til_

Appendix. States and organizations
with a presence in space
Country/
Consortium

Capabilities

Users
Government/Military/Civil/
Commercial

Algeria

Earth observation

Government

Argentina

Communications
Technology development

Commercial
Civil/Commercial

Australia

Communications

Military/Commercial

Austria

Space science
Technology development

Civil
Civil

Azerbaijan

Communications

Government

Belarus

Earth observation

Government

Belgium

Earth observation
Space science

Government/Military/Commercial
Civil

Bolivia

Communications

Government
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Country/
Consortium

Capabilities

Users
Government/Military/Civil/
Commercial

Brazil

Communications
Earth observation
Technology development

Commercial
Government
Civil

Canada

Communications
Space science
Space observation
Technology development

Commercial
GovernmenVCivil
GovernmenVMilitary/Commercial
Civil

Chile

Earth observation

GovernmenVMilitary

China

Communications
Earth observation
PNT
Space science
Technology development

GovernmenVCivii/Military/Commercial
Government/Military/Commercial
Military
Government/Civil
GovernmenVMilitary/Civii/Commercial

Denmark

Communications
Earth observation
Technology development

Civil
Government
Commercial

Egypt

Communications

Government

France

Communications
Earth observation
Space science
Technology development

Military/Commercial
GovernmenVMilitary/Commercial
Government
Military

Germany

Communications
Earth observation
Space science
Technology development

GovernmenVMilitary/Civil
GovernmenVMilitary/Civii/Commercial
GovernmenVCivil
Government/Civil/Commercial

Greece

Communications
Earth observation

Commercial
Military

India

Communications
Earth observation
PNT
Space science
Technology development

Government/Military/Commercial
Government/Military/Civil
Government
Government
Government/Civil

Indonesia

Communications
Earth observation
Technology development

Commercial
Government
Government

Iran

Communications

GovernmenVMilitary/Civii/Commercial

Iraq

Earth observation

Civil

Israel

Communications
Earth observation

GovernmenVMilitary/Civil
Military/Commercial

Italy

Communications
Earth observation
Space science

Government/Military/Commercial
GovernmenVMilitary/Civil
Government

Japan

Communications
Earth observation
PNT
Space science
Technology development

Commercial
Government/Civil/Commercial
Government
GovernmenVCivii/Commercial
Government/Civil/Commercial

Kazakhstan

Communications
Earth observation

Commercial
Government

Laos

Communications

Government
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Country/
Consortium

Capabilities

Users
Government/Military/Civil/
Commercial

Luxembourg

Communications

Commercial

Malaysia

Communications

Commercial

Mexico

Communications

Government/Military/Commercial

Monaco

Communications

Government/Commercial

Morocco

Technology development

Government

The Netherlands

Communications
Technology development

Civil/Commercial
Civil

Nigeria

Communications
Earth observation
Technology development

Commercial
Government
Government

Norway

Communications

Government/Commercial

Pakistan

Communications

Government/Commercial

Peru

Technology development

Civil

Philippines

Communications

Commercial

Poland

Space science

Government

Russia

Communications
Earth observation
PNT
Space science
Technology development

Government/Military/Civil/Commercial
Government/Military/Commercial
Military/Commercial
Government
Military/Civil

Saudi Arabia

Communications
Earth observation
Space science
Technology development

Government/Commercial
Government
Government
Commercial

Singapore

Communications
Earth observation
Technology development

Commercial
Government/Civil/Commercial
Civil/Commercial

South Africa

Earth observation
Technology development

Military
Civil

South Korea

Communications
Earth observation
Technology development

Government/Military/Commercial
Government/Commercial
Government

Spain

Communications
Earth observation
Technology development

Government/Military/Commercial
Government/Military
Government/Civil

Sri Lanka

Communications

Government

Sweden

Communications
Earth observation

Commercial
Government/Commercial

Switzerland

Technology development

Civil

Taiwan

Communications
Earth observation

Commercial
Government/Military/Civil

Thailand

Communications
Earth observation

Commercial
Government

Turkey

Communications
Earth observation
Technology development

Commercial
Government/Military
Civil
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Country/
Consortium

Capabilities

Users
Government/Military/Civil/
Commercial

Turkmenistan

Communications

Government/Commercial

Ukraine

Technology development

Civil

United Arab Emirates

Communications
Earth observation

Military/Commercial
Government

United Kingdom

Communications
Earth observation
Space science
Technology development

Government/Military/Commercial
Government/Commercial
Government
Government/Commercial

United States of America

Communications
Earth observation
PNT
Space observation
Space science
Technology development

Government /Military/Civil/Commercial
Government/ Military/Commercial
Military/Commercial
Military
Government/Military/Civil
Government/Military/Civil/Commercial

Uruguay

Tech nology development

Civil

Venezuela

Communications
Earth observation

Government
Government

Vietnam

Communications
Earth observation

Government
Government

European Organization
for the Exploitation of
Meteorological Satellites
(EUMETSAT)

Earth observation

Government/Civil

European Space Agency
(ESA)

Communications
Earth observation
PNT
Space science
Technology development

Government/Commercial
Government/Civil
Commercial
Government
Government/Com mercial

Regional African Satellite
Communications Organization (RASCOM)

Communications

Commercial

Information in rhis table 1s denved from the Umon of Co nce rned SCiennsts Satellne Database,
h rrp:/ /www. ucsusa.o rg/ nuclea r-weapons/ space-weapons/satellite-database#.Vw K-xbwYNFI.
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Managing Decentralized Cyber Governance:
The Responsibility to Troubleshoot
Mark Raymond
Abstract
The cyber-regime complex is governed by a sprawling array of rules,
implemented in a decentralized manner by a large number of public and
private actors. Since there is no guarantee that the future evolution of
the cyber-regime complex will occur in a manner conducive to Internet
stability and global interoperability, the "responsibility to troubleshoot"
(R2T) is an important hedge against the significant costs associated with
cyber disruption.
Even if a global prohibition regime were adopted, there would be
good reasons to ensure the existence of a robust set of institutionalized
mechanisms for mitigating and remediating various kinds of intended
and unintended disruptions to Internet stability and interoperability.
While prohibition may be worth pursuing, it is clearly insufficient. At
least for the foreseeable future, previously agreed-upon mitigation and
management processes will also be required.

*****

The cyber domain is widely acknowledged to be in the midst of a
process of global rulemaking that includes an array of public and private actors from across the globe. 1 Many of these rules pertain, more
or less directly, to issues of international security. Indeed, the question
of cyber norms has been on the agenda of the First Committee of the
United Nations General Assembly since 1998. Their work has made
significant progress in the two most recent reports of its Group of Governmental Experts (GGE) on Developments in the Field of Information and Telecommunications in the Context of International Security. 2
The work of the GGE is vitally important; however, this state-centric
process cannot be treated in isolation from the broader landscape of
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Internet governance and Internet policy-even though it concerns matters traditionally understood as the exclusive purview of states. Security and intelligence practitioners increasingly affect, and are affected
by, decisions made about Internet governance and Internet policy in
a variety of contexts at the global, regional, and even domestic levels.
Many of these decision-making processes occur at least partially within
the private rather than the public sphere. 3 Collectively, these processes
of rulemaking entail the emergence of a broader cyber-regime complex
alongside the narrow technical regime for Internet governance in an era
characterized by the impending integration of the Internet and cyberspace with virtually every domain of human activity. 4 1his process of regime complex formation is ongoing and remains contentious. Contention over Internet issues and the creation of this emerging cyber-regime
complex is driven by a variety of factors, including the breadth of issues
implicated (trade, security, human rights, etc.) and the diversity of participants in terms of actor type, interests, values, and views of legitimate
procedures for rulemaking. 5
Even the most optimistic projection for the nascent cyber-regime
complex must acknowledge that, for the foreseeable future, most governance will remain decentralized. Decisions about policy, rules, and
norms will be made by an extremely heterogeneous set of players that
will often operate with a high degree of autonomy. Even where there
are clear hierarchical authority relations between participants, the sheer
complexity and pace of governance in this area will create autonomy
in practice. Yet the shared global physical and logical resources crucial
to the cyber domain mean that decisions made by these various parties may have implications for, and intended or unintended effects on,
those outside their own jurisdictions. As a result, decisions made in one
part of the cyber-regime complex can negatively impact the stability
and interoperability of the network for others. The combination of the
possibility of such effects and a highly decentralized regime complex
exacerbates challenges of coordination and conflict resolution among an
extremely diverse set of actors.
Since the various participants in the emerging global cyber-regime
complex have distinct and at least partially incommensurate values and
interests, policy coordination efforts are likely to remain limited. They
will also be inhibited by the complexity of the subject matter. In such
situations, one possible approach is to establish a shared commitment to
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"do no harm" or to refrain from taking steps that could negatively affect
the stability or global interoperability of the cyber domain and the ability of the players to make use of it. Such an approach motivates recent
calls for a norm of noninterference in what has been called the "public
core" of the Internet. 6 Elimination of such cyber behavior is unlikely, in
part because actors cannot agree completely (or even substantially) on
the bounds of acceptable behavior. Accordingly, simple rules and norms
of prohibition are unlikely to be sufficient for ensuring the viability of
the cyber-regime complex. Further, a simple prohibition regime would
likely be insufficient even in a world of angels. The reality of a massively
complex, open global system built on the principle of "permissionless"
innovation, combined with the law of unintended consequences, suggests the desirability of having previously agreed-upon means of responding when the activities of one group have negative implications
(intended or not) for others.
This article argues that the capacity to effectively manage the set of
challenges can be enhanced by cultivating a responsibility to troubleshoot
(R2T) .7 First it argues that the decentralized nature of the global cyberregime complex combines with the shared logical resources and physical
infrastructure of the Internet to produce both strategic opportunities
and externalities that affect other parties. One solution to these problems would be to establish a prohibition regime. Next it surveys other
prohibition regimes employed to address international security threats.
In doing so, it gives context to the common wisdom that prohibition is
virtually impossible in the cyber domain and shows that elements of a
proto-prohibition regime for the cyber domain are identifiable. 8 However, while prohibition may be worth pursuing, it is clearly insufficient.
At least for the foreseeable future, mitigation and management processes
will also be required. Accordingly, the third section explores options for
an R2T as a core component of the global cyber-regime complex.

Decentralized Governance of a Global System
While cyberspace is often understood as a global commons or even a
pure public good, it is more accurately described as a set of nested "club"
goods, since it is excludable and typically non-rivalrous in consumption 9
and since decisions about cyberspace are taken in a myriad of separate
institutional contexts arrayed in complex and variable authority relations.1 0 At the most basic level, all Internet users are members of a single
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club: the club of global Internet users. Simultaneously, all users are also
members of at least two other kinds of clubs-a club of Internet users
in a particular state and a club of Internet users relying on a particular
Internet service provider (ISP). Each of these clubs has different procedural rules for rulemaking and interpretation. National clubs oflnternet
users typically work according to the corresponding state's processes for
legislation, regulation, and jurisprudence, though some states also have
multi-stakeholder bodies governing some aspects of Internet policy.
Clubs of users relying on a particular ISP are more commonly governed
by contractual arrangements and terms of service, with civil law as a
backdrop. Other notable clubs include those with special responsibility
for core Internet technical functions, such as the Internet Corporation
for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) or the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).
As the Internet has become enmeshed with more and more aspects
of economic, social, and political life, the narrow legacy Internet governance regime concerned with core technical functions such as the
development of technical protocols and the management of Internet
names and numbers has been drawn into a nascent global cyber-regime
complex. 11 The result is that organizations with primary interests and
responsibilities removed from the Internet and cyberspace are beginning
to make decisions and to enact rules that can have significant unintended
consequences for the stability and interoperability of the cyber domain.
These actors include military and security agencies, antitrust regulators
and consumer watchdogs, human-rights bodies, international-trade
bodies, and others.
These various entities and organizations nevertheless share the same
physical infrastructure as well as globally harmonized standards and protocols for exchanging packets between the various independent networks
that comprise the Internet and for resolving Internet domain names into
Internet protocol (IP) address numbers. The combination of the end-toend principle and the principle of permissionless innovation has been
central to the rapid global spread of Internet access and to its economic
potential; however, these principles have also enabled the actions and
decisions of individual organizations to have far-ranging effects on the
stability and interoperability of the broader global network.
Such effects are often unintended consequences of attempts to exercise
control over Internet content in the service of various social, economic,
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and political policy objectives. Examples include a global YouTube outage caused by Pakistani attempts to block domestic access to video content deemed inappropriate on religious grounds, domain name seizures
by American law enforcement agencies intended to enforce intellectualproperty laws, and ongoing European efforts to implement a "right to
be forgotten" with respect to online search engines. These examples, and
others, are indicative of what has been called "the turn to infrastructure
in Internet governance." 12
Cyber attacks, financially motivated cybercrime, and cyber espionage,
whether conducted by states or firms, employ Internet infrastructure
and mechanisms of technical Internet governance to accomplish unrelated objectives. Like content filtering and blocking measures, these
activities can have negative unintended consequences for global Internet
stability and interoperability. Some effects may be quite direct in nature.
Manipulating the underlying technology and protocols may simply be
done badly and cause technical problems. Given the low and rapidly
falling barriers to entry in this field, significant cyber capabilities are
likely to be acquired by a large number of public and private organizations with relatively low levels of expertise and sophistication; such
novices may be particularly prone to execution errors. Other negative
unintended effects on Internet stability and interoperability will be indirect in nature. The most likely pathways for ill effects include: (1) attempts to "harden" networks to make them less susceptible to intrusion
but sacrifice openness as a result, leading the network topology to more
closely resemble a "cybered Westphalia'' 13 ; and (2) escalating spirals of
retaliation that cause episodic service interruptions and other collateral
damage to third parties.
All of these diverse activities are enacted for reasons. Whether we evaluate these as good or bad reasons is beside the point of the argument
being advanced here. The key point is that a large number of actors will
be capable of forming their own views about the desirability of such
forms of cyber conduct and also of acting on the basis of such views. It is
this potential for autonomous action-which itself may have further unintended consequences- that makes these problems especially serious.
One approach to managing problems associated with unintended
consequences in a decentralized governance environment would be
to pursue prohibition of various forms of problematic cyber conduct.
Grounds for such a ban might be rooted entirely in considerations of
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long-term consequences for Internet stability and interoperability, or
they might also draw on complementary justifications having to do with
respect for state sovereignty or individual human rights. Several bans on
particular kinds of international conduct exist, and some have persisted
for extended periods of time. What follows is a survey of several existing
global prohibition regimes and the prospects for applying such an approach to cybersecurity governance.

Prohibition Regimes and International
Security Governance
The common view of international politics-as a lawless Wild West in
which sovereign states confront an anarchic system that compels them
to act ruthlessly or perish-is mistaken. Political scientist Tanisha M.
Fazal, whose research focuses on the relationship between sovereignty
and international law, has convincingly shown that-at least since
1945-the rate of "state death" has fallen sharply in response largely to
changing norms of conquest. 14 While international norms, like all social
rules, may sometimes be violated, the norm against acquiring territory
by conquest appears to exert a significant constraining effect on state
behavior to the point where many states in the international system,
including several permanent Security Council members, appear to have
ruled it out entirely as a policy option. International condemnation of
Russia's actions in Crimea demonstrates the continuing strength of the
norm even as it requires acknowledgment that enforcement is imperfect.
Predation is hardly the only international conduct subject to prohibition. The extensive international relations literature documenting such
regimes catalogs numerous cases of varying success. 15 Here the focus
is on cases prohibiting conduct directly relevant to international security, to make three important points: (1) prohibition regimes are useful
tools for achieving security policy objectives, (2) there are initial signs of
a developing prohibition regime that captures multiple kinds of cyber
conduct, and (3) even in a perfect world, such a prohibition regime is
insufficient to address the problems associated with decentralized governance of a shared global facility.
One prominent global prohibition regime bans gross violations of
fundamental human rights. An example is the ban on genocide codified
in the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide (1948)-a prohibition that is also a jus cogens norm of inter128
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national law under Article 53 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties. 16 Similarly, the prohibition against torture is also such a norm
of international law in addition to a treaty obligation under the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (1984). In both cases, bans on particular forms
of international conduct are framed in terms of these norms, which are
binding on states regardless of their consent and which do not permit
derogation. This latter quality ofjus cogens norms substantially limits the
varieties of special pleading open to states under the area of customary
international law known as the law of state responsibility. 17
Arlother class of internationally prohibited behaviors pertains to
battlefield conduct. Wayne Sandholtz, a professor of international relations and law, has shown, for example, that wartime plunder has moved
from a normal and expected part of war to prohibited behavior. 18 Similarly, political scientist Ward Thomas has argued that there is a relatively
robust international norm against assassination. 19 There is also a ban
on particular kinds of weapons. For example, biological and chemical weapons are subject to bans. The Biological Weapons Convention
(1972) prohibits not only the use but also the production of this class
of weapons, 20 though it lacks provisions for monitoring or inspection.
In contrast, the Chemical Weapons Convention provides for extensive
inspections in support of the associated taboo. 21 Bans have also been
created for certain classes of conventional weapons. Examples include
the ban on antipersonnellandmines 22 as well as the ban on cluster munitions.23 In contrast, attempts to impose control on the international
transfer of small arms and light weapons have been less successfui.2 4

Prohibition in the Cyber Domain
There are also signs of a developing global prohibition regime in the
cyber domain. This proto-regime has at least three notable components.
The first deals with promoting international cooperation on cybercrime.
The Budapest Convention on Cybercrime commits state parties to harmonizing their domestic legal regimes with respect to computer crime.
It also commits parties to good-faith cooperation in investigating and
prosecuting such crimes across borders. 25 As such, it effectively seeks
to deal with the problem of decentralized governance by negotiating
common standards at the global level and leaving implementation to
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domestic authorities. While a useful step, it has been ratified by only 47
nations, primarily advanced industrial democracies.
The second component of the emerging cyber prohibition regime
consists of work primarily by the United Nations GGE seeking to clarify
the applicability of the law of armed conflict in the cyber domain. The
group includes the governments of the United States, China, and Russia; it therefore reflects the preferences and understandings of key states.
The 2015 report made several key advances. It expressed the belief that
"voluntary, non-binding norms of responsible State behavior can reduce
risks to international peace, security and stability." It further made several concrete recommendations for such norms. Finally, in a discussion
of the application of international law to information and communications technologies (ICT), the GGE explicitly noted "established legal
principles ... including, where applicable, the principles of humanity,
necessity, proportionality and distinction." 26 American officials have indicated, though, that some states are thus far unwilling to make "more
robust statements on how international law applies" in the cyber domain. 27 These efforts are preliminary, at best, and a great deal will depend on how these norms are implemented in concrete cases.
The final component of this proto-regime is the least developed. It
involves the bilateral agreement between China and the United States
regarding economic cyber espionage. In a September 2015 statement,
the two governments indicated that "neither the U.S. nor the Chinese
government will conduct or knowingly support cyber-enabled theft of
intellectual property, including trade secrets or other confidential business information for commercial advantage." The agreement also provided for the establishment of additional government-to-government
contacts for the review of cybercrime allegations. 28 Published reports
have indicated that American firms continue to suffer intrusions originating in China that are said to be attributable to government-linked
hackers. 29 Accordingly, it is important to be realistic about the likelihood of Chinese compliance; however, it may be that the value of the
agreement is in publicly committing China to a norm from which its
derogation can be criticized. International relations professor Daniel
C. Thomas, whose research focuses on issues of European integration
and international governance, has argued that the Helsinki Accords had
this effect in committing the Soviet Union to human-rights norms and
thereby helping to bring about the end of Communist rule. 30
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Thus, prohibition regimes are an important component of a globalgovernance toolkit. There are good reasons to believe that some of the
regimes discussed above have at least reduced the incidence and severity
of particular kinds of undesirable conduct; however, these regimes vary
in their comprehensiveness, formality, and effectiveness. In assessing the
likely effectiveness of a cyber-prohibition regime, a number of foreseeable problems arise pertaining both to whether other actors can be convinced to adopt a prohibition regime and whether a prohibition regime
can be effectively implemented even if other actors are convinced of its
utility and appropriateness.
Prohibition regimes are typically employed to deal with conduct that
is widely agreed to be immoral or unethical. Thus, the degree of moral
revulsion generated is an important determinant of whether actors will
agree to them. To the extent that some actors see different forms of cyber
conduct as consistent with their identities or their substantive understandings of justice, they are unlikely to agree to prohibit such conduct.
State conduct of economic cyber espionage provides an illustrative example. Some states and their populations may retain a more mercantilist understanding of what Australian constructivist scholar Christian
Reus-Smit has called "the moral purpose of the state"31 and thus believe
aiding national firms counts (at least in the domestic arena) as praiseworthy state conduct. Such an argument is consistent with international
security specialist Jacques Hymans's finding that leaders' perceptions of
national identity are an important driver of state decisions regarding
nuclear proliferation. 32
Even if actors agree on what behaviors they want to prohibit, there
may be other reasons a global prohibition regime lacks effectiveness. Political scientists Margaret Keck and Kathryn Sikkink have suggested that
transnational advocacy networks are most successful in achieving their
objectives when they are opposing conduct that entails physical harm to
innocents and when that harm is the result of a short causal chain that
easily connects the behavior with the resulting harm. 33 Given that many
cyber harms accrue in the first instance to corporations rather than individuals (for example, intellectual property or brand damage), it may be
difficult to generate sufficient moral revulsion to support a broad regime
prohibiting many forms of problematic cyber conduct. Further, many
cyber harms typically involve highly complex and opaque causal chains
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that individual policy makers and voters are unlikely to understand in
any depth.
Convincing others to support a prohibition regime dealing with particular forms of cyber conduct will also be more difficult to the extent
that prohibiting such conduct will also undermine actors' attempts to
achieve other valued goals. There are a variety of problems associated
with dual-use technology. State security agencies, for example, may see
particular forms of malicious code as critical to fulfilling their war-fighting and intelligence-gathering missions-even if they might agree that
some uses of such technologies should be restricted.
Research also indicates that the presence of powerful champions on
either side of an issue can affect the success or failure of advocacy efforts. 34 Such champions matter not only in terms of persuading other
actors but also in determining which issues advocates decide to contest;
further, champions may be organizations occupying positions of network centrality, in addition to individual norm entrepreneurs. 35 While
the United States has attempted to champion a norm against economic
cyber espionage, its efforts have been undermined by revelations about
the activities of the American intelligence community. Most technology
sector and civil-society organizations have focused on contesting privacy
and other human-righ ts issues, whether or not in response to state surveillance online. Reluctance to publicly disclose data breaches to protect
reputation and share value may well limit the willingness of other firms
to champion prohibitions on many forms of problematic cyber conduct.

Implementing Cyber Prohibition
Aside from challenges in securing political agreement on an expanded,
robust cyber prohibition regime, there are two important aspects to address
in implementing any such measures: the use of formal versus informal instruments and complications arising from monitoring and enforcement.
Most global-prohibition regimes rely heavily on formal legal instruments that codify the proscribed behavior and obligations of various
parties for monitoring, enforcing, and otherwise implementing the ban.
However, considerable risks are associated with the use of hard-law instruments in this context; soft-law modalities may be more effective. 36
First, treaties and customary international law bind only states. Given
the low barriers to entry and the key role of the private sector in the
cyber domain, a hard-law global-prohibition regime would not directly
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bind many of the relevant actors. Further, insofar as a hard-law instrument binds states to implement and enforce prohibitions within their
own borders and to cooperate with other states in doing so, it could be
expected to lead to a substantial number of requests under existing mutual legal-assistance treaties. Where mutual legal assistance is not effective, there may also be attempts to employ the law of state responsibility
to pursue remedies. Such measures would place states in the difficult position of being responsible for the management of problem-solving on
a global network that is expected to expand to several billion connected
devices and on which it is often difficult to attribute particular conduct
to specific actors. Even for advanced industrial democracies, it is questionable whether such arrangements are feasible; for emerging markets
and developing states, the situation would be even more difficult.
A second reason to be skeptical of hard-law instruments for prohibiting problematic cyber conduct is that there are legitimacy risks associated with the codification of rules that are either unlikely to be obeyed
or extremely difficult to enforce. Such rules risk becoming dead letters
and serving as constant temptations for violators to argue that actors do
not believe the proscribed conduct is actually inappropriate.
Finally, monitoring and enforcement present serious challenges for a
global-prohibition regime in the cyber domain, whether it is implemented
via hard- or soft-law mechanisms. The issue presents clear enforcement
problems among a large number of actors on an issue where attribution
is generally difficult. Therefore, violations are both likely and difficult to
prevent or punish. Access to the technology required to conduct such activities is already widespread and available from a large number of suppliers based in different countries. These technologies also typically have
multiple purposes, further complicating efforts to curtail proliferation.
Despite these considerable challenges, soft-law prohibition norms are
generally inexpensive to promote and can have substantial constraining
effects on behavior when internalized. Accordingly, current prohibition
efforts should be pursued with the realization that they will not provide
sufficient tools to deal with problems arising from decentralized governance of a shared global facility. In particular, prohibition should be
coupled with robust, institutionalized means of responding to intended
and unintended disruptions to Internet stability and interoperability.
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The Responsibility to Troubleshoot
The insufficiency of global-prohibition norms to deal with problematic cyber conduct means that there will be an ongoing need for
mechanisms to mitigate and manage such conduct when it does occur.
While these mechanisms will naturally involve technology (improving
hardware, software, and related technical standards) , policy must also
include attempts to address the social dimensions of such conduct or
run the risk that bad actors will adapt and innovate, finding new ways to
realize their goals. Measures should be aimed at reducing the frequency
and severity of disruptive cyber conduct, fostering cooperation in repairing damage caused by misconduct, and preventing the escalation of
such incidents into even more serious disputes or conflicts. Cultivating
a responsibility to troubleshoot can enhance global capacity to manage
challenges associated with decentralized cyber governance.
Coping with Unintended Consequences

The core challenge is to cope with negative effects on the stability or
global interoperability of cyberspace. Since these kinds of effects are not
typically intended outcomes, the remainder of this article emphasizes
means for coping with unintended consequences rather than with intended effects. However, since determining intention is often difficult
in practice, there is a strong argument for presuming any such negative
effects to be unintended. If nothing else, publicly treating such events
under a presumption that they are unintended serves two valuable purposes. First, it reduces the likelihood of hostility and escalation. Second,
refusal to cooperate in resolving problems may provide prima facie evidence to third parties that the effect was intended (or at least welcomed)
and demonstrate bad faith on the part of the responsible actor, thereby
increasing reputational costs from engaging in such conduct.
Resolving these problems requires effective and reliable methods of
quickly identifying and remedying the effects of malicious code and
other means of disrup ting cyberspace. These tasks are complicated not
only by technical problems of diagnosis, attribution, and implementation but also increasingly by problems of jurisdiction in what Naval War
College professors of strategy Chris C. Demchak and Peter Dombrowski
have termed a cybered Westphalian ageY The decentralized nature of the
international system and the cyber-regime complex create or exacerbate a
host of problems in securing broad, reliable cooperation in responding to
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disruptions in the cyber domain. Aside from complications arising from
domestic politics and international rivalries, these difficulties include differences in culture, institutions, specific domestic legal regimes, and basic
capacity (infrastructure, skilled personnel, and financing).
Furthermore, it is not immediately obvious who should be responsible
for providing such cooperation. Most Internet infrastructure is privately
owned, and most jurisdictions have multiple large-network operators.
Are such firms responsible, and if so, are they individually or collectively
responsible? Further, a variety of actor types transmits information over
these networks. In some cases, this information itself may be responsible
for the disruption. What responsibility do Over-The-Top content providers, non-technology firms acting as Internet consumers, state actors,
civil-society groups, and private individuals bear? Computer emergency
response teams (CERTs) typically assume responsibility for this level
of cooperation and assistance as part of their mission statements, 38 but
CERTs are highly varied in their capacity and in their scope of work. 39
These difficulties will not be quickly or easily overcome. One useful
step in doing so, however, would be to supplement prohibition efforts
with the cultivation of a norm that all relevant actors must participate
in good faith in efforts to resolve threats to the stability and interoperability of cyberspace. This requirement can be understood as an R2T.
The underlying rationale for this suggestion is that norms shape behavior in a number of ways, for example by reducing the propensity of
actors to engage in conduct that violates applicable norms and by shaping responses to violations by prompting criticism or sanctions. 40 Note,
especially, that because they enable criticism and sanctioning behavior,
norms can have significant and helpful effects even in cases where compliance falls substantially short.
The notion that even sovereign states have international responsibilities should not be controversial. The most basic of these-noninterference in the domestic affairs of other states-is foundational to the
modern international system. Several other responsibilities are inherent
to modern international law. These include the principle that treaties
must be observed (pacta sunt servanda) and other jus cogens principles.
The bodies of customary and conventional international law are also
similarly binding on sovereign states. Among the latter, the UN Charter
deserves special mention in creating responsibilities pertaining to the
use of force and to compliance with measures authorized by the UN
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Security Council. The 2015 GGE report affirmed the applicability of
the charter, in its entirety, in the cyber domain. 41
As with any other field of social life, actors will sometimes fail to live up
to their responsibilities. International law explicitly contemplates such
situations. It does so in the first instance by making states responsible
for their internationally wrongful acts, requiring them to provide apologies, damages, and other forms of restitution. Absent their willingness
to do so, international law also authorizes wronged states to take certain
self-help measures. Most importantly, even in exercising self-help, states
have responsibilities to do so according to the terms of identifiable rules.
As with rules of the road in many other areas of international politics,
the law of state responsibility has taken important steps toward codification (and thus greater precision) in the latter half of the twentieth
century. 42 1his effort has, thus far, culminated in the publication of the
International Law Commission's Draft Articles on Responsibility ofStates
for Internationally WrongfUl Acts.43 While not yet formally adopted by
states in the form of a treaty, the articles have been endorsed on multiple
occasions by the UN General Assembly.
If anything, contemporary understandings of sovereignty are increasingly qualified by concomitant responsibilities. The "responsibility to
protect" (R2P) is an important recent example. 44 Further, notions of international responsibility are increasingly extended to non-state actors.
The International Criminal Court recognizes individuals as bearing responsibility for certain kinds of grievous offenses even when undertaken
in an official state capacity. Efforts to inculcate an ethos of corporate
social responsibility, such as the UN Global Compact, also seek to create and uphold responsibilities for firms. It should not be controversial
to extend notions of international responsibility, including an R2T, to
various kinds of non-state actors.

Relationship to Responsibility to Protect
The R2P is arguably the most significant addition to the body of international responsibilities since 1945. Rather than a single responsibility, it entails three related responsibilities arranged to ensure the greatest
possible redundancy while reducing costs in terms of both sovereignty
and enforcement. The primary obligation is that of the state to its own
citizens, specifically, to protect them from genocide, war crimes, and
crimes against humanity. This obligation includes not committing or
136
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inciting those acts against the state's own population, as well as protecting the population against the perpetration of such acts by third parties.
The international community also has, in the first instance, the obligation to "encourage and assist" states in carrying out this obligation to
their own citizens. In cases where states are unwilling or unable to fulfill
the primary responsibility, R2P holds that the international community
has a collective responsibility to provide such protection. It specifies that
this is preferably done by peaceful means but that stronger measures are
authorized if such means are impractical or unsuccessful. 45
While the legal status of R2P is admittedly uncertain and the analogy
between the R2P and any potential R2T is imperfect at best, surveying
these shortcomings is instructive for effectively advocating and implementing an R2T. First, given the privatization of key Internet infrastructure, the limited capacity and expertise of many states with cyber
operations, the low barriers to entry for the creation of significant cyber
disruptions, and the difficulty of decisively attributing specific conduct
to particular actors, allocation of an R2T exclusively to states would be
unlikely to prove effective. In keeping with the avowedly multi-stakeholder nature of Internet governance, any R2T would need to be borne
not only by states but also by firms and voluntarily by organizations
with the means to contribute to ensuring its efficacy.
Second, the nature of the foundational responsibility in the two situations differs. The R2P is foremost an obligation of the state to its own
citizens. In contrast, an R2T would be offered equally by states to citizens and noncitizens since it pertains in substance to the functioning of
a global communications facility. Further, if the R2T is borne in part by
non-state actors, it cannot be owed on the basis of the relationship between state and citizen. The conception of the Internet as a governance
system comprised of a set of nested clubs, as mentioned earlier, provides
two distinct and non-mutually exclusive bases for grounding an R2T.
On one hand, the obligation can be grounded in reciprocity: the responsibility of all clubs oflnternet users to refrain from disruptive cyber conduct in return for the assurance that all other clubs will provide them the
same consideration. This ground creates an obligation owed by groups
to other groups. On the other hand, the obligation can also be grounded
in the terms of membership for the most basic and universal club: the
club of all global Internet users. This ground creates an obligation owed
by members of a group to each other. Both routes are possible, and both
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can be pursued without contradiction since the substantive obligation
is the same in both cases. Given the lack of a strong cosmopolitan ethos
and the strength of more particularistic attachments in social life, the
first basis may well prove more compelling overall, but the cosmopolitan
basis resonates more clearly with the human-rights regime.
Third, the nature of the subsidiary collective responsibility also differs. The difficulty of attributing cyber conduct poses severe challenges
for any efforts to implement collective action to intervene in the case of
major cyber disruptions or extremely significant levels of other problematic cyber conduct such as large-scale economic cyber espionage. Taking
steps that might include property damage or loss of life, at least with the
collective authorization envisaged by the R2P, will likely demand the
ability to demonstrate culpability in a public and convincing manner.
At a more pragmatic level, inaccurately directed responses are unlikely
to eliminate the undesired conduct and are further likely to prompt retaliation and loss of legitimacy. It is also doubtful whether there are any
forms of cyber conduct sufficiently grave to satisfy the proportionality
standards implicit in the R2P, which applies only in situations of genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity. Prior to reaching this
level, such cases would almost certainly trigger other rules permitting a
collective response, like the UN Charter provisions for self-defense and
for the maintenance of international peace and security. The R2T is a
means for addressing conduct of serious international concern that falls
short of the extreme acts that trigger the R2P Therefore, there is no need
for the R2T to require (or authorize) more than the use of peaceful, cooperative means. The concept of a responsibility to troubleshoot cannot
be a panacea to answer all problems arising from the cyber domain. To
the extent that this responsibility is adopted, however, some problems
can be made less severe and perhaps reduced in frequency. It is therefore a
potentially important component of the broader cyber-regime complex
currently in the process of formation. The R2T proposed here is consistent with the recommendations of the 2015 Group of Governmental
Experts. The GGE endorsed assistance for less-developed countries but
also indicated that "capacity-building involves more than a transfer of
knowledge and skills from developed to developing States, as all States
can learn from each other about the threats that they face and effective
responses to those threats." This speaks to a broad awareness that international cyber assistance is not simply a matter of development. Further,
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the group proposed several candidate norms that indicate general support for the notion that providing assistance is appropriate international
behavior. 46 These candidate norms are discussed in more detail below.
In general, the GGE recommendations are primarily focused on state
actors and do not develop the notion that an R2T might also apply to
non-state actors. Further, given the preliminary state of international
legal development in this area, the GGE merely expresses support for
candidate norms. This is a sensible starting point but falls well short of
a notion of responsibility.

Implementing the Responsibility to Troubleshoot
Several current and future options exist for implementing the R2T. As
in many other areas of Internet and cyber governance, states have useful
roles. One such role pertains to information sharing. In general terms,
this may involve sharing information on an ongoing basis to facilitate
diffusion of best practices in cybersecurity. The GGE suggested, for example, that states should "encourage responsible reporting of ICT [information and communications technologies] vulnerabilities and share
associated information on available remedies." 47 Information sharing
may also involve more specific efforts in response to particular instances
of problematic cyber conduct. This cooperation will often involve law
enforcement agencies. In this vein, the GGE called for states to "consider how best to cooperate to exchange information, assist each other,
prosecute terrorist or criminal use ofl CTs, and implement other cooperative measures to address such threats." 48
State involvement in implementing an R2T will need to go beyond
information sharing to encompass a direct role in incident response.
States are already significant network operators; their activities in this
regard may have unintended effects on other parties. Further, as states
play larger regulatory roles in the cyber domain, the number of channels
through which state action can produce negative effects on Internet stability and interoperability is likely to grow. Finally, many states have created bodies to assist firms and individuals in dealing with cyber disruptions. These bodies may themselves produce unintended consequences
for users outside the state's jurisdiction. In each of these cases, the state
is itself the source of a kind of problematic cyber conduct. It is not unreasonable to suggest, therefore, that it bears a degree of responsibility to
those affected by its actions. Even where the state is not the direct cause
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of cyber conduct that damages others, it may bear some responsibility
under international law to states whose citizens are adversely affected.
The GGE took preliminary steps toward recognizing such responsibilities in proposing that states should "respond to appropriate requests
for assistance by other States whose critical infrastructure is subject to
malicious acts" and that they should "respond to appropriate requests to
mitigate malicious activity aimed at the critical infrastructure of another
State emanating from their territory." 49 While promising, these candidate norms are limited only to acts that target the critical infrastructure
of other states, leaving most firms and citizens of other states relatively
unprotected. In limiting the candidate norms to covering "malicious
acts" the GGE also left unintended consequences (the primary problem
discussed in this article) unaddressed. Further, there are numerous ambiguities in the phrasing. It is not clear, for example, what constitutes an
"appropriate request" or even what is included under "critical infrastructure." Even if these candidate norms are ultimately accepted by most
states, additional work remains to be done.
The work of mitigating and resolving problematic cyber conduct once
it has begun is in large part dependent on technical competencies in
engineering and computer science. But such work cannot occur effectively and reliably at the global level without proper governance and
administrative structures to enable it. Over the last several years, Internet governance issues have become increasingly contested. Individual
governments, including those of the United States, China, Russia, Brazil, and others, have initiated or increased efforts to exert influence over
these issues. Incumbent entities including the Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers, the Internet Engineering Task Force,
and the Internet Society (ISOC) have also undertaken efforts to defend
or expand their roles, and other players like the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD), and World Economic Forum (WEF) have
also sought enhanced roles. Of particular importance in implementing
the R2T, however, are organizations dedicated to emergency response.
CERTs, sometimes called computer security incident response teams
(CSIRT) , can-and often do-play important roles in efforts to respond to cyber disruptions.
Since 1990, the Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams
(FIRST) has provided a degree of coordination among these groups.
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Its membership is relatively global but includes little representation in
Mrica and the Middle East. 5 Further, members are disproportionately
clustered in the developed world, and developing world members generally lack resources and expertise. FIRST has also undertaken efforts
to coordinate with the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) and ITU to ensure lessons learned from computer security incidents are incorporated into efforts to revise and create technical standards. It is also currently in the process of developing a curriculum to
ensure CSIRT training is consistent and of high quality. Individual
members also organize and join special interest groups on a voluntary
basis according to their interests.
The GGE explicitly recognized the importance of CSIRTs in its 2015
report. It called on states to "not conduct or knowingly support activity
to harm the information systems of the authorized emergency response
teams ... of another State" and further indicated that states should "not
use authorized emergency response teams to engage in malicious international activity." 51 These candidate norms suggest that there may be
support for providing CSIRTs with a degree of protected status under
international law.
Existing CSIRT programs and initiatives provide a solid foundation
for implementing many parts of an R2T, especially if their trustworthiness and freedom to operate can be protected under international law,
but in several important areas further development would be beneficial.
First, expanding educational offerings will provide an important service
to the global community. Second, additional work is needed in creating organizations in areas of the world where CSIRTs are less common.
While FIRST cannot accomplish this alone, it can play an important
advocacy and mobilization role alongside assistance from other Internet community organizations and other stakeholders, including governments acting in their capacity as providers of and catalysts for development aid and capacity building. Third, the CSIRT community needs
to engage in broader outreach to educate a wider array of organizations
about its role and importance. Network operators, technology firms,
universities, and some large financial institutions either have their own
CSIRTs or are accustomed to working with them, but as the "Internet ofThings" dramatically broadens the number oflnternet-connected
devices and objects, these concerns will become broadly relevant to
firms both as producers and consumers. Ensuring that stakeholders are
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apprised of appropriate points of contact and available resources will
facilitate timely, cooperative mitigation and remediation. These functions all parallel the requirement in R2P that actors assist each other in
carrying out their primary responsibility. They are also consistent with
other norms in the international system emphasizing the importance of
providing capacity-building and technology transfer assistance to developing states. 52 Capacity in this sense includes not only technology itself
but also knowledge about governance issues pertaining to information
and communications technologies.
The suggestions above deal with education, outreach, and capacity
building. In addition, it would be helpful to increase and institutionalize
CSIRT cooperation and coordination at a more operational level. One
modest first step in this regard would be the establishment of a global
clearinghouse system for notification of cyber disruptions and other
problematic cyber conduct. Beyond notification, such a system could
also perform a "handshaking" function, connecting parties experiencing
issues with verified, trustworthy groups with the expertise and willingness to assist. Such a system could also help reduce duplication of effort.
Finally, FIRST might play a role in developing and disseminating best
practices. States and other stakeholders could play critical supporting
roles in these endeavors, including by encouraging or requiring actors to
make use of these mechanisms in responding to cyber disruptions rather
than (or at least in addition to) employing private means of response.
Many forms of problematic cyber conduct revolve around access to
sensitive information. Further, efforts to mitigate such conduct may
bring CSIRT members and law enforcement officials into contact with
the sensitive information of third parties, including those in other legal
jurisdictions-for example, of individuals whose devices are part of illicit botnets. Accordingly, it is vital that efforts to implement an R2T
are especially sensitive to compliance with human-rights protections
and civil liberties, to prevent the inadvertent agglomeration of excessive powers by law enforcement and security agencies. The GGE recognized the importance of human rights, calling on states specifically
to "respect Human Rights Council resolutions 20/8 and 26/13 ... as
well as General Assembly Resolutions 68/167 and 69/106."53 Each of
these resolutions pertains to digital rights. This requirement of an R2T
is parallel to the Brazilian notion of a "responsibility while protecting"
governing conduct of the international community in upholding the
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R2P. 54 Whereas in implementing R2P the primary danger is to individuals' physical security, in R2T the primary danger is to their privacy
and digital rights. Accordingly, a responsibility while troubleshooting
(RWT) will reflect this difference.
Efforts to implement an R2T must also consider financing mechanisms. Insufficient funding for work on Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) was
revealed to have played a role in the failure to identify and rectify the
"Heartbleed" flaw. 55 Only after the flaw was publicly revealed did major
technology firms agree to provide funding for the development of what
had become a backbone oflnternet commerce. 56 Financing mechanisms
to implement the R2T will need to take advantage of a variety of modalities, including private-sector funding as well as public-private arrangements. However, there are reasons to be wary of unorthodox funding
streams and to preserve the notion of public-sector financing (including
at the global level) for some key functions.
While voluntary Internet-community efforts to fund and develop
technology standards have been largely successful, these efforts may be
prone to market failures of the kind that afflicted SSL. Further, it is not
immediately obvious that SSL should need to rely on the private sector
for funding, given that governments are among its most important users. Government reliance on SSL appears to be increasing. On 8 June
2015, a White House memo announced the requirement that "all publicly accessible Federal websites and web services only provide service
through a secure connection" and noted explicitly that "the strongest
privacy and integrity protection currently available for public web connections is Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS)," which may
use SSLY Setting aside questions about the wisdom of designating a
specific single encryption standard for government web services, this
public reliance on a particular technology raises the question whether
the public should play a role in funding the development and maintenance of that technology.
Regardless of questions about the proper roles for the public and private sectors in financing efforts to deal with problematic cyber conduct,
there is a need to ensure that funders do not acquire undue influence
over the implementation of R2T. Steps should be taken to implement
arms-length arrangements that guard against the corruption or capture
of such efforts in the service either of profit or of national interest.
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Fully developing and implementing an R2T, including a set of best
practices for RWT, would require considerable consultation and care
among a diverse set of global stakeholders. The most recent GGE report
provides grounds to conclude that major governments may be receptive to some steps in this direction. As international law expert Duncan
Hollis has argued, other parts of this agenda may also emerge from regional, bilateral, or even unilateral steps. 58 It would likely also be possible for the technology industry and technical Internet governance bodies to make meaningful progress without including states; however, such
scenarios must take into account the possibility that some states could
block efforts in their own territory on national security or other grounds
and that purely private efforts would likely underprovide services in the
developing world.

Conclusion
That states have international responsibilities is beyond doubt, though
the nature of those responsibilities continues to evolve. While the notion
that non-state actors have international responsibilities is more novel, it
is nonetheless increasingly well established in international criminal law,
international humanitarian law, corporate social responsibility, and in
other issue areas. Nevertheless, there are multiple reasons to doubt the
likelihood that efforts to ban problematic cyber conduct will succeed in
the foreseeable future. At most, it may be plausible to generate support
for a commitment to "do no harm" to the stability and interoperability
of the Internet for others, even if some states are determined to exercise
increasing surveillance powers and control over access to content within
their own borders. Even if a global prohibition regime were adopted,
there would be good reasons to ensure the existence of a robust set of
institutionalized mechanisms for mitigating and remediating various
kinds of intended and unintended disruptions to Internet stability and
in tero perab ili ty.
This article has explored possible modalities for, and challenges in
implementing, a responsibility to troubleshoot. An R2T would need to
apply to states, international organizations, and technology firms as well
as to large commercial Internet users and relevant civil-society groups.
The Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams is well positioned
for an expanded role; however, realizing this potential will require a
great deal of assistance from other actors. Especially in its initial phases,
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the R2T should be embodied in hortatory soft-law instruments that
permit greater flexibility and experimentation, that carry lower negotiating costs than formal hard-law instruments of international law, and
that more easily enable the participation of non-state actors. 59 The R2T
should additionally be accompanied by a responsibility while troubleshooting that commits engaged parties to implementing best practices
for the protection of sensitive data encountered in the process of mitigating and remediating threats to Internet stability and interoperability.
The creation of an R2T and an accompanying RWT will ultimately
require a sustained advocacy campaign by a transnational network including government officials, international organization staff, corporate
officers, and especially civil-society technologists and activists. Securing agreement on the desirability of social rules and successfully implementing them will no doubt be difficult. However, the alternative is
not a scenario in which the cyber domain is entirely ungoverned by
rules and in which actors have no responsibilities whatsoever. Cyberspace is already governed by a sprawling array of rules, implemented in
a decentralized (and sometimes only partially overlapping) manner by a
large number of public and private actors. Further, it is extremely likely
that this emerging cyber-regime complex will continue to develop. New
rules will be made to govern the cyber domain, some existing rules will
fall into disuse, and others will be reinterpreted, changed, and applied
in novel ways. The only question is the eventual trajectory of this rule
system. Accordingly, it is not immediately clear that the development
of an R2T is significantly less likely than other less desirable outcomes.
Moreover, the likelihood of particular outcomes can be shaped by the
exercise of agency. Since there is no guarantee that the future evolution
of the cyber-regime complex will occur in a manner conducive to Internet stability and global interoperability, the R2T is an important hedge
against the significant costs associated with cyber disruption in a context
of highly decentralized governance. ~\!IL
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Mankind Beyond Earth: The History, Science, and Future ofHuman Space
Exploration by Claude A. Piantadosi. Columbia University Press, 2012,
279 pp.
In Mankind Beyond Earth, Claude A Piantadosi, MD, director of the F. G. Hall
Environmental Laboratory at Duke University and 30-year consultant to NASA, examines the plausibility of humankind living beyond Earth. To that end, Piantadosi
states that the purpose of the book is to establish evidence supporting a return to the
moon. While there is no paucity of literature related to space exploration's past and
futuristic examinations of life in space, Piantadosi's work is one of the first to ground
the argument firmly in an extensive body of scientific evidence. Despite heavy doses of
biology, physics, and chemistry, Piantadosi's work is readily accessible to many readers
due to his straightforward explanations.
Given Piantadosi's overarching thesis that argues for an American return to the
moon, one might surmise that he would take a purely scientific argumentation. Piantadosi surprises the reader. In building up to his major proposition, Piantadosi reviews the state of US space activity and shows that the technological lead the nation
once held is quickly eroding. Moreover, he suggests that America's "scientific illiteracy"
tends to devalue science and results in confusion on how to evaluate new science (p.
3). This confusion has led, in his opinion, to the expensive detours of the 2010 National Space Policy's asteroid missions (p. 40). Furthermore, Piantadosi suggests that
such shortsightedness may well lead to the United States relinquishing its lead in the
space sector to the up-and-coming Chinese space program. In fact, he states that if
the nation continues "busily chasing asteroids" and allows the historical trend of space
programs to continue, then China will likely beat the United States to the moon,
where it will develop the necessary follow-on technologies to voyage to Mars (p. 205).
Still, while there is urgency in Piantadosi's words, he does not conflate aimless
activity with deliberate, careful planning designed to further American space power.
To wit, he not only cautions against frivolous space excursions but also warns that
attempting to be the hare in the next space race could prove un bearably expensive.
Instead, the nation must be the tortoise.
Throughout the book, Piantadosi balances between highlighting the urgency of
going to the moon, and eventually Mars, with the reality that nothing comes easily
in space. In fact, much of the book takes great care in making the case for a return
to the moon. Piantadosi takes the first steps in walking this tightrope in his second
chapter, where he explains the realities of space and travel within the domain. While
he acknowledges the usefulness of futuristic thought, he admits that there is too much
to be accomplished now to spend time dreaming of what could one day be (p. 44).
Chapters 3 and 4 provide an historical overview of humankind's space endeavors
and, given the author's medical background, the history of the study of physiology in
space. Piantadosi uses these two chapters to build the case as to why the United States
must return to the moon, which he argues in detail in chapter 5. Importantly, he does
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more than merely make the case for a return to the moon; he offers ways to do so with
current technology and lists what would be needed to establish a settlement on the
lunar surface, which he believes is a requirement for follow-on deep-space exploration.
After offering convincing arguments for returning to the moon , Piantadosi spends
the next five chapters discussing the challenges of deep-space exploration. Whether
discussing cosmic radiation in chapter 9 or the dilemmas of producing sustenance using indigenous resources in chapters 6 and 7, Piantadosi methodically works towards
the culminating point of the book's second part, which is chapter 1O's discussion of
how humankind will travel to and set foot on Mars.
Such a discussion on the challenges of interplanetary travel leads to part 3, where
the author argues why the United States should travel to Mars. Much of the argument hinges on the fact that few other planets provide hospitable environments in
which explorers could even venture. Indeed, Piantadosi concludes his final chapter by
hearkening back to John von Neumann. He admits that maybe von Neumann was
correct in his assessment that the best humanity could do to explore outer space was
to send robotic probes. To wit, as humankind learns more about the cosmos, it has
discovered the uniqueness of Earth; while there are many potential planets out there,
so far, few exhibit the qualities of Earth. Many are inhospitable, and those that may
be friendly to humans are sufficiently far away that even relativistic speeds (fractions
of the speed of light) make such travel essentially improbable due to concerns over
resources, genetic bottlenecking aboard spacecraft, and myriad other reasons. For that
reason, Piantadosi states, "Our own uniqueness and space's insuperability are the best
incentives we have to take the best possible care of Spaceship Earth" (p. 250).
Overall, this book provides reasonable arguments for an American return to the
moon and a follow-on mission to Mars. The biggest critique of the book is the unstated assumption that the United States will go to Mars. In other words, it appears
that Piantadosi takes it as a foregone conclusion that the United States will attempt
to go to Mars. That is not to say that he builds a straw man argument for returning
to the moon. Indeed, his argument for going to the moon is compelling based on its
merits without the consideration he gives for subsequent Martian endeavors. Nevertheless, he never fully questions the aim of a US space program. Such a critique has
troubled NASA since the United States beat the Soviet Union to the moon in 1969.
Back then, national prestige powered our efforts. Today, it seems (and Piantadosi's arguments support this supposition), the nation continues its space program to benefit
from the ways that space science can be used to detect problems on Earth, and the
nation goes for pure research (pp. 5-6). In other words, the United States continues
its largely scientifically focused space program for science's sake. Yet as recently as
February 2016, Congress questions the "science for science's sake" approach.
To be fair, Piantadosi does touch on other reasons for returning to the moon. Specifically, he discusses the economic potential of mining and suggests that economic
incentives may be the necessary carrot to drive the establishment of a moon settlement
(p. 102). He is a medical researcher and not an economist; his argument for bolstering
the American space program may gain more traction when combining scientific and
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commercial reasons for a lunar return. If "flag follows trade," as many scholars have
suggested, then it may be the merchants who lead the nation to Mars and beyond.
The student of strategy can take away three points from this book. The first two
points deal with preparation. First, as Piantadosi asserts, space technology requires
long lead times. The same might be said of war-fighting capabilities. The strategist,
therefore, must account for those lead times in crafting strategy. As J.F.C. Fuller attested, strategy should precede force structure, planning, and expenditure. Yet, if technology is the long pole in the tent, the strategist must accord proper consideration
to its development during the formulation of strategy. Second, preparation is also
paramount for the strategist in another fashion. The strategist cannot simply select
the strategic conditions that are just right bur must prepare for those conditions that
are wrong (p. 48). Concerning Piantadosi's book and this reviewer's earlier allusion to
economic development being the primary driver of future space power development,
the strategist cannot solely focus on military matters but must also have a finger on the
pulse of the greater environment in which the military operates. Thus, if space development "rakes off," then it is reasonable to suggest that the nation will need to protect
its space merchants. When combining this assertion with the first takeaway highlighting technology's long lead time, one can conclude that waiting until the time is right
equates to tardiness. National defense can ill afford sleeping on the watch.
Third, Piantadosi's final observation may prove the most relevant for the student of
strategy. By reminding the reader that careful stewardship of our current planet should
out-prioritize seeking other planets, Piantadosi highlights the fact that resources are
neither inexhaustible nor invulnerable. In fact, the National Security Strategy and the
Air Force Strategic Master Plan espouse these ideas. Accordingly, the strategist should
consider new ways of using the resources one has. One can only build strategy's bridge
with the materials available. Game-changing technologies like space-based solar power
provide one way that the nation can exploit a new development. In the same breath,
many discuss third offsets and game-changing weapons. What if a third offset were,
instead, a capability that obviated adversary attempts to influence (such as petroleum
is now) or interfere with (such as they were during Operation Enduring Freedom) our
resources and their concomitant supply chains? Piantadosi does not discuss such ideas,
but his ideas lead to such extrapolation and discussion. The scientific material found
in Piantadosi's work will not appeal to every reader, but because he forces the reader
to think critically about the nation's space program and because his ideas have basis in
strategy writ large, this book is highly recommended.
Maj Ryan Sanford, USAF
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